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Abstract
Thi.<; fiLudy examines Lne relative ar.d confounding effects
of th'J p:Jyc.:hometric and the basic skills models of achievement
(1/1 I ,i t~riJcy and numeracy. Specifically, it addresses six
'llJ'~:;L ions, Fi.rst, how r~sponsive are t.he psychometric and
bafJ.i.: skills factors to changes in family environment?
S(~c.:nlldly, doea family environment affect ba"'ic skills achieve-
IJlf1111: over and <1bove the effects of the psychometric model?
'J'Ii i l"dl y, ~Jhen cant roll i ng for the impact of the psychometric
ulld basic skills measurement models on reading, does family
bilckground have any effect? fourthly, does family background
h,:lv~ effects on mathematics achievement over and above the
(~ffer.:ts of. the psychometric and basic skills models? fifthly,
do,!:,; th,~ psychometric model have independent effects on
I itcr<lcy ,Illd nurnerilcy over and above the effects of family
bLlckground und b<lsic okillu? Finally, does the basic skills
model 11ilve independent effects on literacy and numeracy ov ~r
ilnd above the effects of the family background and
psychometric models?
!"j 1 data for this study were obtained from The Stt\lcture
01 1':lcllIcntary School Achievement (SESJ\) Project. only relevant
.i 11 forl1l<\t j on was used. These data have been colh'cted from
o:d~lht schools located in urban and rural areas of the prov-
ince. Students completed standardized academic aptitude and
.-.chievemcnl tests over a three year period, The purents also
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COll'pleted a questionnaire.
Principal component analysis was conducted ,1:; dll ,I ill to
describing the psychometric properties of t.Iw i m.tl"llmL'nt. \',Itll
analysis was conducted using the results f1"OIl' ,1 IlllJltipll'
regression analysis wherein the effects of colch Voll"j"blc W,I,:
examined in light of and individually from the Qthel" pn.'dietQI"
variables. The alpha reliabilities <lnd construct vdl iditil':: of
the measures fell well within acceptable r,u1ql";
On the basis Qf the data analysis it W,l~: 10UIHI th,ll" by
themselves neither academic aptitude nor b"sjc "k i I J,~ <I';COllllt",:
for a cQmprehensive theory of literacy <lnd llllnler'H.'::y. It W,ll;
also found that while the direct el'rects 01 :",O,~i<)I',:onolllic
status on achievement was negligible, the indirct:t CllcL:t vi"
academic aptitude and basic skills, waG quite POWl'I"llJJ. In
other words, children from advantaged homes tend to <letl ipvp i1t
a hi<.,.her level than individuals from le5~ privi Icqr~d IJdck-
grounds. Results further ::;how that a [c.o1liJy'H HocioUL:ollolllic;
status does affect basic sKills achievement beyond rll ... el "~I:t,~
of academic aptitude and sociQeconomic statlls qoverl1f~ "l.::"dcmil.:
aptitude and basic skills Which, in turn, illl.',;L'", hoth
literacy and numeracy. Also, the direct of fr~c;t 0' th"
psychometric model on math, when cantrall inr) for sOl.:io(".'conomi,'
status and basic sKills, is powerful. Similar rc,;lJltt: t!i'VC
been found for reading. A final result of the datLl ilnnly~;j~;
shows that the direct effect of basic s}:i J J[; on math nnu
reading, when controlling for socioeconomic statu:; and
iv
,)t:i.H.lcmic upti tude, is power ful.
It would appear that while the basic skills an individual
<Jcquircs us <l result of schooling are quite powerful, they are
in r<.lct governed to a great extent by one's academic poten-
t j ,II. Al ~o, there appe<lrs to be a great deal that schools can
uo to compensate for a deprived socioeconomic background.
There iu 1 ittlc doubt that the pSyChometric and basic skills
model s arc certainly complementary. To develop an acr;urate
pr-o[i.!c of an individual's learning style, it is necessary to
tilkc <lIt three of socioeconomic status, academic potential and
b;l~; ie ski lIs fuctors into account.
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CHAPTER I
The Problem
Introduction
Since formal education began there hag been il c-onl;rov,'I-"Y
as to whether academic aptitude 01:" whel:ht'T bilS i c nk i I In
acquired as a result of schooling, most stron91y OH..:coltnLn 10.·
literacy and numeracy. While other factol:"s cerL.lillly ;,li1Y d
role within the educational process, few would disi1lJI'(")(~ 1.11;'11.
academic aptitude and basic skills aCCullnt [01· "l(":~IlIC'ttlif.'
success measured as literacy and numeracy. 'J'hi~ B\.udy wi 11
examine both of these concepts to determine wheLher' they dP'
in fact competing or complementary tbeor i es of ilch i (.·V('ttl'~rtL .
The concepts described here are best repn:~!Jr~rtl.c,1 l.llrnllrjll
the use of models which can be regarderl as (orm;ll 01" ('IU't;,
tionalized theories expressed mathematic<:llly. ThO") 1.111"'", trH)d0.Jn
discussed within this study are the socioecr)nCJmic 1110,],,1, 1 Ii,·
psychometric model (academic aptitude or cogniLivr~ .~ll,i liLy),
and the basic skills model of school achir,v0mr,nL. III iLr:
simplest form the psychometric model of t i L<:!r<:I<:y ;lIld tlltlw:r,t'_'y
is one in which X, (reading) and x. (mi:lLhem<Jtics) il,-r. r::xp,-,r;v,rl
to be responsive to Xl (academic <Jptitude). Th<,~;r: rr,J;d.i"/t
ships are depicted in Figure 1.1.
<8-
e
,8 8- e ,
Figure 1.1 Psychometric Model of Literacy and Numeracy
wher~ x, .. academic aptitude
x, '" reading comprehension
X, .. math achievement
e l and e? '" residual terms
Paralleling the psychometric model is the basic skills
model as exemrlified by such instruments as the Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills or, in Canada, its equivalent, the Canadian Tests
or BilSic Skills. Thus, according to the basic skills model, Xl
<lnd x., are responsive to x? (basic skills) as depicted in
FigUl-e J. 2.
<
8- e ,8 G)-e,
Figure 1.2 Basic Skills Model of Literacy and Numeracy
where X~ • basic skills
XJ • reading comprehension
x~ _ mathematics achievement
e , and e~ .. residual terms
In equation form the two models aloe caplul"ed an fU!!llWll;
"~I
X~ .. a~ + b~ x, t e~
i<'
By definition, however, the psYChOI1lCtl"ic mudl~1 ill
logically prior to the basic skillEl model" The pUycholll"l rio'
model is a model of potential achievement; Whel"C an l_h,~ h.lnie
skills model is a model of actual achievclllf:'!l1L or CII'·P'1l1
knowledge. It follows, therefore, that whi I~ puL'·IlI.iill
achievement is designed to be a predIctor o( aetll" I •.u:11 i ,~vr·
ment, actual achievement can only be regardcd im a p'·IJY.y llli
potential achievement, not as a predictor or it" II I_hi;; vi,·w
of the relationship between potential and acluoIl ."j(:hi"v'~'11';1L1.
is accepted then the competing versus eomp]cllV..:nt,lry l.h""ri"l:
model will be one in which the measure o[ potential ;,(~hi"v"
ment is depicted as being logically prj or to ilCt:U<l1 ;Jdli';v',
ment, See Figure 1.3.
k-----~O- e,
0-e3
e,
Figure 1.3 11 Competing Theories Model of Literacy and
Numeracy
where x, ,. aptitude
x, = basic skills
x~ ~ reading
X" = mathemat ieG
C!, - e J = residuals
The relationships in Figure 1 3 may be captured by the
following equations:
(s)
(6)
(7)
Few explanations in education are as simple as suggested
1n the al'ove discussion of the competing theories approach to
J itel'acy and numeracy. First, potentially confounding
vadables have to be considered. These are sometimes equally
important theories. One such theory focuses on the family
ellvi l-Ollment. The family environment. argument holds that a
family's social structure is dependent on t 110 pl'f~"I-v,',l
abilities or competencies of the pal",mtG i1l1d Lh,ll. Lh"tW
abilities govern the intellectual configll1:aLioll l,r t.l1t~ hom,~.
This intellectual configuration, in lurn, wi 11 ~J(,v'~l'n Ill<'
child's opportunity to learn, thereby .inlLuCllcin~ l.it'·I'01Cy i1IIJ
numeracy acquisition over and above oiLliel ilfJl iLlId..,
achievemf'nt.
While such a model is easy to fot'ma I i ~e iln r:hnwli ill
Figure 1.4 with its related equations, it is not. <1Il <":,ISy lIlh'
to test as it calls for the achievement tefitillq l,t P,ll"<'lll::
Nevertheless it is possible to usc a Pl"OXY ill th,~ 1'01"111 ,)1
family socioeconomic status in an attempt t:o <IPI-II"oxil\1"lL') I II"
contribution to a child's literacy <lnd numcr<1<:y 01 p'll·'llil '~;
ability. This ';'s the route followed jn thin 1;h(~ni~; ;jud i~:
depicted in Figure 1.5. First we have tile InOI:1.) el'lbor.. l.'~ Ill'HI,·j
as shown in Figure 1.1. Note that it i9 nocr:mJ<.Jry 1.0 dl.lllq,~
the notation in order to handle a model of gn:',l1.",r c(Jlllpl"xi1.Y.
e,
~~~-e,
~~~-e.
e,
Figure 1.4 A Model Depicting the Intergenerational
Transmission of Ability.
where X, .. father's ability
XJ ,.. mother's ability
XJ a child's aptitude
X... child's achievement
x~ .. child' B current reading competency
X, .. child' B current mathematical
proficiency
e, - e. '" residual terms
variables in circles are unobserved
latent constructs, while variables in
rectangles are observed.
The model specification in Figure 1.4 assumes that
parental abilities will operate indirectly on literacy and
Ilumeracy via aptitude and achievement, and not directly. Note,
too, that reading and mathematics are assumed to be acceptable
proxy variables standing for literacy and numeracy respective-
Jy. The equations are:
18)
(9)
(1',
(11)
As noted above because parental abilities al."e not C<1oY to
measure--parents are not disposed to being testerl--the best
proxy available; namely, a measure of socioeconomic statlls of
the family, is used instead. This model is depicted j 11 Figure
1.5.
k-------____="'~ 0- e,
J'E=-----"\---f-~CJ0-- e,
\
e,
Figura 1.5 11. cOffi!:>eting Theories Model of Literilcy <.Inti
Numer, cy
where Xl family socioeconomic
Xl academic aptitude
x, achievement
x. reading
x" mathematics
Figure 1.5 equations are:
X2 '" a l + b 21 Xl + e\ (12)
xJ '" a2 + b 31 Xl + b u x 2 + 8 2 (13)
x~ - a l + b~l x, + bu x 2 + bu :i{J + E1 (14)
Its - a, + b Sl XI + b n x 2 + b n XJ + "', (15)
Estimation of equd"'ions 12 through 15 will generate the
findings necessary to clarify whether these three theories of
Ii teracy and nUKIeracy cOlilpetency--the family environment
tho;lory, the psychometric theory and the basic skills theory--
are competing theories or complementary theories. Suppose the
direct and indirect effects of x, (social status) on x,
(reading) were substantial and statistical~ysignificant, but
that the parallel effects on Xs (mathematics) were negligible,
it would not be unreasonab1e to argue, given the specification
of equations 12-15, that literacy was more responsive to
family background factors than nUllIeracy. In other words, while
the effects of fallily environJIent on literacy acquisition was
powerful over and above the effects of aptitude and achleve-
IIIcnt, such was not the case with numeracy. In effect,
mathematics (or numeracy) in this instance would be largely
unresponsive to family background compared to reading (or
11 teracy) .
unfortunately, while it is easy to farlllulate competing
theories models as sets of equations, it is far from easy to
gather the data and construct accurate measures of the lIodel
constructs. Nevertheless, in its simplest form this thesis is
concerned with the kind of relationships depicted in Figure
1. 5; hence, with the estimation of equations similar to
equations 12-15.
Background to the Problem
Data for the current project came from the Structure of
Elementary School Achievement (SESA) Project--a four year
study conducted by Mr. Jeff.rey Bulcock of the Institute for
Educational Research and Development, Memorial university of
Newfoundland (1982-1986). The SES]I, Project followed children
from the beginning of Grade 2 to the end of Grade 4. 'l'wo
overlapping 3 year studies, with a one year lag, allowed
validation of the first stUdy. That is, study A began in 1982
and tha children were followed up through the next three
grades.
Fall 1982
> vear 1,Study ]I,spring 1983
Fall 1983
>year2,Study ]I,Spring 1984
Fall 1984
> vear3,Study ]I,Spring 1985
Fall 1983
> vear1,Study BSpring 1984
Fall 1984
---->!..ear 2,
spring 1985 ... tudy B
Fall 1985
> vear3,Study 8spring 1986
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Study B began in 1983--a year later--and also continued
for three years. Study A was completed in the Spring of 1985,
Study B was completed a year later, 1986. The idea was that
the Literacy-numeracy models for each study would be the same
in terms of specification. If the parametero for the Study A
models were the same as those for the parallel Study B models,
then the models would be validated. If model A/model B
comparisons were different then the validations effort would
be cl failure. This however; is not a concern of the current
thesis which used merged Study A and Study B data.
The total number of children to participate in t.he study
WilS 328- -217 in the main study and 111 in the validation
ntudy. The researchers were interested in identifying the
information processing strategies and those elements of the
Rocial learning environment which provides learners with the
tools needed for achievement in elementary school.
The SESA project had a data base, gathered by question-
naires and (ormal assessment, which was designed to address
several issues of which the current thesis was one. Each
family's socioeconomic status (SES) level was determined by
using the information from questionnaires which had been sent
to the parents of each of the 328 children in the study.
Academic aptitude and basic skills scores wC!re identified by
the Canadian Cognitive Abilities Test and the Canadian Tests
of Basic Skills, respectively.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the present study was to ex,lInin,> tilL'
extent to which the psychometric model of 1 i Lcr,lcy ,111"
numeracy accounted for the reading and mathclllut i.e!' p01"!orm-
ances of children when controlling for the confound,ing .-~rfl'cLs
of both the basic skills or current knowledge of chi lctn~ll il1ld
their socioeconomic background. By the Silrne token, Llic nl.lldy
was designed to measure the obverse of this; n,:tmc 1y, Ln Wh:l t
extent the basic skills model of literacy and 1l1l11I"I'iICy
accounted for the reading and mathematics pcrfonndnccil of
children when controlling for the potentia.! ty CCl111'ol1tldill~1
effects of both the psychometric model and the soci.oeconomie
model.
The present study, therefore, focused on t.wo IIIOdcltl (ll
school achievement--the psychometric mode] and til" 1J<lHi('
skills model. Its primary purpose was to discover which 01 tll(~
two theories had the greatest influence on ] i.tc:r~H':y iliid
numeracy in the early grades. It poses the followillg qw::;·
tions: (a) Are the models competing explanationG·~ 'l'haL in, ill
the presence of one is the explanatory value or. I:hr".l r)tll'~r
attenuated? or (b) Are the models complementary expl;Ul.:l!: inrw·/
That is, are both models necessary in order to obu, i n .:l d'!iJ r.
picture of what accounts for '1<lriability in liter;Jr.:y imrJ
numeracy? The findings of such a study hilve rel~v;:)n{;{~ lor l.h':
current debate over the validity of generic: t<:!sts CrJlnp;Jrr,rJ trJ
achievement tests as educational indicator:3 ol nr:h(J~J1
achievcm~nt. This writer also believes that the study has
important implications for the establishment uf a national
r~uucationill indicators system. Such a system must address
qU"stions about how well students perform in various subject
areas; how well such achievements can be predicted; ;,od the
8xtent to which predictor variables can be policy manipulable.
lit present there is a movement among countries, provinces and
states to establish measures of literacy and numeracy outcomes
and to efJtablish national standards for student achievement.
'l'hese prc.jects are designed to construct school performance
indicators.
Performance indicators take many forms and are most often
used within the educational system for accountability
PUl"pOses. The educational system levels most commonly compared
include the school, the school district, the province and the
nation i.e. schools are compared within districts, districts
within provinces, provinces within Canada, and Canada is
compared to reference group nations such as the United States
of America, Britan or Australia. A measure of the outcome of
performance is usually the desired end with the three stages
of performance assessment being inputs, processes and
outcomeii. This system may be represented visually by the
following model:
Input --I Process 1--· Output
A primary requirement of any system of 'lCCOIllII";lbi 1 i.1.y I:'
that the appropriate indicators of perfOrm<'lllCll bl~ icklll. ifi"ll
and available for assessment. TheBe illdic;ILol·,' mllnl b.>
relevant, reliable and valid: th<lt in, they 1I11I>;1: .!('('\II·;I1..'ly
measure some real aspect of perform<lnce, rlnd fOI' ''',"wh 01 I h.'
main categories it must be determined Wh<lL i nel i C,Il.OI·:J 111.'''1
these criteria. Specifically the purposes o[ tliill Hl:wly "1'~ 10
provide answers to the following research queHl: iOIlH'
How responsive are the psychometr.ic and b<J~;i" nki II:;
factors to changes in family environments?
2. Does family environment a f. fect bilA i c :Jk i t 1:: .-" 'I \ i ,:y •.
ment over and above the effects of selJOl,!!Jl; i r; ,1pL i LlId, .. ','
When controlling for the impact 01' th,; pny<:h'!lll"Lli,'
and basic skills measurement models on n~ildin~ ,lrJ":: 1 ,'Tlli Iy
background have any effect?
4. Does family background have effects on nl;ll.ll'~I1lOll.i';n
achievement over and above t-.he effects of fmychc.m\'!tr· \ ,; "11'1
basic skills measurement models?
5. Does the psychomt:!tric model hav<:- i ndcpenrj'!JlL ': 1 r",cl:;
on literacy and numeracy over and above th'! ,~[fcc:u; "r rdllli 1'/
background and basic skills?
6. Does the basic skills model have illrj0P0fJrJ'~lIt. ',f 1','!I.I:
on literacy and numcracy over and above the, cl'lr".:I.:; ,-,1 I.h'·
family background and psychometric model fl't
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Significance of the Study
The current study has significance to parents, educators,
pol icy-makers and all others interested in the field of
NJur:ation. It is both timely and relevant in that perhaps at
no other time in the history of education, has there been a
greal:er emphasis or, the quality of education being offered and
t.he accountability issue (Psacharopolous & Velez, 1993).
I';:n:ents and educators are questioning the methods currently
being used, particularly in light of the massive amounts of
money being poured into the education system and the relative-
ly poor return, in measurable literacy and numeracy. For
(!xample, The Globe and Mail (January 4, 1993) reports that, in
constant] 989 dollars, the cost per student of education in
Ciinad'l's prilnary and secondary schools rose from less than
$2,000 in 1960 to $5,000 in 1990. As well, the student/teacher
ratio [ell. from 25.6 to 15.6. One would assume that these
statistics would show a positive correlation between invest-
ment and return over time,. instead, composite scores on
sti'llld~r.dized achievement tests have fallen to approximately
90 .. or whOlt they were in 1960. Many parents and educators are
questioning why this phenomenon has occurred, Many blame
C'hilt\ges in CUlTiculum policy. One such change has been the
shi fl: (1"01il a basic skills approach to a whole language
<lppl'o<lch to the promotion of literacy and numeracy.
Today, with the emphasis on whole language, some schools
choose to disc,u'd the teaching of phonics and spelling,
otherwise known as basic skills, in favotll' of .1 mor,~ holjst \c
approach to learning. This transition has lcild to 1l111~11l.i0m1
regarding the standardizat ion and qual i ty of cducil.t i 011 be i 1\\1
offered to students. Tod<ly we intruduce chi ldren Lo C'IlV i nlll
ments and themes around which we str\lct\ln~ IC<.luliI19. II. i:,
believed that such an enriched environm~~nt wi.!1 al luw ,'veil I. IIt..'
most disadvantaged individuals to realize Lhci I' full ,1~',lr:l'~llIi~'
potential. Classrooms have been converl.ed, fOl' ,'X;III1P 1P, ';0
simulate farms and other environments; stlldcnl.L; b'''('OIll'~
immersed in the "farm experience" which js incoql'nilLC'd illLo
all subject areas. While many of these chi ldn~1I Illily "wI lip
knowing something about farming, one samet. i mes wOII<I,,! II ,,!Jnlll
their acquisition of reading and rna themat j cr. HI'i I In.
\'Viti' the whole language approuc.:h the studeIIL'i;, ('I" \.1\,..
group's, own words and compositions <Ire llsed CIS I.h,-, IIJ.I!J·, i;11
of instruction for reading, writing, spcJlill~, flp'~.-lkjll'J "tHJ
listening. It claims to be the bridge between th" chi Id'~l 01',,)
language on the one hand and reading and wrjtill~l Ull l.tlr: nl.JI('1
The problem with this approach is that lInl.i.t th(' r;lJi Id 1,;];1
reached a threshold level of oraey. r,~.)djn<J iJnd wI'iLill'l
acquisition will be difficult. This is especi.alJy LJI', C;II;" ill
rural Newfoundland. Researc.:h has fo';nr) thaI. tniJrry n! 1.11.,:;',
students come to 8::hoo) de[icient (about (JII', l~l.iJnd;JPJ
deviation or 1.3 yeiArs behind their tnillnland (:ounIJ~lr)iJrt::i ill
vocabulary and language usage development.
Maclean's Mago'l.zine devoted the bulk o( it:; .1;JnuiJry 11,
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1')~:~ r-<dlt:ion to the question of why ln8ny parents are giving
[ailing grildes to their childran's teachers. Many farents
'JPr:ear to be displeased with their province's approach to
1 i tr~t"ac:y and numeracy. Groups such as Parents In Action,
(ollt<ldo); l'ilrcnts for Bat;ics, (Manitoba); and PAH.ENT, (Nova
Scot ia) arc lobbying for a back-to-basics educational reform
while other groups are seeking funding Eor back-to-basics
pri vilte schools. This sort of breakaway philosophy has
n:!cent 1y taken hold within Newfoundland as this province is
about: to open its third privately funded school. Canadian
businesses il!"e also requesting that reading, writing, and
COlilputi'ltional skills be given higher priority so that
~j1·ildu.ltcs will be able to compete in high-tech industries.
Many l:cilchers, as well, appear to be less than satisfied with
Lhc trend towards a whole language approach. They claim that
r.;LillldCll·ds must be lowered because of political and bureau-
criltic pressure to keep students in school, and as a result
~H·hnols hilve no choice but to advance children with a poor
~lrOlJnding in the basics. Because of its lack of standards and
aCClH"atc Cichievement measures the whole language approach
u 11 OWl> (or thi s type of advancement.
I\nother tn<'ljor point to be made with regard to the above
di sClission is that traditional methods have been usr· j to
.-lf1BeSS the achievement levels of students. That is, instru-
11\<~lIts ilL"C used which were designed to assess achievement via
b.1Sic skills ilnd as a result may not present an a..::curate
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profile of the individual's actual achievelllent level obtained
via a whole language approach. In other words, even though the
content and methods of delivery of education have changed, the
standards by which we measure students' attainment levels have
not. Standardized testing methods must be developed which
account for the shift in methodology frolll basic skills to
whole language as well liS to take other con[ounding r"ctors
into account. Results of these standardized measures wi 1J
empower parents to make schools more accountable for the
quality of education they offer but in order to do this it
must be determined what it is, exactly, that these tests
measure. '1'0 that end, this study examines several pcr(ormimcc
indicators and their relative impact upon literacy and
numeracy. The results of this study will present educators and
policy-makers with the infonaation nccessllry to decidc :..hich
types of instruments best suit their particular needs.
Another llrea of significance for the current study lies
with the streal'lling of students. Children are frequently placed
in grades or classrooms based upon their performance on
standardized tests of achievement. The underlying assumption
is that teachers are doing an adequate job of information
dissemination and effectively teClching thc skills. It may be
the teacher's devotion to ineffective practices, however, that
account for the lack of academic success of a port i on oC the
students, r.:lther than the inherent limitations of the children
themselves. In other words, ~ven though a ch ild' s academic
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potr~nti<ll is adequate, methods to measure that aptitude may be
howed upon the acquisition of basic skills; consequently, a
low ;~cud<::mic achievement score, as assessed by a standardized
tr~8t, may be no more than a proxy for basic skills and prove
oilly thilt the school has failed to educate. More comprehensive
;lnr] accurate measurement instruments must be incorporated into
<lily efficient assessment program.
With the current emphasis on accountability, informal
ilssessment has given way to more formal evaluation of
chi ldrcn. This transition has not however, gone without
,;dticimn. Teachers and teachers' organizations often object
to the usc of standardized tests as national indicators of
,Jeh i cvement because they claim that such instruments ignore
t.lle social, economic and linguistic differences between
individu<:lls and provinc<:!s. Because of these claims educators
,lIld lJol iCY-llli'lker.s seek efficient methods with which to
eVill\late Gtudents' potential and actual achievement while
Lilk i og socia-economic factors into account.
This quest for the perfect assessment instrument has also
n~openl2!d questions as to the validity and reliability of
Vill:ious measures. Some of these questions include: What
cX<lcLly do academic aptitude and achievement tests measure?
llow do these tests differ? In what respects are they the same?
Al'e these measures valuable only to policy makers? What
PI',lctic<11 use can measures of aptitude and achievement have
!:or the student?
1 ~\
This study will examine the competing theodcs i.~:S\l" ,1"
it relates to academic achievement. Whil,~ control 1 illq 1,"'\1"
socio-economic factors, it will examine the r·cl at i v,~ i IIIp"ct
upon literacy and numeracy of the generic lC;\l·tlilL~ ;lbi 1 il.y 01
the individual in relation to the basic ski l.J S 'ICqll i I'Ni ;ll' ,]
result of schooling" From this study it iu hoped I.h;\1
may be generated to the above questions"
Definition of Terms
Several of the variables used in thiB !"0nr.ill"(;h h.lV'~
meanings particular to this study. So th<:ll: lh<.J 1"<.:',lr!'!1 wi II
have an accurate understanding of the meaningfl ,,~J Lhey i1pply
to the current study, definitions are o(ferco be low.
Socioeconomic Status (SES): Socioeconomi.c 1;t.~ILlI:l i!l 0111
exogenous variable constructed fr.oln filth",r"!; ne'~II!),It.i'>II,
father's education, mother's education, and toti)! 1I111111,,'t· ,,1
children in the family. This latent const.ruct ~la!J flub j,,,:l.')<! l.<"'
a principal component analysis, retaininq as <lppt"J!1 ii'I.'·
measures only those items with appropriate: COlltr..'IlL iJtld I 'leU),'
loadings greater than .50. The total number of: chi IrJr<m ill til"
family was dropped from the composite. The t:otill Sl':S r;r;rJr': in
a weighted additive composite of the three i ndi C<lIJJP: .)1 I.h"
construct.
Academic Apti tude: The academic apL i turjr~ C;("Jmpr,:: it." ',IiJ::
formed using the twelve subtests of t:h'l Cani.ldiiHl (."J·lnjLj'l'~
Ability Test. This test has been '1~lidi.Jv..'rJ iJnd rr,] ii,t,i I.ily
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m:orf!S hilVe oo~n determined. The reliability of this test in
the present ~tudy was found to be .93. This test battery
m<?<lsures an individual's cognitive ability on verbal tasks,
qU(lntit.<ltive tasks and nonverbal tasks. The CCAT is a broad·
b.:med t.est designed to measure scholarly potential in three
broild arcas- -verbal, numerical/quant.itative, an:i perceptual
ability. Other terms used within this thesis which imply the
same meaning <:IS academic aptitude are: the psychometric model
o[ i1chievement; aptitude test; potential for achievement;
generic aptitude; Clnd cognitive ability.
Basic Skills: The basic skills composite was obtained
f rom the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills. These tests consist
o( cleven subtests which measure academic achievement. These
include Reading Comprehension, Vocabulary, Spelling, capital·
i;l:ation, Punctuation, Language Usage and Expression, Map
Rei)ding, Reference ~Iaterials,Mathematical Concepts, Mathemat-
ic"l Problem Solving and Mathematical Computation. These
9uhtests can be grouped into five major areas. These include
Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, Language Skills, Mathemat·
k"t Skills, and Work Study Skills. The basic skills model
cOllsists of a more specific set of tests than the CCAT. Each
subtcst is .:t skill area deemed to be essential for the
1canting of other school subjects. The numbering of the tests
io flllCh that clarification needs to be made. The number at the
'~l1d of e.lch.tcst does not necessarily signify the grade level
;It which the student is enrolled. For example: SPELLl is the
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Spelling 5ubtest which is given at the beginning of grade two;
SPELL2 is the subtest given at the end of grade two; SPELL) is
the subtest given at the beginning of grade three; SPELL4 is
the subtest given at the end of grade three; SPELL5 is the
subtest given at the beginning of grade four; and SPELL6 is
the subtest given at the end of grade four. Other terms usC!d
within this thesis which refer to the basic skills model are:
ilr:hievement tests; current knowledge; background knowledge;
test of basic skills; and achievement.
Literacy: Literacy was measured at the end of grade four
using the Reading Comprehension subtest of the Canadiil.n Tests
of Basic Skills (Grade 5). eTBS 5 were used because, theoreti-
cally, children at the end of grade four should be rc.ld.i ng at
approximately a grade five level.
Numeracy: Jl!umeracy was measured using the Math Concepts
and Hath Problem solving subtests of the Canadian 'rests or
Basic Skills.
Assumptions
The assumptions of this investigation are as [01 Jaws:
L Cognitive ability is a latent construct which can be
measured.
2. Socioeconomic status, scholastic aptitUde and the
acquisition of basic skills account for. most of academic
achievement.
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3. Parents and students were candid when completing
questi onnaires.
LimitatiQ!!§.
/l.s with all studies, the current project is faced with
i3everal limitations. They are as follows:
1. Literdcy. as used here accounts for only reading and
does not attempt to incorporate the writing component;
therefore, no conclusions regarding the writing literacy of
individuals can be reached.
This study is concerned with the product of reading
rather than the reading process. It looks at the level of
reading accompl ishment rather than the strategies use(i'
however, to do so, process must be taken into account. While
the iluther realizes the importance of strategies, it is beyond
the scope of this thesis to examine the reading process in
dctClll. Because of this limitation the project does not
attempt to make observations and conclusions about the reading
pl·ocess.
3. Mathematical models such as the ones formulated and
estim<ited in this thesis are stochastic, not deterministic.
The best the analyst can do is to identify the most important
systematic components in an equation, thereby minimizing the
host of non-systematic or random influences. The stochastic
diuturbance terms in theBe models are indicators of the extent
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of U',e errors of observation, specification errors and
irreproducible system noise. Obviously, the set of equations
constJ.tuting a model are not "realistic". Models are unreal by
definition. The purpose of the mathematical model is not to
mirror reality: but, rather to reduce the features of re<llity
to a form which is manageable for the pur.poscs of prediction
and control. If prediction is impossible there is no knowl-
edge.
4. Research designs always involve compromjse:
compromise between what is desirable and what is possible. In
theory, the completely randomized experimental design is the
ideal. In educational settings such designs, though desirable,
are seldom possible. In su'::~ an event researchers have to
choose confounding factors or control variables in order to
exclude (or minimize) all the potential disturbing externa t
influences. This is why in this study when focusing on the
impact of the psychometric model, the potential confounding
effects of the socioeconomic environment and basic skills
models are controlled. In this way, the effect of the
psychometric model on the literacy and numcracy outcomes can
be examined uninfluenced by the disturbing influences of
confounding variables. Eveli so, it is not possible to control
for all potentially confounding variables, just the more
important ones. That is what was attempted in the prescnt
study; but, it is recognized that some unknown, but potcn-
"
tially confounding variables, were erroneously omitted trom
the model specification.
organization of the study
This cnapter provided the background to the study. It
introduced the problem, outlined its purpose, identified the
central questions, defined terms, stated the underlying
assumptions, summarized its limitations and stated the
significance of the study.
Chapter II reviews the related literature and presents a
conceptual framework for the study. It examines research into
the effec't of socioeconomic status as well as the psychometric
and basic skills approaches to literacy and numeracy. It then
uses various integrated models which incorporate the above
mentioned factors. This chapter ends with a list of hypotheses
which this study will address.
Chapter III provides details of the methodology used for
the stUdy. It examines the instruments used and relates how
data were collected and analyzed.
Chapter IV analyses the measurement models, provides
descriptive statistics and summarizes the findings of the
stUdy.
Chapter V offers the conclusions of the study. It
examines problems and procedures, summarizes the findings,
draws conclusions, makes implications and finally provides
recommendations for further research.
Review of Related Literature
and the Theoretical Model
This chapter is divided into tw. sections. 'l'h~ fil"ul
section deals with the independent variable!' Ul:lcd w; LII i n t.h i II
fltudy, namely; socioeconomic statu~, aC<ldemi C <lPt..i tude, ,111d
basic skills and their direct and indirect effp.ctfJ Upo"
literacy and numcracy, The relationships betweell thow)
variables are also examined. The second section prefHllIl.H ;111
overview of the theoretical model derived [L'om ll1 i IJ I i.t.!,',.
ture. That is, a model is developed that ref:LecU, 1.110.' m.ljnr·
research findings regarding socioeconomic status, ilr;.,d')ll\io:
aptitude, and basic skills acquired au a rt'!9uJ t 01 ::c1l00111l,!
and their effects on academic achievement. This modeJ j:3 1.11':11
used as a basis for the analyses presented in Chapl:.l"")r
Review of the Related Literature
This section reviews the reliloted I itQTal;uT': .-.n<l in
divided into three subsections. The subsecti 'm ar,,:, jrj'ml.i! j.:<1
as socioeconomic status, academic apt ilude, .and h.:lH 1C :;10: j I 1:1.
Within each subsection, the re1ationship of thr:l ind"p':nrJ"n1.
variable to t.he depandent varl"bles is dincu!w~d. Th', i nrJ~p
endent variables are socioeconomic status, ,:H:ildclni c 'J[)t; i LtJd';,
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<lnd basic skills. The dependent variables are literacy and
numeracy.
This review pre-ved problematic in that there were no
studies which dealt with a model such as the one presented
within this study. While there is a wealth of information
ilvili.l<lbl(~ on each of the components of the model, none exists
which combines more than a few of the variables.
The Socioeconomic Status Model of Literacy and Numeracy
The socioeconomic model of literacy and numeracy examines
the impact of childrens' home environments upon their academic
ilchievement. Because this study uses father's education,
mother's education, father's occupation and number of children
1n the family as the indicators of a socioeconomic composite,
the review will concentrate on theGe variables. This portion
of the review identifies the major influences of the home upon
literacy and numeracy--the two variables by which academic
<1chievement is most often judged.
Specific factors of the home environment which may
inf luence a student's academic performance include; the
education level of the parents, the experiences provided by
the parents, the intellectual level of the parents, the family
income and the expectations of the parents. Clarke-Stewart and
Apfel (1978), concluded that intellectual and social develop-
ment is affected by permanent deprivation or enrichment of
7;"
sensory and social experiences. Thus, €:'nvil'onll\'~lltdl input
during the early years has a great influence on cllj jdl'l~l1' H
development:. They also concluded thilt it it_ nillq I"l
parental behaviour alone which determines tlli> <-"IIi id'n
development.
Generally speaking, the higher one's level of f'dllC.l1-ioll,
the greater will be career opportunit.ies, the S!n~'-llpl- th,'
family income and the more ~aterial resnllrceB l.ll(l hom.:' wi Il
acquire. By North AmericCln stand.:lrds tllesc rd<'Lor~; .Ir·,·
synonymous with the socioeconomic status or the [iJlni ly. Knlln
(1977), in a review of social class and con[ol"mil.y, prop"I:,',1
that the most important variable to accounL for- !>I'::; ,II t 1"1
ences is the father's occupation. Whit~ col IiI!" wod~"I';
more likely to have a higher standard of 1ivirKJ dllrt pl ..,.,' .1
greater emphasis on academic achievement Ulclll hili" "',11011
workers. Furthermore, the socioeconomjc StiJLllS vi :.Ih-' !"uli 1'1
is increased if both parents are well educoilV,d dnd wnrJ.-.ill'l.
Marjoribanks (1987) used an interactionl~.;t. f r.wl<,w'"ry. I."
examine the relationships between childr<~l1'IJ illdivjdllill
characteristics. family influences. <:lnd In<:lthc:ma!. i ,;~: .H:IJ i "'1',
ment. He investigated the association bQtw'~01l 11I:.l.lr'·ur.,1 i,":
perform~mce at different family learninq 0fl'lIP-,III11(:1I1. 1"",·1::
and the measures of children's intellectu.l1 "hi 1 it'l "II,J :),;11·,,)1
related attituGes. By using a m€<:\sure of f;:lIni Iy :;t.;JI.Il~; f t',111 "I'
equally weighted coml ;site of fath~r' S OCCUp'JI. i"11 ;II!'! !.II"
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':dIJC;:II.jqn.ll Ir:vr,l or both parents, l-larjoribanks suggested that
Lh'~ mi.lth'.:In;:lt ics p~rformnnc"! of ll-year-olds has strong
;mf;ociaLion::; with intellectual abilities, moderate relations
t.o Ullllily <:!nvironmental influences, and negligible to modest
imnociiltions with school-related attitudes. He suggested:
/I. taBk [or (urther individual-environmental analy-
~is u( mathematics performance shuuld be to con-
flU'uel: r-cfined family and classroom mathematics
JC<tnling sub-environments. In these analyses, the
(:h i J drell' 5 perceptions of sub-environments should
be examined. Only when such refinem<:onts are adopted
wi 11 it be possible to achieve a more complete
underol:anding of children's mathematics achieve-
ment. (Marjorib"mks, 1987, p. 122)
I',lrcnts with a higher level of education will often place
gn,latCt· emphasis upon the attainment of a sound education for
t11e1t: chi 1drcn and strive to provide for these educational
~l0i'11 E1. At - home opportuni ties which promote learning include;
tt101"C' Ct)llvcl-sation, books, games, ilnd computers, and travel
oppot"tunjtles. Clarke-Stewart and Apfel (1978), in a study of
Ih0 ilLrlllencCf' of parental behaviour on children's develop~
tth~llt, concluded that stimulating talk and play, encouragement
or t~xplm:ation and independencf". and maintenance of moderate
cOlIll'o1 .'11"e the kinds of parental behavioUl:s that facilitate
children's intellectual development. It would itln,' ;lPP",lI' lh,11
reading skills are more home dependent th,"l1\ 111;11 h"IIldl: i <'n
skills, Parents provide t-eading materiill COl' eh i \dl"~11 ill 1.1t,-
form of magazines or vicariously as cen'ill box1..·~" illHI:I"u,'
tional labels and evC!n television. I3ccamlC of \ hiH, P<lI",~tlLp
often help their children acquit"c t"eMI i n9 "k i 1 \ t; M;ltIy
chlldrer. arrive at school with the clbiiity La I"'vil,- I h"
alphabet, count, print letters and nUlubers at" l'l"'l.:"t dllli "U1ltI,III,'
at a basic level. Wigfield and Asher (1978) ilLd\cill.,~d lltdl
there is a positive relationshi.p between t.he llUmber 01 h01..'k~:
in the home and children's reading abiliticlJ. Th,~ ;1111011111. ,_,I
reading material is usually proportionale to Ule f i Itiltl': i d 1
resources of the home and the value parents plac0 Oil Iii "I-dey
and numeracy. Briggs and I::lkind (cited ill Wi~-If i,~ld " !I~:lp'l,
1976) noted that parents of early reader:.; W('l"'~ 1Il(}t"~ 1 ik,'ly I"
be middle class and upper class rather than 1ow'~I" cl;1I it. Thin
being the case, the education level or th,: panlJIU; dad 1.11,·
family income, in relation to the numb0r or OCCIJPi.lJII.i: ,,f 1.11,-
home, should directly influence the child's rr~i1diJlq iH.:hi'''!'·
Higher socioeconomic status parent.fi wi 1 I ,"l I :1" I '~Ild I"
become more actively involved in the child':; j'JrJlIill ,)dtl':dt.i',11
by monitoring school progress and ·n:r; ifJL i 11'.1 in ':;J P;',I
planning. Scarr (1961) hypothesized that sr:;v':r;JI j'H:lJ,rn 11'1'1"
been demonstrated to influenc~ both aptitlJdr, ,.• tld w:h"(JI
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;lch i ~v~ment including parental socioeconomic status. This
claim is <;1]so made by Reccord (1988) who stated, "It is a
wi.dely ilcccpted premise of education that academic achievement
iBId home background are related. Socioeconomic status is the
!IIost frequently cited aspect of home background which has been
shown to relate to cognitive development and achievement" (p.
5H)
Not all researchers however. believe that the socio-
economic status variable has such a profound direct effect on
school achievement. Song and Hattie (1984), in a study of
Kore<ln ndolescents, found that self· concept is a mediating
varlable between home environment and academic achievement.
This is a modification of the commonly held belief that home
environment (;!xerts direct effects on academic achievement.
ACCldemic sel f - concept affected academic achievement more
fJtl"Ollgly than presentation of self or social self-concept"
Tilci r research found that family psychological characteris-
Lics, which a~", mainly affected by social status, have
indirect effects on academic achievement via influences on
p,"cscntiltioll of self.
There is little question that the socioeconomic status of
Ule family, whether directly or indirectly, has some s.i.gnifi-
Cilllt impact upon a child's educat ional attainment. However,
due to confounding effects, estimating the relative impact of
cilch variable which creates this composite becomes difficult:
to dt'<termine, Clarke-Stewart <Iud Apfel (19'/fl) ,'V<1111.1!·,'<I
parental effects on child development by draw; tl\) IIp,)lj I.\H'
bodies of literature: reports of edl1c .. tiollill pt·('l<.lr;U\ln 1<)\
parents and accounts of observational or cxpet·imp.llL-.l 1·.-'n".It"<'1\
on parents. They concluded:
Within the SES index itself, variilbles of im'om,',
education and occupation ilre con(Olll1d,~rl, ;ll1d
consequently it is not Cleal" which 0[: !:IlCAC' ,wl"'cl.l:
may be responsible for observed ci i ([<.:t"C'IlC'lf).
Exploration of education <lnd occupat ion iln nepdl-,Il"
factors suggests that they do have <lifl(!I"~lIti,11
effects. (p. 58)
The number of children in a [ilmtJy ;l11(J it~; r"I;ll.iv"
impact on academic achievement has bel::n the (f)(;U~: ,.,f .-. 11111111"'1'
of studies, The findings usually indicate tl1"l. LllI' '11'".,1."1 1.1",
number of dependents in the family, th(~ 1.,w(,t I illil!widl
will be available
materials. This may not always be th"! cast'.! 11()w.-;v.·t; ',!.II"I
factors which make up the SES composj te indY r:(Jrnp'_'ll~;,IlJ: f "I
this material loss,
Within the SES variable itself marc r'~rwijrr.:h !I",,,I:; !."
address the relative impact of the fa'~torfJ whidl ,;r,IIII,(,r;<: Llli::
variable. Also, more investigation n'~eds Lr) j", r.:rJlJ'JIJ(:1..,d ill
examining the direct and i.ndirect e[[t'.!cU; (,I ::l':~; 1I[,"fl
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.• (:hi!')'!<:lHl'.!nt when mediated by other variables such as academic
.)ptitud", ;md/or skills acquired in school. The impact of these
two Vilr lllhies is obviously quite important. children from
I.ami lie8 of similar socioeconomic status differ greatly in
;;I(.:hi~vement, therefore other variables must come into play.
The academic aptitude and basic skills variables will be
Cy.ami118d in the following two sections. Only by exploring
UICS(~ reliltive impacts can we obtain a clear picture of the
JII.ljor contr~butors to academic achievement and consequently
explain why children achieve at different levels.
:rhe Psychome ... 'ic Model of Literacy and Numeracy
The psychometric model of literacy and numeracy is
dcsj gned to predict and explain school achievement. by
eXillulnlng the relationship bet.ween academic aptitude anc!
I·cading ,)lld milth compctencieo. Explanation and/or prediction
helD been the focus of most research conduct.ed to date within
this Illodcl. The psychometric model of literacy a::td numeracy
dCi'llo with two basic issues; the corr~lation between generic
measures of aptitude and achievement in terms of literacy and
lllllHcracy, and the predictive ability of cognitive potential
upon actual academic achievement.
Academic aptitude tests measure a student's academic
potential through the application of general rules and
methods. They measure an individual's potential to apply
J,~
universal principles of problem-solving and th~~ ,lbtl il\'
decipher signals and codes. Achievement tc"l.l-', ill ,'01111·,1: l.,
measure an ':"<:l.l.vidual's wealth of npecit:il' kllO\1Ied'll' ,I:' it
relates to the curriculum; assessing whit I. Lhc i lid i v i,tll,ll
actually knows and his/her ability to ilppJy th is kllOWI ,'dq.,
While there are many arguments Sllrl"(llHdil1~1 lit.' .11'1 i
tude/achievement issue, most scholars ilgrce 011 \'wn ~]('tWl'" I
points, (a) there is a direct relationship b.~I.W0(~lt .11'1 illld,'
and achievement; I;Ind (bJ the intern~.1.;ll.iolll;hipn \)"tW""1I
aptitude and achievement increase with ilge (Ikllld, I~(,(J; 11.11"',
1969: Harris, 1979; Stanovich, Cunningham & Fe'lllldll, l'ltl") 'I'll!'
implication of the second claim is that the i1chiev<'llIO'lll l ..v,'I:1
of some students, relative to other stud81IU;, ,l<~,'1 i 1\" wi til
time. This is because the relationship b(1!.Wr,(lll ilpLiL'I(I,· ,111<1
achievement is strengthened over time riu ...:: I:,; <111 ill':1 ',;Ii;', i It
outcome variation, Outcome variatioll incl"'!iH;(1f> ,lilt! t Ii,' '1,111
between the most able and le<lst able Rtlld'~IILI: 'J'OW);. 'I'!I"
question remains, therefore, how can fl<:hoolll pr"""~111. 1.1l,· 'Idl'
between the best students and the worsL stud',"l:n 1"«111\ qr,,,,,ill,!'t
One way is by neglecting the best stud'1IlL~; "lid 'livill'l ,I
disproportionate amount of available cduciJLion;:lJ n,il'ltl""':: I',
the weaker students. This seems to be ef.f<:l';ti""I,II!': "",:" ill
the Headstart or mainstreaming modelfl POflU L,.r I.o,j"y, 'I'll"
elitist, bilingual schooling model, h()wr~v':r ,J(;',:: 11';1. "II'J~I
mainstreaming. Thus, the question see"lS 1.0 I;" Ii'"" ';;lll I,h"
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school narrow the gap between thIS! most able and least able
without imposing constraints on the mast able which would
undermine their academic potential? One answer may lie in
individual programs; however, extensive assessment both of
potential achievement and actual achievement may be necessary
before accurate profiles, and consequently, appropriate
individual educational programs can be developed. To determine
what types of assessment instruments are most appropriate it
is first necessary to examine exactly what each does.
The results of many studies indicate a strong relation-
ship between aptitude and aChievement (Marek, 19B1; Naglieri,
1980). Carver (1990). in an investigation of aptitude and
reading ability in grades two through twelve, found the
correlations to be .50. He stated, "General intelligence, ...
has a strong and consistent relationship to reading ability"
(p. <149). other researchers (MeUhl & DiNello, 1976; Sexton &
TreC'lar, 1982: Phelps" Branyan, 1990) also obtained .50
correlations. Kuusinen & Leskinen (1988), by using latent
structure analysis of longitudinal data on relations between
academic aptitUde and school aChievement, showed that aptitUde
explains 49% of the variance in general achievement. This
finding suggests that these two variables are more highly
correlated than was believed with the previously accepted 25%:
level (Bloom, 1976). still, much of the variance, about half,
remains unaccounted for. Obviously, other factors impact
significantly upon aCCldemic achievement.
Like literacy, the study of mClt.hemat.lcs i.s <111 .::'xtr<~lll<'\Y
complex subject due to the number of le.lt"ller, illl'tl'U<"tol' .-Ind
content variables which interact at ,lOy given l'in,.-."
searchers such as Stanley, Keating and l~ox (19-/~), hlM,'V'.'I-.
found that mathematical talents emerge at iJ vet'Y eCll'ly .lC\'l,
This suggests a primary aptitude!! or predir,pos,it.ioll to 1-11<'
learning of mathematics. Thus I psycholog ists 11;,,1<' L.lk'~ll .1
vested interest in the study of mathemat.ics skillfJ ;ICqllif~\
tion. Research has also shown that individuilLs V;'l'y ~H l.hl~i I
ability to acquire mathematics at all levels. Felllh'-IIl~' ,lilt! I~(dll
(1980) sorted mathematical aptitudes ,into cogniLivr' '11\d
affective aptitudes. Cognitive abilities can he [urLlI(ll ,-,li1i~"
ified into abilities and information~prOC8GfJillq r:l.yl,,:; l.lldl
include logical reasoning, spatial visualizill:ion. err.,'ll ivil.y,
and flexibility of thought proccl3seG, Th<:lfJe abi lit i"1i h"v"
been studied as part of research tlwt i:l.ttempt:.n 1.0 "xpl;,ill
natural maturation deveL.pment, school pracL i(;'~!J ;1Il,] 1.11 •.-
relationship between these abili ties ilnd r.dKJ'JI 1"01111 i 11'1.
Sowder (1980) suggested that reasoning ilbi] ity rl<:vr:!r,!.:J 1I111Cli
later than supposed; however, the logic ot tliifJ 1.11.8 rj':'1
'
:l rJp
ment is not clear.
Cronbach and Snow (1977) studied aptil:ul]r: 1.r<~;,t.tn'''11
interaction effects in instruction but '':uu I rJ f i wJ j i Lt.1 ':
supporting evidence. Fef (1980) conclu<.k:d,
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The l.;arning of mathematics seems to be driven so
strongly by innate mental abilities, the background
of previously acquired knowledge, and the internal
structure of the ideas themselves that few short-
term or moderate alterations in the teaching
approilch have any noticeable impact on student
ilchievement. (p. 1178)
since their creation, the use of standardized aptitude
ilnd achi<:!vement tests in schools has become so routine that
rarely has their use been questioned. Recently, however, a
focus of many studies, within the field of education has been
on the predictive ability of general aptitude upon achieve-
Illent.
Lust.berg, Motta and Naccari (1990), with a quantitative
model, used an aptit.ude t.est to predict which students are
most likely to be successful on a gifted education program and
(ound, at well above chance levels, that t.hese predictions
wcr:e accurate. Still, over 10\ of the gifted students did not
<lchieve- - implying other mediating factors. From these results
it would appear that aptitude test scores can be used to
successfully predict later achievement. However, while this
may be t rlle for exceptional students, studies such as this
need 1:0 be conducted for students with average or below
ilverage ] evels of actual achievement. Gifted students may have
the academic potential along with the ski1lH .:lud p~-'l'i\.i\','
environmental influences necessary to L'xcc1 Ot-llt'l 1'1.11<1<'t1l"
may not necessarily have this winning combill,lt i Otl.
By using the Canadian Tests of IJasjc Ski 11>.1, t 11.' l~ll".1"
Thorndike Group Intelligence Test and ilt. inn,'x ...,1 I.I\<'
families' socioeconomic status, Treto"n~, 7, i l'I''';'Illb.'\, M;l lOll i,',
Michayluk, Julian, and Taylol' (1979) eX:lIl\ i I\~'d ",''0','1".1 I
predictors of achievement in grade [ollr chi ldl"'ll, Th,'::"
included: self-concept, birth ordeL', aC<1demic apl.it'ud,',
position in the family, family size, age .lnd HO('il,,~('nlf('I\li,'
stat.us. They found that aptitude ac:countf!d 101' mUl,L ,,! I h,-
variance (40.45%) and concluded, "The n~liltiollnltil' h,:1 W""11
apt.itude and reading achievement. found i.n prcvioll:; !~llldi,·1t 'N,ll'
verified. Aptitude accounted for a signi fic<iuL »':11"'11101'1" "j
the variance in both reading vocabulary and COl1lpr-CII'~III,iL)II" (J',
264). But what. about the other 59.55% of tJI~ V.11 j;ltlr;"! It
would appear that other factors accounL for d ~~n!;ll~ (j,:" I ',l
achievement. Tremans-zirremba et al. procccrJcd Ln ; ,Iy:
The literature relating to int ,II iql"!rtc.,
resultD and reading achi~vemcnt indica!.', ... r;t,t'>1I'l
and positive relationship. However. hQ{;i!\Ifl', ilil" I
ligence and reading have a high por.i1:i',". r-.:r'!r"I:1
tion does not mean that they r,"pr"~I-i'~nt i 'J'-'Ill. i ':d I
abilities. This is indicat~d by th~ [ar:1. I_h'-It. 1Il',f"
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t.han half the variance in vocabulary and comprehen-
sion scor-es remain unaccounted for. This means
there are other factors affecting reading achieve-
'nent outcomes. (p. 264)
Antonak, King and Lowy (l981) , by using a series of
rnuLtivarlilte statistical analyses, found that the best
prcdict:or of achievement at grades two and four was academic
aptitUde. They stated, "The multiple regression analyses
reported hc!'c for the second and fourth grade data reveal that
r.lle illogIc best predictor of achievement within a grade is the
1Q variable <l.L that grade" (p. 372). However, they also said,
"wllUe the lQ v<lriable is the best predictor of achievement
wi.thin a grade, 1Q becomes a negligible factor when predicting
achievement between grades" (p. 372). 'rhe implication of this
st<lterncllt is that the aptitude test did not assess universal
principles of learning at all, rather it examined specific
skills <J.cquired via instruction.
Beci\tlse aptitude tests were designed to assess student's
.:lc<ldell1ic potential, it has been widely accepted that individ-
uals who possess this capacity will meet with academic
sllccess. While it cannot be questioned that the results of
aplitude tests may have a significant bearing upon a person's
."'\cadetuic <lcbievement, t;lere are ether factors whieh contribute
l:o one's level of acllievement. Curtis and Glaser (1982)
stated:
We are nearing the thrS!shold in the trclllf!lit. ion I rom
education based on a theory of. h\llIlclll d \. I: f "I'('nC"'~
that presupposes selective assessment t.o ;1 1.!1<.'I'l"y
that enables us to focus on develop\.ng CdtlCilt:l'~(; dud
competent people. There is le!'s cmphas i II 011 ulll y
selecting individuals for available opporLlIll i! i,',;
and increasing activities devoted to hclpil\(""J th"11l
succeed in these opportunities. 'l'h~ :;l!I,~c1.iv,'
emphasis placed too much burden all the c:ond i l. i l,lI "I
the student, and too little burden 011 til" P{)~;,-,ihl'l
influences of teaching, training, (ll1d il1i)l.tll<:t.i(~ll.
We are now aware ::.hat we have not r~OIllC C]Of;" I I')
assessing the limits of effective ed\lr:i.lt ion ,'Itld LlI"
development of competence. (p. llll)
Antonak (1988) stated that the thr.e.; Illil i n 11,:<',1
aptitude tests are to explain current achicvenwJIlI., t.(, IJr,~di':l
later scholastic achievement, and to identify i1Lrc,tI'ILh:J dud
weaknesses. This being the case it would appear tl1;]1. '.I I 'lO!. "I
academic apti tude would be the only infltrurnrJnt. 11':':'~n:;;, r '! c',
evaluate a student's performance and pfJtr:!nt i 'II <.It. <HI'! 'j i ""11
time. However, students' scores on t~sts of: <JC<.Id':rni'; p',1.';/ILidJ
do not always reflect their actllcll lr:vr:!l o! ;j';hi'I'l'ml<:rll.
Frequently the child's academic potential :jr<:;JL J '! "Y.<;<""J:;
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th~-, i r i:H..:l:ual p~rformance and while the child may have the
iJt';'.HJ'!llIic pot€ntial, they may be unable to maximize it. This
inabi 1 i ty may be due to deprived home environ~ental resources,
;] ~pcclfit: lCilrning disability of the child, an absence of
~ncouragement. or because they lack the skills necessary to
n~al i:tc th"t potential. Therefore, the impact of a student's
horne env i.ronment ;;lnd the basic skills acquired must. be caken
int.o <1ccount before a thorough academic assessment can be com-
P I·.)t,~d.
I,'["om these studies it would appear that while academic
<IpL itude <lna actual achievement are certainly related, they
IllCaflUrC t ....o different elements of the learning process.
Therefore, they must be assessed individually. It is only when
potent i a 1 achievement is compared to actual achievement with
the !>ES variable taken into acr:ount that an accurat.e profile
or an individual's achievement. potent.ial can be creat.ed.
V.I r ii'lbles such as the socioeconomic st.atus of the individual
in combination with the quality of instruction appear to
romplcment the academic pot.ential of the individual.
T•. ...: next section will examine the impact of the basic
uk.i.ll!:l an individual acquires as a result of schooling upon
.1chievement, both by itself and in combination with the
8ociocconomic St<ltU9 of the family and the individual's
,lcCldemic i1ptitude.
The Basic Skills Model of Li teracy and Nurneracy
The basic skills model of l i t_,~t'<1cy and IHllll"l",I<'Y
the relationship bet.ween t.he ,lCqllit:it ion ,11 1>,I,:i,' nk i I I,:
defined as skills attained <lS " r'~'Hllt "I ,,,'h.,,,1 ill'l, ,lllll
academic achievement. The bi:H3 ic ok i I I f; mod,' I I, >1 t Ii i n :;1, .. ty
was adapted from t.he Canadiall 'l'l'sL,; 01 H,Hli,' ,:k ill",
nationally narmed and administered ,1chi"v"I1l<'lll '1'1\,'
specific subtests used for the basic skilln l'l.lIllI"" il,- illl'llId,>
the vocabulary subtest plus all 1"0111" 1;1I1<"1li01'1" :HII,\ ,>"1,,
spelling, capitalization, punctu2Itiol1, '1lld 1;111'111<1'1" .11101
expression, Because these subtests Wel",~ chn:,pl1 '" ,.,-. ,,,t,, I II i:'
composite. the following review wi.ll hr, COndllO't"d ill I j'liit ,01
these subt.ests.
Basic skills can be roughly divided lillu l.W(J' ,,1."'1'" i,·::
language arts skills and math~mat i cr, ,;k ill I;. SII'" :: I III
attainment of these skills determine, 1:0 <l '11"011 "7.1 "111,
success in all other subject orean. 11. ill hr".".llIi;" 'd 1 hi"
dependency upon basic skills for sucer,s.',! til'll. I il'·l.wy ,lIld
numeracy have been selected .:\1'> the mosl iJppr'Jpl i"I.'·
variables by which we meosure academic iJchi"'J(':III'>1J1 .
A major part of the language i1r.tf.l prrJ~Jrilln ill Iw,:;l 1;,'11'",)::
has included instruction in th~ basic 1;)11'1Ilil'1" I;k ill:: Til"::,,
skills include spelling, capitaliz<Jl.irm, 1'1J1l':UI .. l. i',11 'H,d
language usage and expression skills. T'>J'.:h',r:: !J.,"" ::["'111
count.less hours drilling ,,;~ud":!nts r)o l.h',:·;', i'd.·,,'"p,l.ll .• ,'1
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';y' i II ~;. ',I L"II '.It Lhr; ~zp~n5"= at comprehension. Today much less
L ilrll1 ill ~;r"'f1t Qn th~ instruction of basic skills in isolation,
,jnd 11\0,', Qoc,rqy is devot0d to compn:'hension and reading for
111"'111 i tiY. 1n.~t nlct ion,)! methodology has moved away from a
t. r,~d j L i olla 1 approach towards a hal ist ic approach. This
LrallHiLioll has created il great deal of controversy among
~;CIIOJ.1n; ;lIld resea rchers. The tradi tiona 1ists argue that
!r)<lrniny cannot t.ake place until a studen~ has mastered the
IJ~HJic ski.lls of p':.>ading, writing and arithmetic. Whole
Idtlgllage tea..-;hel:s believe that because comprehension is the
dl'sjn~d end result of t·ei.lding. it should take priority over
the nrJef!; wIdell govern the traditional approach.
A similar tl'ansition has occurred within mathematics
ilwtl"Ucti.Oll, Students are no longer drilled i'1 the rote
11l<~1I101'iz.-.lionof filcts such as multiplication tables. Thanks to
the c.-.] CII] ator the emphasis has moved away from factual
kllowl~dge l.o know'ledge of ap!=lication. The processes of
mill:III.~l\lilt i.cs and the abi.lity to know where and when to use
IJpecif.\(' pl'ocedures has become more important than isolated
filCl.~~. Both tile tl'ilditiollal and the whole: language approaches
wj 11 b,' cl"il:ic,-.lli' examin.:::d within the following sections;
hnwcv.~ I', bCCclllSC t hl'! c"lCqll isi l: ion of a working vocabulary
IIlH"kl"J it's <\1.1 reading and comprehension. it will be examined
Ii t'8l..
Vocabulary.
The written word provides the basis for nearly all formal
educati::m. Furthermore, an individual's level of success
,,.oithin school hinges on the successful decoding of letters and
the acquisition of a basic sight vocabulary along with a ~ct
of fundamental rules of application. The vic<ll'iou'· .'ttainment
of letter decoding skills leading to the abil ity to read "nd
comprehend is highly unlikely. Specific instruction in letter--
sound relations must be delivered and practised. If a child
does not master these invariant features of reading, compre-
hension the desired end result, is sure to suffer. Because 50
much of the curriculum is based on the written word, the chi ld
who does not master reading and consequently comprehend wllilt
is read, will learn very little other than what can be
garnered through oral instruction. The same milY be said (or.
mathematics. If a child does not mastar the basic ski J 1s of
mathematics such as addition, subtraction, mUltiplication and
division, achievement will be unlikely in any areil of the
curriculum related to arithmetic.
Within the field of vocabulary acquisition, studies
usually fall into one of three main categories; the relation-
ship ~etween vocabulary and reading comprchensi on; the
development of children's word knowledge: and the cf[ccts of
vocabulary instruction programs. There is little doubt <l
direct relationship eKists between vocabulary and reading
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cQlllprdl'~nsion ilnd it is unlikely that the child who has not
.:ac:qu i red a basic sight vocabulary will learn to read.
QuanUtativc vocabul<lry studies have examined the number of
warda a c:hild knows and found that this may range from 7,000
bilsi<.: sight 'Nords to 200,000 total words for college
GOphOlnares (l.orge & Chal!, 1963). from these studies basic
night word lists have been developed for teaching and
assessment purposes. FurthermlL'e, Chail (l958) and Klare
(1974-1975) have consistently found, from studies of readabil-
it y, that the most important predictor of a passas ~'s
d iff ieuJ ty is a vocabulary factor.
tnvestigative research has approached the vocabulary-
comprehension interaction from several perspectives. Davis
(l9G8) <llld spearitt (1972) developed subskills ,heories of
comprehension while Thorndike (1973) focused upon global
theories of vc; ....abulary and comprehension, Anderson and
I"rcebody (1979) proposed two explanations for the vocabulary-
compt"ehension l"elationshiJ? The instrumentalist position
cl <1 ims that vocabulary knowledge is reflective of general
<lptittlde, which is in turn related to comprehension ability.
The insll:ument",'!.isl position may be compared to the
psychometric model of literacy and numeracy. The general-
knowledge position supposes that vocahulary knowledge reflects
9C'IlCr<ll knowledge which, in turn, affects comprehension. The
gCl\cI'al-knowledge position is based upon the same premise as
the basic skills model of literacy and numeracy; namely, that
skills are learned.
Stahl (1980) studied the acquisition of word meaning and
discovered two aspects of mature word knowledge: definitional
knowledge, which is the knowledge of wo:-ds related to each
other in a semantic network and; contextual knowledge wh icll
examines how the meaning is affected by its context. Bransford
and Nitsch (1978) and Nelson (1978) believed that children and
adults go through a similar procesz of decontextual b:ation
while learning new words, but once the new word is known, both
retain definitional and cOIl~.extual knowledge. understanding
how words fit together and the ability to read for meaning
appear to be skills that are acquired through instruction and
practice.
The role of exposure "nd experience appaars to hava a
profound effect on an individual's ability to read and solve
mathematical problems. Nagy, Herman, and Anderson (1'J8G)
concluded that good reading comprehension abil ity and
experience with a large volume of printed texts are the major
determinants of vocabulary growth. They felt that incidenta 1
learning from reading should be able to account for a
substantial amount of vocabulary growth and stated: "Our
results strongly suggest that a most efficient "ay to produce
large scale vocabulary growth is through an activity that is
all too often interrupted in the process of reading illstruc-
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ticn: reading" (p. 252).
Trabasso (19Bl) stated, "Vocabulary (conceptualization)
knowledge, regardless of domain, is a crucial pre-condition to
comprehension since without understanding the basic concepts
contained in the text or question, one cannot make inferential
links" (p. 63). This research implies that vocabulary
instruction is necessary before comprehension can take place.
The individual must learn to make the link between vocabulary
and inference making. In other words he must learn that the
words come together to mean something and deliver a message.
Both the psychometric and the basic skills models used in
this study contain a vocabulary component which has been shown
to contribute significantly to academic achievement. It has
also been shown that vocabulary development opportunities,
whether through spokl:!n word or vicariously within the home,
impact significantly upon the number of words an individual
uses and carries over into the learning environment. The
psychometric model assumes that individuals have a certain
propensity toward vocabulary acquisition and achievement. The
basic skills modal clail':1s also to have a significant impact
upon vocabulary development and consequently upon academic
achievement in that the more exposure and practice an
individual receives, the more developed that individual's
skills become.
'rhe nature-nurture debate continues to be a growing
controversy among schr ars. Some believe that: OllC'l' "L'i I ily III
read and perform academically is ilm,ltc and 1'8qllll""; lilll,'
more than nurturing. In other words, people lJhow d pnlpClli,ity
towards academic success. Others believe that: o.'lv.~I'Y{)II"::, wil,ll
appropriate instruction, can learn to I:cad ;111,j (,0I\1pl'~I...,
mathematical problems. This has essent iall y been 1.11,' pll i I,»,
ophy adopted by our current educ;;J.t ional Systt~lll. I Lin LIl,-,'"
two opposing theoretical perspectives which pl'ovid<2 th,~ lhl,;i"
for the current study. If the former theel:y ho.Lds I l'\i!' 111<'11
the psychometric model should have the gl'c;;J.t('sl. iIiIPil(:1 Oil
literacy and numeracy. If the basi.::: skills U1od(d prnV"H to I,,'
more powerful, then the traditional apprOi:lChCfl to 1 iU,,-.-wy illHI
numeracy would appear to be the most appropri.1L<'.
The next section will examine the I i'1[l{Jtlil~!"'" ,;~. i I I,:
component of the basic skills model of literacy ,llid 1\1l1ll(~I·iH:Y.
These skills have been identified as spelling, capit;JI [za1.inll,
punctuation, and language usage and expression.
Language skills.
Language skills appear to bc "'''scntial to COIflj)rdlr,m
the desired end result of reading. BeCiJUDe f'~,~d i fl'! i ,:
decoding process whereby letters represent spccil.ic :;Olllld:;, il
is imperative that the beginning reader b~ ilbl(~ Lr, id"lIl.ily
and blend these sounds to form words and cOmH;~4lJ'"1lt.!'/ eFl r ll" 1
meaning fro:n a passage. The individual who hill'; 11"1. ,j""")('I,,:rJ
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~.:fl ici'1nt spelling skills or skills in structural analysis ie
IJn! ikely to achieve reading fluency. The same may be said for
punctuation. Each symbol represents a specific function and
cacries a meaning of its own. For example. the period
indicates the end of a sentence, the comma indicates a pause,
.:Ind the qucotion m",rk signifies a question. They provide the
cues necesoary to the reader to alter reading patterns and
look (ur different meanings from the words. The reader who has
lIot mastered punctuation is also likely to have a difficult
time with comprehension. Another basic language skill is
cilpitali~>:ation. To become a good reader and writer the
llldividual must learn where and when to use capitalization,
l~ol':" example, the use of a capital letter at the beginning of
il word within a sentence usually indicates that it is a proper
narne. Seeing a word capitalized gives the reader, who is
rilmiliar with this rule, the cue that a proper name is to
rollow- -a metacognitive skill necessary for comprehension. The
ilttainment of these basic language skills often determine
whether or not an inJividual is successful wi,h the reading
process which is, in turn, reflected by general academic
pCl"Eormcll\ce. Unfortunately, these skills are d fficult to
learn incidentally. They are all skills which must be taught,
usually at borne or at school. The individual must first learn
to l-ecognize the basic symbols of grammar such as letters and
pUllctuation marks ;;and then learn general rules of application.
It is only when the individual has mastered thc~l' b<lf'ic
reading skills that comprehension and achievemC'lIl bccol\lp
likely.
The basic skills or traditional modol of litl'I",l<:'y ,111<1
numer<lcy has placed great emphasis on vocabul<lry and 1<ln'.lll,I~J~~
arts skills. The whole langauge approach does Ilot devoLe Lhe
same amount of time to the learning of thcse uk i I Itl. 'I'll,.
question follc"'s then, why, if these skills arc nCCCf1i1ill"y '"01"
achievement has their importance been diminished? '1'0 dlWWCt"
this question each of the traditional ilnd whole I.JI1~lll"I{J(.·
approaches to literacy and nurneracy will be eXC:lIl1in,~cl. Wl1i I..
they are not central to this thesis, the outcome of thin f1l.w.Jy
may hav!;: profound implications for their usc.
The next section will examine the tradition,]l ,lIld wllok
language approaches to literacy and numeracy; howev('t", iIi II
first necessary to examine the theoretical baset.! upon .... 11 i 0:11
these approaches have been built. The basal approilch 'lmpllil
sizes the basic skills model that is, specific innLnlcl. iOll ill
fundamental skills, while the whole language approi.lcll n)fl'2<;l'.r:
the psycholinguistic model of literacy.
The traditional (basic skills) approach to lite~9.ng
numeracy.
The traditional view of literacy hilS iu, rrJ',UJ in
behavioral psychology and is sometimes n.:fer-red to an ;) biJ:J;) I
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.. ppro<lch to reading achievement. It emphasizes the basic
skills of reading: letters, letter-sound relationships and
word and sentence fragments and relies heavily upon basal
re-'lding texts and workbooks and concentrates on the reading
product rather than the process. This approach builds from
ler.ter format.ion to the alphabet, to sounds and phonemes,
which in turn lead to words, sentences, paragraphs and
stories.
The basal method of literacy is a decoding process
Whereby indi.viduals master a collection of separate sequential
skills of reading, writing and spelling. Thorn (1974) proposed
that a good basic program provides a carefully developed
sequence of skills in word perception and interpretation and
a l,lall for systematic instruction in these areas. There is
illso ,'In emphasis placed upon spelling, handwriting, and
punctuation--the mechanics of literacy. As well, the program
de<lls with scope, sequence and or~clnization and provides a
developmental and systematic approach to vocabulary building
(Kennedy, 1981).
The basal approach appears to work for approximately 85\
of the population in that they learn to read, write and solve
mathematical problems to an adequate level of competence
(I3ulcock, 1982); however, it has recently come under close
scrutiny. Some of the major points addressed by researchers
against the traditional method of reading instruction include:
1. Because of the emphasis placed upon the development
of basic skills and work8heets, it shortens avail.:lblo.:o ]"eildil1~
time (Mason, 1983).
2. Researchers now believe that the wl"ittcn rOl"1\l in
learned in much the same way as oral language, not ,1 col1ec-
tion of separate, sequential skills. Therefore, it. 14hol1Jd b(~
taught in the same manner (Holdaway, 1979)
3. Reading and writing are inter-dependent. (Newm,11\,
1985) .
4. The knowledge children have before they l"t.)ad
strongly influences how much they will understimd (Clill-k~,
1976; Durkin, 1966; Torrey, 1969).
5. With the basal approach i1lJ studcnt.n rr~c{'iv,~
instruction at the same time [rom the same text and ill'"l~
expected to finish at least one full book during <l fJCIll(~I:t')I' OJ
term. This offers no challenge to the advanced t:""~ildel" ;l1,d
often a nearly impossible and frustrating gOilt for til'"! poor
reader (Rudman, 1976).
6. Teachers often place unnecessary ~mph<JS i.H llpon tll,~
sequence of skills and subskills (Holdaway, 19f1i\)
7. Stories are written to accommodate thr~ Dk i IlfJ il/ld
words to be learned. As a result they are not alw<Jyn ,JpP'!<Jl illV
to the reader (Huck, 1977).
The major weaknesses of basal readers iH; f.lummarixr~d by
Goodman (1968) are:
1. They put undue emphasis on isolated aspects of
language; letters-sound relationships, words,
sentence fragments or sentences. Often, particu-
1.1dy in workbO'Jks, there is no cohesive meaningful
text and no situational context.
2. They lead learners to put inverted value on the
bits <lnd pieces of language, on isolated words and
skills, and not enough on making sense of real,
comprehensible stories and expository passages.
3. BLlsals discourage risk taking by requiring right
answers on trivial details.
-1. They introduce arbitrary sequences of skills
which involve readers in abstract exercises instead
of reading to comprehend.
5. They isolate reading from its use and from other
language processes.
6. They often create artificial language passages
or text fragments by controlling vocabulary or by
building around specific skills. They also create
artificial texts by applying readability formulas
to real texts.
7. They minimize time spent on reading while monop-
olizing school time for skill exercises.
B. Even the use of real children's literature is
marred by gearing it to skills development, rewrit-
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ing it, or using excerpts instead of whole bunkl'"
9. Basals cost so much that they do l\0t lC,lV~~ fundr<
for schael and classroom libriu"ies and othel"
authentic reading material. (pp. 361-362)
While it would appear that the tt"<lditional ilpPl"lldL'1l
towards literacy and numeracy is replete with r,'lultIJ, nu 01 h"1"
method has yet been developed which boasts il IJUCC(:,'!; t"OlL{' 01"
high as this one. Because of criticisms such <If: tlll~Il'l,
however, educators haVE:! been searching [OL" a 11:(~I"IL<l.L'l 1 "ell
niqu~s by which to increase childrens' ilchievemClll:" Ow~ :111<'11
method has been the whole language appL"oacli.
The whole language approach to literacy.
Becaus~ of the growing dissatisfaction with LIl,.' l.t-ddi
tional view of literacy {Smith, 19'/3; GoodmaJl, 1 ~J(olq,
researchers searched for alternate hypotheHes ,In I.eJ IIOW
children learn to read" Educators (Otto, ]'Jfl?) 1J'."Jdll 1."
question whether reading was a bottom-up proc'--'5~" iJH )",1 iev'·d
by the behaviourists, or whether it was, jn facL, ;! LnJ' ,JOWl I
process. Approaching the iscue from a psychoJ i nqu i:;t j ,; v j f,W,
researchers (Cooper & Petrosky, 1976; Smith, 1')"/]; Wir~r j"Jd,
Rodorf & Graham, 1979) came to believe th<lt i t: In;,I':'~!1 1Il',n'
sense and is in keeping with the acquisitiQn of ')r;:ll J'lflfjlla'l",
if children approach reading from a top+dowll 1":fllP',';Lj"" ~Ih',r'"
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they use whole, meaningful texts to emphasize the message
rather than the skills. They viewed reading as an active
process rather than being product centred.
Prom this cognitive, psychological view of the relation-
ship between language, thinking and learning grew the whole-
language approach to literacy. Many educators (Goodman &
Burke, 19RO, Melvin, 1979) now view literacy as an attempt to
!nuke sense out of what a person reads rather than the rote
memorization of skills, rules and exceptions. They believe
that reading is an amalgamation of graphaphonic, syntactic and
senwntic cues (Goodman & Burke, 1980). Graphaphonic cues refer
to the visual array of print and the sound-symbol relation-
ship. Syntactic cues refer to the grammatical interrelation-
ships of words and semantic cues include the underlying
meanings that the words from the text evoke in the reader.
The whole laaguage approach views reading as being child-
centred where new words are dealt with in context, as they are
encount£!red. This approach uses books, articles, newspapers
<lnd any other print medium which might assist understanding
(DUl"kin 1970; Torrey, 1969). Spelling is seen as an integral
part of the reading process and never dealt with in isolation.
8xpcrirnental spelling is encouraged and material used moves
fl-om the familiar to the unfamiliar with a particular emphasis
on predictable reading materials and little emphasis on basic
skills (Beers & Henderson, 1977; Newman, 1985). Skills are
believed to develop though the use of wri tten li11l9I1a~J~'
Because of the apparent abandonment of b<lB i (" 8k i.t 1:,
instruction from the curriculum, nl<lny parents il1ln ,~dUC.llol'fl
question the ....,hole~languageapproach to literacy ;)nd 11lInll~t:.,('y,
There is a growing concern among edllcatol:s, llllBilh~~''''' dllt!
parents that many students are not le<lrni119 to n~;ld Vi:l tlliH
method. (See articles: Maclean's Magazine, Ja11tlill"Y 1\, 1'J~).l;
The Globe and Mail, December 18, 1992; DecclI1b81" 20, 19'17.;
January 1, 1993; January 4, 1993) However, car'l(ul ;111;1IyniH <11
this method indicates that children do recei ve i Ilst niL'\. iOIl ill
basic ::;kills but only within context .Jnd iAIl IHl'lrJ,·d. 'l"1,.~
interactionist approach attempts to meld the strolllj pnillL: ,I!
both the traditional and whole-langllage <lPPI:oilchel; to 1 i IJ~r,wy
and numeracy,
The interactionist approach to literacy.
Some researchers (Cochran, 1989) h<lvC prop"I;r~,1
interactionist view of literacy. This perspective jm:nrpnr"ilL<::l
the be!:lt of the traditional and whole languClge ilppr""ildlf~:l.
Cochran contends that educators should use <lll the f,] '~IIIf)III.:J 'JJ
language--reading, writing, listening and spf"l'lkin,! ;n: '111
integrated whole.
Beo=be (l990) believed that phonics ".Ind r;tclJ,:tllr;JI
analysis should be taught within the c.:ont';xt (jf lliJI:ur;JJ
reading, she stated:
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i111 of this ~s not to say that teachers cannot
iJlld do not US(~ basal readers in a whole language
c]assJ:Clom. f10st whole language teachers begin by
inr:oqmJ:i1Ling whole language activities into their
h;J S.l 1 reader programs. As tht:ly become more comfort-
ilbJe '.... ith the language activities, they are usually
1eS5 inc] ioed to adhere closely to the basal
reader. After two Qt" three years, the importance of
Um basal tends to dec] ine to the point where
l:each~rs inc:orporate some of tILe b.::sal suggestions
into their themes (p. 161).
The Interactionist ilpproach appears to be a sat is factor-
j Iy compromising approach to literacy. It attempts to meld the
... 1. I:Ollg poi nls of the busal approach with the whole language
.lpproach and holds exciting potential tor further research
into J i.terilcy_
As mellt loned earlier there is still a great deal of
con! I-OVCl-;:',y as La the nilture of literacy and numeracy" While
it is 21ppClrcnt that one's socioeconomic status, acadl':'mic
ilptitude, and the basic skills acquired as a result of
!whool ing ,-.11 5 i91\.\ f icantl y contribute to academic success, it
i~l !lol. cleat" as to the L"elative and confounded contribution of
l'ilcll o[ t:hese variables_ The next section will deal with the
tl)!"lnuJatiol1 of a model which attempts to do just this_
A. £'heoretical Model of Academic Achievement
As outlined in the previous sect.ioll ,1 nlud""'I\('~'
socioeconomic status, academic aptitude imel b.-H'i,' I,ki Il~,
acquired as a result of schooling il11 contLibuL<.' ~,i~l\il i",ltltly
to that individual's level of ilcildemic iwhi'''v'-~lHc~I1t.. '1'llin
section will attemp:: to creilte a llIodel which wi I I ,"x,lIui nO' llil'
relative contribution of these three Vill'iilbles.
Figure 2,1 presents the theoretical 11l0d021 o( Lilt' ~11I1dy,
which was derived from the review of relnLCd I j Ler,ll.lIr,~. Tlld!
is, this model provides a summi;ll"Y of l.he J iLel-ilL.II·... wlli..:11 11,1"
been reviewed, and it presents a pi.ctL'l:C of LIt\' r·,'I;lLi(lI'~;llil>r'
to be exami.ned in the present reRearch,
e,,,-
[~_:-I e,
Ix., I e,
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e,
Figure 2.1 A. Theoretical l~od0l of l,it<,r'J<;, ;Hld f'!'Hllf,rij';'/
5.
~Ihen" 7. 1 family socioeconomic status
Yo, academic aptitude
x, achievement
x, reading
x" mathematics
In the model every variable to the right is affected by
(,'v~ry variable to the left and the variables were measured in
cllrorlolog,ical sequence over a period of years. This sequencing
lfJ I1cc<:lssary because, as made evident from the theoretical
rcvj/?w, all variables to the left in the model appear to have
a .';1 i gn i f icant impact upon the variables to the right. The
r"f:lvir.w of t.he literature did not indicate the comparable size
u! '~ilch or these relationships, but it is hypothesized that
:lome independent variables will influence each other and
1 i LCI:acy .:Ind nllmeracy more than others. As indicated, the
1.1l1·CO independent variables, SES, academic aptitude, and basic
f;kil J.'J, have both direct and indirect effects <.Ipon the
illdpprmdent variables, literacy and numeracy. It is also noted
tllat lhe indirect effects are mediated through academic
.lpti.t:lIdc ilud basic skills. The literature has suggested that
pun i l. i vc I'cl.:ltionships will exist between SES, academic
<1pLiLlIde, basic skills and, literacy and numeracy.
CHAPTER III
Methodology
Introduction
The data used in this study wet"e takell frol1\ :rl.!.!::.....~
of Elementary school Achievement ISP.SlI} Pnrjecl-. '1'11(' pmj'let.
was funded by the Social Sciences ilnd 1h.1I0i'lid L iL'H R'~f\"~1t'l'h
Council of Canada. Its chief investigcltol' WilfJ MI', ,I,'fll"'y
Bulcock of the Institute fOt' Educatioll<ll fh!f)'-',\l'ch ,uHI
Development at Memorial University o[ New[ound 1,~nd. (.'011>:11 1t,1
tion was provided by Dr. Mona Beebe, <lInn 01 ~l,'rn"1 iill
university of Newfoundland.
The Project was a longitudinal, qLlilnlili\t.iv,~ ::I.Il'ly
covering two overlapping three year period,";. Th,' itl~:( 111111"1111:
used included a parent's questionnaire, ;lI\d rOI- ,!;\dl :11 Ild"III,
a test of academic aptitlldf! (the Canadiiln COYlli1. iVfo /l.l,ilil.i,·"
Test) and a test of academic achievement (t!l'J C,III,IIJiill\ "1"':;1::
of Basic Skills). The study was conducl:p.d wil.h :>'1" ::1.luJ"III:;
from grade two through grade [our. Thif: l./lr,nit: U:;",] ,,"ly ..
portion of the available data r:rom UK' Sl':!~1\ f" 0 j,,';l .
The Parent Instrument
The parent questionnair~ contajrr'Jd 11(, il-',m:; ;'11'1 "
consent form among other thingB. It <.Itt(:mfJL'~rJ !JJ ;,:;:;,,:;'1 I))"
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~;~J(.:io'~conomic status of the family by examining father's
("~duc<ltiol1, mother's education, father's occupation and number
o[ children in the _:,mily. Students who returned the signed
f:l<:Jrenl:<ll consent form were tested using the Canadian cognitive
Ahili.ties Test (CCA'l') and the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills
(CTBSI The section of the parent instrument used for this
study can be found in Appendix A. Only items which best
represent the socioeconomic status (SES) of the family were
selected from the parent questionnaire to complete the SES
construct. Question 98 and 99 of the parent questionnaire
pcovided information on the education of the father and
mother, rC8pectively and were selected as a proxy for the
800::i<1 r status of the family. Parental educational level
choices ranged from Elementary School Only up to Advanced
Edllc,",t iOIl, Post Graduate Degree (eg., Master's, Ph. D, M. D. ,
Id.B., C.f\. etc.).
Questions 100 and 113 were selected as a proxy for the
(~conollljc status of the family. Questions asked included: How
1lIi:1l1y childC"en are there in the family? and At the present time
what i.s the employment status of the family? Conventional
WiHrlOIll would suggest that parents employed full time with a
Hilla] l Llmi.! y would have a higher economic status than those
1111cmployed with a large family.
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The Canadian Cognitive Abilities Test ICOAT)
The purpose of the aptitude test is to measure an
individual's potential for achievement. It deals with logical
thought processes and abstractions not based directly upon the
curriculum. These abstractions however, do not have an effect
on achievement in that they reflect general principles of
learning Which, when applied to the curriculum, often
determine achievement. The achievement test, on the other
hand, measures an individual's actual knoWledge of the
curriculum content.
The Canadian Cognitive Abilities Test is a widely used
group aptitude test. Specifically, it examines children's
verbal, quantitative and nonverbal academic potential. Scores
are presented as standardized age scores which means that
scores are adjusted to take chronological age into c.-count.
The CCAT was normalized on a standardization sample ol
approximately 30,000 students from across Canada stratified by
province and size of schooL The CCAT is composed of three
batteries of subtests. The Verbal battery assesses the
individual's ability to deal with abstractions in verbal
forms. The Quantitative battery examines the individual's
ability to deal with quantitative concepts and the Nonverbal
battery assesses abstract aptitudes not influenced by reading.
Each battery of the CCAT is further divided into specil ic
subtests which will be outlined in detail within the instru-
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mentation section of this chllpter. This battery is also
pictorial or diagrammatic in nature which make it suitable for
non-readers.
In the Fall and spring of each of the three years of the
two SESII projects, subtests of the canadian Tests of Basic
Skills (CTIlS) were administered to all participants.
Achievement was assessed in vocabulary, reading comprehension.
language skills and TI':~thematics skills.
The Canadian Tests of Basic Skills (eTBS)
The Canadian Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS) are group
administered achievement tests. The items on the tests measure
knowledge acquired primarily in school though not directly
related to content fields. The knowledge assessed focuses on
process skills. The CTBS measures achievement in vocabulary,
reading cClmprehension, language skills (including capitaliz-
ation, punctuation, usage and spelling), work study skills
(including map reading, reading graphs and tables, and
knowledge and use of reference materials) and mathematics
skill (including mathematical concepts, mathematical computa-
tion and mathematical problem solving).
Each test is continuous, covering the ral,ge of achieve-
ment development in the elementary school. Six overlapping
levels of each test were assembled by combining blocks or
modules of test items, each representing an increasingly
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higher level af skill development.
The CTBS emphasize skills rather than factual knowledge.
Xinq. Hierony.us. Lindquist and Hoover (1982) stated.
"Measures of the basic intellectual skills are far .ore
valuable for use ir. tlle improvement and individualization of
instruction and in eOJcational guidance than are measures of
the acquisition of specific information in special sUbjects"
(p.6) •
~
Parents of grade two children from two school boards on
the Avalon Peninsula ",ere provided .... ith letters of invitatlon
and consent forms a5);1ng them to participate in the Sf,;SA
project. The response rate ranged from 601:-100\ for the
seventeen classes involved in bath studies and resulted in an
initial sample size of 217 for the Illain stUdy and 11) for thp.
validation study. The schools were located in urban, suburban
and rural comllunitics and participants came fro. a cross-
section of socioecono.ic levels weighted slightly in favour of
mid to high SES families.
Two percent of the children from the vary lowest end or
the ability scale either repeated a grade or moved Into
special education classes, thus ending their Curther partici-
pation in the project. A further 8\ of drop-outs occurrctl as
a result of student transfers. This percentage would have boen
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higher except that some students tnnsferred to schools
boards partic1patinq in the project and were permitted to
reaain in the project with the school's peraission.
There was no attempt to balance the sa.pIe by sex because
the samples ....ere selected by school. only students who
returned a siqned p/lirental consent fora were allowed to
participate in the stUdy.
Collection of Data
Prior to the collection of the data, approval was granted
by the Departlllcnt of Education and the Faculty of Education
Ethics Committee as well as from the school board and parents
of the students participating in the stUdy.
In the Spring of 1985, When most of the participants in
the study were in grade four, parents were asked to provide
researchers with information about their child and about
themselves via a parent questionnaire. The parent question-
naire assessed four dimensions of children's home background:
availability of role models, the opportunities provided by the
hOlle, the encouragement and rewards used by the parents, and
the expectations of the chil.dren held by the parents. Only
questions pertaining to the socioeconomic status of the horne
(father's education, father's occupation, \Ilother's education
and total number of children) were used in the current l:ltudy.
The Canadian Coqnitive Abilities Test was used to gather
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data on the acadellic aptitudes of each participant. In the
Winter of qrade three the ten subtests of the Canadian
Cognitive Abilities Test were administered to all particip-
ants. This is group ad.inistered. multilevel instrument which
takes approximately one hundred .inutes to complete. The!
verbal battery contains one hundred items and requires thirty-
four minutes working tillle. The qUllntitative battery contains
sixty items and requires thirty-four minutes work.ing time and
the non-verbal battery requires thirty-four minutes to
administer the eighty items.
In the Fall and Spring of each of the three years of the
two SESA projects, subtests of the Canadian Tests of Basic
Skills (CTBS) were adwlinistered to all participants. It should
be noted that the numbers in each label does not necessarily
indicate the school year of the individuals. For example;
within the APT composite VQCJ, SENJ. VCLASJ, VAN"J, QRELJ,
NOSERJ, EQUA3. FIGeLJ, FIGANJ, and FIGSYNJ were all mp.asured
during the Winter of grac.·! three while the Basic skills
variable (SPELIA, VQC4, USE4, CAPS4, lind PUNC4) were all
measured in the spring of qrade J; yielding a five month
difference between the time that the student's academic
aptitude and actual aChievement were measured. Within the
Basic Skills composite the <1 is meant to indicate that by tho
sprinq of grade three, or the end of the school year,
technically children should be reading at the grade four
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level. Becaus'" the sUbject's socioeconomic status was measured
in grade two, their academic aptitude was measured in the
winter of grade three, their basic skills were measured in the
spring of grade three, and their Literacy and Numeracy levels
were measured at the end of grade four. There is a temporal
sequencing, thus allowing researchers to make causal state-
ments. Achievement was assessed in vocabulary, reading
comprehension, language skills and mathematics skills.
l.nalysh of Data
Each of the domains of the Structure of Elementary School
Achievement was analyzed using a principal component analysis.
The principal component analysis calculates the relative
proportion of the variance contributed by each ite=:.. using the
appropriate weights computed for each item in a construct,
scores were computed for that construct. Frequency tables and
barcharts were also generated to prOVide a graphic representa-
1"ion of each construct.
A. composite score was generated for each variable within
the model and scores were then standardized to yield a mean
!;core of 100 and a standard deviat ion of 15. Standard scores
are a set of transformed scores derived from the mean and
standard deviation of the raw scores (Borg & Gall, 1983).
MUltiple regression equations were estimated to examine
the magnitUde of the relationships between independent
variables and each dependent variable. Thi~ procedure uses the
"principles of correlation and regression to help examine the
variance of a dependent variable by estimating the contribu-
tions of two or more independent variables to this variance"
(Kerlinger & Pedhazur, 1967, p. 4).
Path analysis was conducted using the results from the
multiple regression analysis. Borg and Gall (1<)93) stated,
"path analysis is a method for testing the validity of a
theory about causal relationships between three or more
variables that have \...~"'n studied using 11 correlational
research design" (p. 60). Each vari.able was then sUbjected to
a partial correlation with another variable while adjusting
for the effects of one or more ad~itional variables.
Finally, reliabilities were constructed to provide a
number of reliability coefficients for each vilritlble.
Rel1abilities reflect the extent to which tl test is free of
error variance. Reliabilities coefficients vary between values
of .0.:1 to 1.00, with 1.00 indicating perfect reliability, and
.00 indicating no reliability at all.
In this study SES is an exogenous variable; it ltlcks an
hypothesiz:ed cause. Aptitude, Basic SkillS, Mather.,atlcs
Achievement and Reading Achievement are all endogenous
variables with hypothesized causes as shown by the arrows in
Fig. 1.5. The path coefficients are the same as the standard-
ized partia1 regression coefficients or betas calculilted in a
6.
multipl.e regression analysis. "A pQth coefficient is a
standardized regression coefficient indicating the direct
effect of one variable on another in the path analysis tf (Borg
, Gall, 1983, p. 610). From these path coefficients (direct
effects) it was possible to calculate the indirect effects
among the variables.
:1'\~trumentation
The instrumentation flection will examine both the
Canadian cognitive Abilities Test and Canadian Tests of Basic
skills. It will examine the overall structure of the instru-
ments as well as explore differences and similarities at the
subtest and question level. This type of comparison is
necessary because While b0th tests attempt to predict academic
achievement, each approaches achievement from a different
perspective--the CCAT examines academic potential While the
CTBS examine actual achievement.
The CCAT and the CTBS were chosen for this study because
of their ease of administration and scoring. Both are group
administered tests and an optical scanning scoring procedure
is available for each. As well, both batteries were standard-
ized on the same population of pupils and were administered
under the same conditions at approximately the same time. This
makes it possible to compare achievement and aptitude under
almost iae:ntical conditions.
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The Canadian cognitive Abilities Test consists of three
major batteries, each being further divided into specific
subtests. The Verbal battery consists of four subtests:
Vocabulary, Sentence Completion, Verbal Classification, and
Verbal Analogies. The Quantitative battery is composed of
three subtests: Quartitative Relations, Number Series, and
Equation Building. The nonverbal battery consists of three
subtests: Figure Classification, Figure Analogies, and Pigure
synthesis. The CCAT is a norm-referenced instrument Which
examines levels and patterns of developed abilities. rt is
used to match instructional methods and materials to particu-
lar cognitive styles. Each subtest of the CClI.T is divided into
eight different but overlapping levels with each item in the
subtest becoming progressively more difficult. It is n timed
test and scores are either reported as a raw score (number.
right), standard scores, or as percentile ranks and stanines.
Group or individual scores are also available. For the cur.rent
study .. !. t 5ubtests of the CCAT were administered to each
participant and u:;ed to form the psychometric Model composite
variable of the Psychometric Model of Literacy and Numcracy.
The Canadian Tests of Basic Skills examine various levels
of achievement and individual abilities. Depending upon the
interpretation, the CTBS can be either norm-referenced· or
criterion-referenced. Like the CCAT, the CTBS attempt to
predict later achievement and reflect the continuous nature of
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skills development. The CTBS exalline the developed abilities
needed to profit from learning experience in the basic skills.
specific areas. assessed include: voc'Ibulary Skills, Reading
Skills, Language Usage Skills, Work study Skills and Mathelllat-
ics skillc. The Language Usage skills are further broken down
into specific subtests which include: Spcl~ing, capitaliz-
ation, Punctuation, and Usage & Expression. The Work study
Sk i lIs component ir.clud'~s Visual Materials and Reference
Materi.als subtests. The Mathematics Test includes the Math
Concepts Subtest, the Math Problem Solving Subtest, And the
Math Computation Subtest. It is essentially a power test with
no emphasis on speed and consists of six overlapping levels of
ei'lch test which is reflective of the overlapping nature of the
curriculum. 'I'he specific tests of the CTBS used to formulate
the Basic Skills component of the Basic Skills Model of
l,itcracy and NUlIlcracy included only the Vocabulary test and
t:he four Language Usage subtests. The two outcome variables -
Li teracy and Numeracy use the Reading Comprehension Test and
two of the three Mathematics subtests. The Math subtests used
to assess numeracy include Math Concepts and the Math Problem
Solving.
From the previous review it appears that Language Usage
skills in combination with vocabulary skills are the greatest
contributors to literacy ....hile Math concepts and Math Problem
solving skills have the greatest impact on numeracy. It also
appears that the Verbal Battery (Vocabulary, Sentence
completion, Verbal Classification and Verbal Ani\]ogiesj of the
CCAT is roughly equivalent to the Voci\bulary subtest of the
CTBS in combination with the four Language Usage subtests
(Spelling, Capitalization, Punctuation and Usage & E)(pt:css-
ion). Both Vocabulary subtests ask the individual to miltch
similar meanings from a list of possibilities. They appri:lisc
an individual's knowledge of different words as well as one's
ability to identify the specific meaning of words. 130th
subtests are, for the most part, identical with the major
differences between them being: the CCAT Vocabulnry section is
a subtest of the Verbal battery while the C'rus Vocabulary
subtest is a test within itself; with the CCA'!' the person has
to choose the best answer from five possibilities while the
CTBS offer only four choices; the CCA'I' allows the individual
to write the letter of the correct answer on a separ<lte sheet
while the C'l'BS answer involves shading the correct answer on
an optical scan answer sheet. with the C'fBS a smdll amount or
conte)(t is given while none is offered with the CCA'J'. For
example:
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Vocabulary
nirections: Remember, for each question in this test pick the
word or phrase th<lt means nearly the same thing as the word in
dilr.Y. ty~. Here is one last question for practice. Look at
f-;ample OUCf;t ion o.
O. wish A. agree B. bone c. over D. ·...ant E. waste
Wh ich word means most nearly the same thing as wish? The
.:lnr;wcr i~ want. The letter in front of want is 0 so on your
,mswt'l' sheet mark answer space D for Sample Question 0 for
'l'c.'JI: 1.
eTBS
Vocabulary
Di rectio/ls: In each exercise, you aro to decide which one of
the four illlswers has most nearly the same meaning as the word
I II heavy type above them. Then, on the answer sheet, find the
"owof allswer spaces numbered the same as the exercise you are
woL"lting on. You ace to fill in the answer space on the answer
fJhect thilt has the same number as the answer you picked.
1. 1\ final look
11 first
21 last
31 long
., 1 backward
Tile Sentence Completion subtest of the CCAT subtest
t'~quj res the individu<ll to have both a sense of the structure
,.,f Lh~~ Bnglish language as well as a comprehension of the
IIWll!1ht 01" idea expre3scd in the sentence. For example:
'/J
CCAT
Sentenoe Completion
Directions: In this text yOll will read sentences, III ,·.Jell
sentence, one word has been left out, RCild CiK'h ~el1LCII(:"
carefully, then look at the five words that rol10\~ il Oil .I
line below. From the five words, pick one wOI'd t.h<.1t l1l;]k,~~, til,'
truest and most sensible complete senl:cnce.
Look at Sample Question O.
o. Th:. f~~~ is ".-.-;;g"'ce"'e"'n-OC. hot D. nll1lling E. round
A fire is almost always hal:, so ot is tile h(lfll wonl III
put in the sente .•ce. The letter in frollt of hot if: C·
your answer sheet make a heavy blilck pcnci I 1I1,11'k ill (III, C
answer space for Sample Question 0 for TenL ?.
Now try Sample Question 00.
00 John likes to a ball game.
F watch G~elp J read K l,llk
The answer is F. watoh. "John likes to watch i,l bel II 'Flltl""
is the sentence that makes the most sense. Cm YOllr .In~:w"l
sheet, mark the answer space for the leltel Flat: S;"lIpl',
Question 00 for Test 2.
Here is a last sample for practice. nei.ld it. C:,.l rr~ III I I Y '-'lId
then mark your answer on the answer sheet in tljr' r'Jw t(lt
Sample Question 000.
000. me my hat and coat.
~ M Call N Sec P Tell Q HriwJ
You should have marked Q. "Bring m"~ Illy 11"1. 'lIld r;" .. I"
makes the best sense.
The Verbal Classification ,<;ubtr;,sl; of t.hc~ CCA'!' r'''l'lil',r:
the individual to abstract the co:nmon o::l(;:rnc,nl. 'JUI"II'l 1.111""
four verbal stimuli. This ability apP"~ars l;rJ b', indj,;;.,tj"" ·,t
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individual's capacity for memorization. For example:
CCAT
Verbal Classification
Dir.ections: ror each question in this test, a series of words
i.s given in dark type. All the words arc alike in some way.
ror example, red white blue are all name of colours. Mary June
Sue are all narnet of girls.
O. mouse wolf bear
A rose B lion C run D hungry E brawn
l\ mouse, a wolf, and a bear are all animals. A lion is
,]180 an animal, and the letter B is in front of lion; so on
your answer sheet marie the B answer space for sample Question
o f:or Test).
Now look at Sample Question 00. Think in what way the
wOl"dlJ in dark type go together. Then find the word on the line
below Lhac belongs with them.
00. Bob Jack Fred Bill
F Mary G boy H name J Ed
The right answer i~ Ed. Ed is a boy's name just as the
words in dark type are boy's names. The letter in front of Ed
is J. On your answer sheet make a heavy black line in the J
illlswer space for Sample Question 00 for Test 3.
Here is one more sample to practice on. Read it careful-
ly, then mark your answer on the answer sheet.
000. eye ear mouth
L nose M smell N head P girl Q speak
The answer is nose. so you should have marked L on you
illlEwer sheet for Sample Question 000.
The Verbal Analogies subtest of the CCAT requires the
individ\lnl to discover the relationship between a pair of
WOI"ds and then give a third word which is the first word of a
second pair, completing the analogy. This subt8St ilppe<lt's to
be indicative uf an individual's verbal pl'oblcm f'ol v i ng
ability. For example:
ceAT
Verbal Analogies
Directions: Each question in this test stal'ts wH.h <l p,1 i r (11
words that are related to each other in some way. 1"01: r'Xillllpl,~,
the words might be big or large. They mean just iloout the' 1100111r'
thing. Or the words might be wet and dry. Tllesc Lwo 1lJr.,111 jll:ll
the opposite of each other.
In each question, you are to figure out how tIl(:.' Ii n11. LW<J
words are related to each other. Tl1en, right "ltct' thr:tn, y011
are given a third word that is the first word 01 ,1 second
pair. From the five lettered words that [0110w 011 .I 1 i 11'-
below, find a word that completes the second pair.
Look at Sample Question 0
0, big -- large: little --
A girl B small elate 0 lively E man:
You would read this "big is to large an little i::
... ", and you would look for a word that would complrA'~ Lh()
statement. The right answer is B. small. "Big i:.; l.o large itl1
Ii ttle is to small."
On your answer sheet, mark answer space B rDr ,<);11111,1.'
Question a for Test 4
00. fire -- hot: ice --
F cream G melt H box J cold K lI1icr~
For this one, the right answer is J, cold. YrJU \l'/(JlJld ~:;IY
"Fire is to hot as ice is to cold." On your ;JnSW'Jr ~;hr.r.l:, IO'Jrr..
answer space J for sample Question 00, Ter;t 4.
Here is one more sample to try for pruct i.,Y.:. n.,:,rI i l. dlld
mark your answer on t_h_e_s_h_e_et_, _
000. yes -- no: stop --
Lred Mgo Nrun P quiet Q fll (J\l'1
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The:! answer is M, go; so you should have marked M on your
<Jm;Wf;!r sheet for Sa; Iple Question 000.
The language usage subtesto of the CTBS include:
Spelling, Capitalization, Punctuation, and U<;age and Express-
ion. The Spelling subtest requires the individual to know how
to :-.pell und identify spelling errors. For example:
CTBS
Spallins
Ilirections: The exerciBes in this spelling test are like the
s"llrlples shown at the right. Many of the excrciseiJ contain a
mistake in spelling. Some do not have any mistakes at all.
You are to look for mistakes in spelling. When you find
a mistake, fill in the answer space on the answer sheet that
h<ls the same number as the word which is wrong. If there is no
mistiJ.ke in an exercise, fill in the fifth answer space.
The sample exercises below show what you are to do.
51. 1) our
2) mi
3) your
1) them
S) (no mistakes>
S2. 1\ fill
2) keep
3) was
1) saw
5) (no mistakes)
The Capitalization subtest requires the individual to
~1how whether they know which words in a sentence should be
capitalized and to identify mistakes in capitalization. For
CXillliple:
CTBS
Capitalization
Directions: This is a test on capitalization. II: wi \ I l'lll'w
whether you know which word in a sentence >lhlllild b,,: ,';lp i 1.,1 l
ized.
The exercises in the test are like the sampl.l[l J:!IOWIl
below. Many of the exercises contain mistilkelJ i.n capiLal iz
ation. Some do not have any mistakes <It oil Ll.
You are to look for mistakes in the tcst cxel'c.:il\'_'lJ. Wlh'll
you find a mistake, fill in the answer' Dpacc 011 111" .lllnw,'1
sheet that has the same number as tile line cOIlLail1ill<] Ill,'
mistake, If there is no mistake in the exerc1::;e, I i II ill 1
fourth answer space.
The sampl e exercises below show what yOll ;, n' I., > d'"
81. 1) Tom and jerry
2) picked up all the
3) trash from the picnic.
4) (No mi!';takes)
S2. 11 Sally said that
21 everyone should have
31 been more Careful.
41 (No mistakes)
53. 11 Let's all help
21 to keep our streets
31 and sidewalks clean,
41 (No mistakes)
The Punctuation subtest shows how well an il1divi']llill
periods, commas, question marks, apoHtroph')iJ, ,!L,:, '-'lid
requires them to identify punctuation mistilkr·!s. I"',r ':X:lIl1!,],·:
"
eTBS
Punctuation
Directions: This is a test on punctuation. It will show how
well you c~n use periods, commas, question marks, apostrophes,
r~tc .
'J'he excrcincs in the test are like the samples shown
b<:-]ow. Many of the exercises contain mistakes in punctuation.
SOlnll do not have any mistakes at all.
You are to look for mistakes in the test exercises. When
you fi.nd a mistake, fill in the answer space on the answer
sh<;:ct. that has the same number as the line containing the
mistilke. If there is no mistake in an exercise, fill in the
[otlrl.h allswer space.
eTBS
8l. 1) O"r family tries
7.) to practice
3) rules of safety
4) (No mistakes)
82 1) Wo all fasten
2: our seat belts
3) be fore, we leave.
"
(No mistakes)
83 1) We do our best
2) to make our horne
1) a safe place to live.
4) (No mistakes) .
The language usage and expression subtest of the CTBS
l:equil"l":'s the individual to know words according to the
I;It<llldardo of correctly written English and to identify
miHt,lkes. For example:
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eTBS
Usage and Expression
Directions: This is a test on the use of words. It will show
whether you know how to use words according to the standards
of correctly written Englisl
The exercises in the test are 1 ike the samples shown
below. Many of the exercises contain mistakes in the lise of
words. Some do not have any mi,;takes at all.
'lou are to look for mistakes in the exercises. When you
find a mistake, fill in the answer space on the answer sheet
that lias the same number as the line containing the mistake.
If there is no mistake ir. an exercise, fill in the fourth
answer space.
The sample exercises below show what you are to do.
61. 1) He showed us the way.
2) Are you afraid to try?
J) Me and him took turns.
4) (No mistakes I
1) Tim went first.
2) The bird flew aWiJy.
3) pat found a dollar.
4) (No mistakes)
The CCAT subtests involva such mental tasks as comprchcn-
sion of thought, memorization, and verbal problem solving
which can be classified as abstract principles of learning.
The CTBS focus on the actual basic skills involved in reading
such as spelling, capitalization and the ability to find
mistakes. To be successful on the CTBS the individu<.d must
have mastered specific knowledge related tc sp~ll ing,
punctuation, and language u~age and expression - all skills
which result from direct exposure to the words and knowledge
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of specific rules" The CTBS ask:s the examinee to identify
mistakes, but does not require they be corrected.
In comparing the CCAT and the CTBS subtests we see that
while they are very similar there is a difference in how they
approach literacy and numeracy. It would appear that the
Sentence Camp] etlan subtest of the CCAT is roughly equivalent
to the Language Usage 5ubtest of the CTBS. Both require the
individual to h1lve a working knowledge of the English language
and to be abl'i! t-o comprehend ideas. The Verbal Classification
subtest of the CCAT appears to incorporate the spelling,
Capitalization, and the Punctuation subtests ot the eTBS.
There appears to be no equivalent to the Verbal Analogies
5ubtest of the CCAT in the CTBS as this subtest requires a
higher level of cognitive functioning absent from the CTBS.
The Quantitative battery of the CCAT is composed of three
subtests: Quantitative Relations, Number series, and Equation
Building. The Quantitative Relations subtest requires the
individual to make decisions about relative size or amount of
quantitative materials most of which are common to children
and considered basic to the development of quantitative
concepts ilnd reiJsoning. For example:
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CCAT
Quantitative Relations
Directions: In the first test each problem shows t~~o quun-
titles, one in Column A and one in Column D. YOll .1CC to
compare the amount or quantity in Column A with tho amount or
quantity in Column B. Then, on your answer sheet, you will
mark one of three answer spaces - A, B, or C - like th i [;:
Mark l\ if the amount in Column A is greater than thi\t in
Column B.
Mark B if the amount in Column n is greater then thilt ill
Column A.
Mark C if the amount in Column A is exactly equal to tll,l!:
in Column B.
column A
rn
Column D[0...... . '
Which domino has more spots on it ? If yell count. yOll wi I I
see that the one in Column B has more spots. 't'ho olle in Co lumn
A has less spots. The rule is that when Column B lS greater
than Column 11., mark answer space B. I.,ook ilt your' answer cheet
and find the rows of answer' spaces labelled Practices [or the
Quantitative Battery. You will see that Practice Question 1
has been correctly marked. Answer space D h'ls been m;lI*kcd.
Now try Practice Question 2.
,.
Column 11.
3 + ,
column D
, + 3
Wh ich is bigger, 3 + 2 or 2 + J ? Neither. 'I'hey ;11'"(,> j u~;t
the same. The rule is that when the value in Column 11. i~; the
same as the value in Column B, mllrk answer spilce C. MilY.C Ul!r(~
you have marked it on your anS~ier sheet.
The Number Series sUbtest requires thr.' UtUdf~l1t Lo
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d iHCQ'J~r the relationship among a series of numbers which has
import<:lnt implications for t.he development of qUi>.ntitative
rCil.'lOn ing and problem solving. for example;
CCAT
Number Series
Din!cti.ons: Par ""ach question in this test a series of numbers
j s y i. 'len in a certain order. You are to figure out the way in
which I:he numbers are arranged. Then you arp to think what.
numbee should come next and find that number among the choices
qi.vl.'n. l.ook at Sample Question O.
O. 1 2 3 4 5 - A 4 B 5 C 6 D 7 E 8
In the series of numbers 1 2 3 4 5 each number j s one
more th<ln the number that comes before it. The number that is
one more than S is 6. The let.ter in front of 6 is c; so, on
yOll [" answer sheet, make a heavy black mark in the C answer
Dpace for Sample Question O.
Now look at Sample Question 00. Pind the number that
ollOuld come next.
00. 20 19 18 17 16 - F 11 G 12 H 13 J 14 K 15
In this series, each number is one leBS than the number
be(oL"e it. The number that is one less than 16 is 15, and the
letter in "ont of 15 is K. On your answer sheet, mark the K
answer spac,-" for Sample ']uestion 00.
Here is one more for practice. Look at Sample Question
000. ::'0 12 14 16 18 20 -- L 21 M..:2 N 23 P 24 Q 25
What number should come after 20? The right answer is 22,
so you should mark answer space M on your answer sheet for
S<\mple Question 000.
Equation Building is an unusual type e,.f test. Although a
ilJ
knowledge of mathematical conventions is 110C<'SS;\IY 1"1' I.llil:
test, success on this subtest is depend",n!:, to it l,ll\l'~ "XL"III,
upon the students flexibility in lIsi n9 qU.:ltll' i I ,"II. iv,' ,'''lh'''1'1 :'
For example:
CCAT
Equation Building
Directions: In this test you will try Lo ctj [;COV,'!' Ilnw t" 1'111
numbers together to make true equations 01' Illltl\lh'~I' :;"111 "110"'1:
In each problem you will be given two at' mr)n~ tlltltl!>"l'H .11101 I:' 'Ill"
signs like of, -, x, and
For each problem you will also be giV'~ll fiv,' ,'!1::W"1
choices. You are to discov,:,r how to put t;,xJet.h'-~1 all "I j h"
numbers and signs giveL in the problem in it WilY l.11,11. qiv"I: y'"1
one of the answer ohoioes supplied in that problem.
Look at sample Problem 0,
o. A ~ B 5 C G D '/ E fl
You could say 2 + 3 of 1 '" 6 or 3 I 2 I 1 I, "I I
3 = 6. In this problem, no matter how yOlt put. 1:l1r, !1111111>"1:: "Il,j
signs together, you will always get 6. Since (, i:: 1.11" "",1",'1
answer, mark answer space C on your answer Bh,~"t. 1"1 .<;.01111,1,'
Problem O.
Now look ar Sample Problem 00.
00, 4 5 2 - + r' 0 G 7. H 3 J /J K 11
Here you are given three numbec3, u ,;i'ln <md ,I I ::l'jll,
VOIl could say 4 + 5 - 2 = 7 or >1 I 7. 5 1 01 " ,/. " \.
All of these are true number S'~ntences, but only 'j i:; "i""I' in
the answer choices. It is choice H, so y011 ~J(,lJld 11I;,:10: I h"
answer space for H for Salnple Probl",m 00,
Remember, in arithm,,:tic, no matt<:lr jn "/ll'Jl. ,)/tJ,,/ '1,,11
arrange numbers, you all'/ays multiply or 'Jivid', b,,!r... r", 'I',ll d,j,j
or subtract. For example, if you have 7. , 3 ;.:" !,hi:] In,:,'!I:: I"
multiply 3 x 4 first, then <)rJd 2. 1 t mO;Jn:; 'j l" I/. dll'J
then 2 of 17. '" 14. You may not add 2 .)nd ) arid T.b':11 1<lull il,ly lr;
4; !l!ultiplication Ot' divi!'":lOll It\U"t" be' dOlh' [,.,t,'!'" .l<illil i''I1 ,'1
l:lubtraction,
Now try Sample Problem 000.
000. 2 2 3 + X L6HRN<lPlIlQll
You can say 2 t 2 x 3 '" 8. I1Cl'(~ you fin:l 1lI1111 ipl i,'d
J and then added 2 to get B. Ot' yOLi C.'Il1 ::I;,y .I I :: >::~ '/,
Here you first multiplied 2 x 2 ",rid tl)('1) ,ldd,'rl I I." '1"1 ',. llllt
only 8 is given in the <ll1swer choices, sill,·,' I~ i,: .lW;\~"I'
choice H, mark the answer space [01· H Itll' S;ll11pl,' 1'1"hl"11i lHlO.
Try each problem but do not spend to,' 1\1\1,'\1 I illl" 'HI "11"::
you find very hard. Do those th<1t yOll C<lI1; \ 11"11 'I" h.l<"k '(llo!
answer those you skipped if you h<lv,~ t i 11\'~ 1,...11.
The Qllar:titative Battery oJ. till) eell'l', lik" Ii:·, V'·II,.,1
Battery, measures what il:1 COlnmonly known il:; "'1" '01 ,I '1'·lh·I.,1
reasoning factor or "academic ",bi.-lity". 1Jul.lt t"I,I" ,11'1',',11 I"
be good predictors of SUCCf'!SS or ,1pLitllrlc ill I'/I'i",jl ."·.,,I'·lUi,·
settings,
Thl) Nonverbal B"tLery, which "/JP,";I,,: 1.0 ill' I.·,,:, ('1111 i"ll
lum specific but requires higber. l"'vr.ll; of. r:Q<llli I. iv" 11111"1 i"11
ing, consists of tllree subtests: Fi.gure L'J<1r;~-:il i':"l.i"ll, 1"i'JOII"
Analogies. and Figure Synthesis, I~'ltllr~r l.b'-HI 11::ill'l ~1'j(.J:: "I
numbers, all items within these suhl.0SLr; ill'l"l'", 1;'/lII1",I:: dil'l
figures and have little direct rr~lotion5h:r L', I 'JI 111·1 I ,:,'1,.",1
instruction. The Figure ClassificiJtlon r,l/bLr~!;1. ("'/1111"': Ill"
individual to identify cornman cl,",mr,nl.lJ iHw,n'J ~;LilrlL.1 i.
example:
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Figu~e Classification
Uip,(:Li'm:1: Thiu bookl<:!t contains three tests that It.'ill give
""~ll <l Ch,)IH':C to show how well you can work problems that use
:;!l.,p<: 'Hld [jguc~n.
You will IfMlTk a 11 your answers on your separate answer
1;/1""1.. It wi Il hp-Ip you to keep in the right place on each
L.-~:;t. mr:aus~ i l. has answer spaces for marking only those
'llI',:;I: icnn that you are supposed to try. 00 not write or mark
ill Llli:; hoold~t.
III l.h~ [irot test each question starts with a set of
I i'l1J1<:S 01' dl"awi.llgs that are alike in nome way. You are to
r iqlln~ 'Jut how they are alike, and then find among the answer
"bojr"'f; {)n the right the figure that belongs with them.
I,ook at ]>l-actice Question 1 below.
--------
l. ... wr 6~.o©
1\11 the first three drawings are dark. The only one on
Ill" j"jlJhl I.hilt is dark is C; so C is the correct answer.
Now look i1L your answer sheet and find rows of answer
np.-.c.~n la~llcd Practices for the Nonverbal Battery. You will
::.... ,! 1.11.-.1; Practice Question 1 has been correctly marked. Answer
nll.w.... C hal:; been lII<lrked.
No.... look al Practice Question 2.
2. D C\ C7 6 cJ J 0 0
lIow arc the three figures on the left alike? They are all
hdlf·circJcs. which drawing on the right belongs t.o them? The
,Il\l~w('r is G, because this is also a half-circle. On your
,1I1HWCC sheet. mark the ans....er space under the letter G for
]'I·,ICl.i<;"(' QU<.!8tion ::!.
The Figure I\lli.dogies subtest requires the individual to
di~,('<.w"'·1" rcliltionahips among elements. For example:
Figure Analogies
Directions: Each question in this t,'R1. f't,ll"I:' .1 1'.lil" "I
figures or drawings that ,H"C l"el<11.('d I"" ,',h'll III it! ""m,'
way. For example, the figllres might \),-
and
These figures are just the !~ilmC R!l.lIW. bit I lit<, "",','Ill! ,'It,"
is smaller than the first.
In each question, you al"e Lo d(!cid,· !l"W lit<, I i.,'1 11'1"
figures, or drawings, are rcl.:ltf!d to t~.-l('h "I h"l"" 'I'1l,'n, 1 i'II,1
after these, you are given a thi I'd ri~lll"" whil'h in I II,' firEl\:.
figure of a second pair. FrOl1l U",e fivl~ lettered figurCIl I h.,1
follow on the right, find thO? one tll,lL 'I'''':: willi ttl" Illiloi
figure in the Burne way th<1t the "'~<'olld (i'lllt"" 'I""'; wi I II til,'
first.
Look at Sample Quest i::m o.
o. 0-- 0 : 0-7~ 6 DC) 0
You should tlnnk "Blg SqUill"l_' If:l 1.:, JIII.I," ':'1ltoll" .0,: 1'1')
circle is to .. " and the answer wOll1d b,' "lilt.I,',"il,·I,·." Til'"
little circle is answer choi.ce: B; so on y"ut' ,111:;1'1'" ::11'","1 It'd 1 ~.
answer space B for Sample Quest i 011 0 lor" '1":::1. /..
Now look at Sample Question 00"
00. ~-'I.:0--7
You should think. "Little light l.r-i"mJI,' in I" <l.. r~" hi'l
triangle as little white half-circl,< i:.l 1".0 •. ". Ttl'· ! i'lhl
answer is "big dark half-circle"" Thir; i~ Lil(, ;:lll:;W,! dl"i,"," K.
On your answer sheet, miJrk <:l115Wer Sp,Wfl K Ir,r S;Hllr,I," I.>IJ,":;I i',r,
00 for Test 2
The Figure Synthesis subt·~r;L P")llu i r0,; til" !;I wl,,"! I" :;!I,,',I
flexibility in mentally m'3nipulatil1'.j spiJti'JI ':',II[ i'ltlrdl i',n::
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iJllrJ mr:nL<llly Qrg<lniz<3 separate pieces into a whole For
CCAT
Figure synthesis
IJip!cl.ions: In this test you put pieces together to make
di fl.'~r0nL !lhapes, just like putting pieces of a puzzle
l.oq(~l.hr:r. In the test, you cannot actually lift up and move
I.h(~ pi0GCS, hut imagLle that you can.
For elict! problem. or question, you will be given two or
mon~ pi(~ces i:md a number of complete shapes. The pieces are
Hoi i d hI <lek; the shapes are shaded with black lines around
!.!Ir:rn. You ,U'C 1:0 figure out whether all of the pieces can be
d tTilllf}cd flO as to cover all of the shaded part and form the
i'lidp" Illude by the black lines.
TlI'~ ruJrc;I; are:
1. All the given pieces must be used for each shape.
/. . I.·:ilc!l piece can be used only once for each shape"
J, The shaded part of each shape must be completely
cove red by the pieces,
Ij, No piece may be placed either partly or entirely on
top of another piece.
S, The pieces may be turned in any direction of they
Illily be fl ipped over <lld turned in any direction to make
them [it into the shaded area of the shape.
To show you how to do the questions and mark your answers
011 the oeparElte OInswer sheet, we shall try some Samples for
pl"iH'Lice. l>ook at Sample Question 0 below.
You have been given two pieces - two half circles. Now
I.-'ok <It slHlpe 1. Can the two pieces be arranged so that they
wi II covel" all the shaded pal"t of shape 1 and just fit inside
t.he clll"ved black line on the outside?
Put the straight edges DE the t\~O picc~'" tl"ll'llle'l I ik,'
this and they will cover all the shadeCl p;lrt pf Lb,' ,.. h.lp" .\lld
just fit inside the curved blilcJ,; lill(' all I.1't' "lIl,II'''', Th,'
answer, then, is Yes for shape 1.
Look at the answer sheet and Ejnd f,.ll1lpl~ (,)I1<'''l.i,'IL (1 t"l
Test 3. Mark the oval answer space [0\' Yes b.·sid,' I Ill' IHun!>.'L'
1 and for sha~e 1.
Now look at sh.'lpe 2. Call the piccc[J be' l1l("lvvd ,1r<'lIl1d il\
any way so that they will completely L'("lV(~1 tl1<' H!l,U!,)'! 1'.\1-1 "I
shape 2 and form four 3traight 1 inclJ (;\ ';qI1.1H·} "11 Ill<'
outside? The answer is No. Each one of the 'livel1 )li"<'<~H h.\::
only one straight line. There js no .....ay to [orin [olll ,:II',\iq1J1
lines. So on your answer sheet mark the OVil[ [UI' No I"-,,,i,!,' Ilu'
number 2 for shape 2.
Now look at shape 3. Can the two piE'('ml I", .11"1'.111<\,',1 I"
cover all the shaded part of shape 3 ilnd lonl\ Iwn ~lLI'.liql\l
lines on the ogides and two curved lines in Ih.' lIliddl,· 11i.,1
touch each other? You could turn the two pic(":~; ill'(lIIWI ,:" t [1.11
their curved sides are touching; thell l:h,~ tW'j pi,""'" wi) I
completely cover the shaded part of the Sllil(l", fIll y'I'11
sh~et, mark the oval for Yes for Sh.lp0. 3.
Now look at shape 4. Can the two picc(lu b,' IHflV",j <II ""lId
so that they will cOl'lpletely cover the Hh.:ld,~d p:1I t. ,,[ ':!loll'" 4
without putting one piece on top on the other aneTh·,
answer is No, The only way that Dhap~ 4 could Ij" ["'illO"! i,: l,y
placing part of one piece over another as HtrnwlI hy til" d'jl.! ,.<1
lines below:
This is against the rules, so on your. illlf>W'.:1 :111""1, 1110111: I h"
oval for No for shape 4,
Now look at shape S. Can the t:wo pi.'~c~,:; b" 111'1'1,,,1 dl,,'Hld
in any way so that they cover the sh<:nJryJ p'Jrl dud ["rio I I,,·
shape outlined by the black line? The ':InIJWf~r iH Yea, 'HI', pi"':"
can be turned around and part of the ,;t.riJi'JIIL :ljd" '-'.H' t,,·
pushed against part of the str<light Hid'~ on Lh" 'AIl"1 /,i,,':,' .,,:
shown by the dotted outline below,
"
Hy rkJiWj thrJt you will cover all the shaded part and form
t.)v; r;h"p(~ shown by th~ solid bJack line. r-lClrk the ave.l for Yes
jr)r :;t!,Jf'(: I
'I'h'~ .1uLhors cl::Jim that the Nonverbal Battery can be
':XI.r<.:IIl(,Jy l.l,scr.ul in that it can he translated into any
J.lIIlJU<J'Jo, eliminating cultural biases; scores are not
ilifllJ~ll(;cd by reading ability or language facility; and it
d 1 low:; ntudents who process information in a holistic fashion
I.') n]l0w how well they can reason.
TILt;! l~eadill9 Comprehension test of the CTBS is the
ill:oLllllll0.l1t ulJcd within this study to assess the outcome
Vilri,lbl(> I,iteracy. It includes a short reading selection
1"lluw:d hy ;1 compl"ehension question from which the individual
chOOf1<.!s tile most appropriate answer. For example;
eTBS
Reading Comprehension
Dj n~ct.ions: This test consists of several reading selections.
After ~ach selection there are some exercises.
RC,J.d each selection quickly and answer the exercises.
FOLll" answers are given for each exerr:ise, but only one of
thcu~ (Illswers is right. You are to choose the one answer that
yClll think is better than the others. Then, on the answer
shp.ct, (lnd the row of answer spaces numbering the same as the
l')I:<~I·cise. Fill in the answer space for the best anSI«",r.
'I'he sample exercise below shows you how to mark your
.1I1flwel-S 011 the answer sheet.
Every Sunday after dinner Dad gets a ball game on TV. The
next thing we know he ia snoring.
Sl. What does Dad do on Sunday afternoon?
1} Wet"ks in the yard
2} Gees to church
3} Takes a nap
4} Plays ball
The Mathematics Skills tesL of 1.11,' (~I'i(:-; i ,: """'1"''''''( ,d
the Mathematics Concepts, the Mathcm,~l. i,',) 1'1'<'\>\"111 ::,,1 v ill'l, .11111
the Mathematics Computation sllbtcr.trl. 1"<>'" I h" "1111"111 ,:1 '1(1),
the two subtests chosen [or the Numcl"~L'y ~'nll\p"Hil." i'1<'llId,· 111>'
Mnthematics Concepts and the M;,tllClIl;ll.i,:" 1'1'(1),1'-11I :;"Ivill'l
subtests. The M<lthematics ConcepLn mlhlJ'r:1 1"(JlI ii' '1' r II"
indivl.dual to exhibit their ul1d,~rut']lldillq "I \.h,· flllUll",!
system and the terms and operatiOl1fl \l.",}d ill !ll"lllPlII,1! i,'" 10"'1
C'xample:
eTas
Mathematics Concepts
Directions: This is a test of how W'~ll y')\1 IllId,,,::I;'II<I Iii',
number system and the terms and operatiO!1 IJ.'l',d iI' 1I1,'I.)I"IIf.-,I,;"'·
Four answers are given for each r:y.(~rr;il;", !,'IL "Illy ('If" "I
these answers is right. You arc to choo.8" th', OIV: dl)!:W', llldl
you think is better than the others. T!J',rt, 'JlI 1.h,· dll:
sheet, find the row of a.nsw'?r spac'1s nurnl"<1"'~rJ UI': !:
exercise. Fill in the answer sp.;lr;e tor th': I",:;L 0111:]',11:1
1, What whole number is greatBr th<:!ll ./ and I,::;:; l.hdlJ 'J •
11 2 2' 6 31 , II I 10
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'l'tJ,~ r"al.ht;lmatics Problem solving Subtest of the CTBS
rr"Jllir<::; Lho:: individual to exhibit. skills in solving mathemat-
i r:r. problems. For example,
CTBS
Mathematics Problem Solving
J)jn:t:tions: This is a test of your skill in solving mathemat-
i c:o probJ cnlC. The exerciocs in the teat are like the samples
H!lClwn at the t'ight. After each exercise are three possible
answenJ and a "Not given" - meaning that the correct answer is
not ~Jiven.
Work cilch exercise .:md compare your answer with the three
pOf;sjble answers. If the correct answer is given, fill in the
illwwcr: space on the answer sheet that has the same number as
the right answer. If the correct ans,,'er is not given, fill in
t.hc! fourth answet" space.
The sample exercises show you what to do.
51. Peg has 1 sister and 2 brothers. How many brothers and
sisters does she have?
l} 2 2) 3 3) 4 4) (I'-'"t given)
S2. Ben had 5 butterflies in a jar. He opened the .iar and 4
(lew ;J;way. How many did he have left?
l) 5 2) 4 3) 2 4) (Not given)
1'h . ...:hapter has examined the methodology and inst.rumen·
l."1tion used for t.he current study. Specific features analyzed
included the Parent Instrument, the Canadian Cognitive
AbU i ties Teot (CCAT}, the Canadi an Testa of Basic Skills
(C'I'IJS}, the seunple of individuals u~led for the study, data
collection and analysis techniques. It then moved into a
lho\"ough examination of the instruments used for the study. It
compared and contrasted general ch.;racteristics Clnd zpel:ific
subtests of the CCA.T and the CTBS. The compilrisons h.we sllown
that while man}' of the sIJecific questions posed in each
measure are much alike in structure and function, tho~e two
tests perfor,,1 different functions. The CCA'1' dOills with logic"\
processes and l1igh level abstrilctions designed to mC.lsure
potential for learning. The CCAT is less directly related to
school-based curriculum knowledge than the CTIlS. 1'hc C1'!\~ nrc
concerned with the application of school-bascd knowledge to
specific skill areas. Thus, measuring what is learned in
school.
CHAPTER .. II
Mea8urem,~mt Models and Model Estimation
!!Ltroduction
'I'hQ purpose o( this chapter is twofold_ First it examines
1.1l(~ InC'LH1lH'cment models and analyzes the daca generated_ Then
i I. aLtempts an estimation of the model relationships. Several
I a!:<mt constructs, or linear composites, in the model were
drJH'!mbl.;rj hypothesizing one latent variable composed of
~;eV';1 ill obucrved indicators. 'fhese constructs include: the
noc.:iocconomic composite, .. he academic aptitude composite, and
t!l,·' hiWic skills composite.
1':<1ch measurement model was subjected to a principal
C'olllpcmcnt i11l<llysis in order to construct weighted composites
for the five variables--socioeconomic status, academic
apt: i tilde, baclc skills, and literacy. Standardized item alrha
l"(~l iabili l:y scores were generated and construct validity was
tIlcaourcd.
f\ rneilSlll"ement model was used for the latent constructs
(llllObs0l-ved variables) in the study. Bach latent variable
n:, I: I ceto its observed indicators, which are measurable from
the rcsponses assigned to them. For example the latent
V;'ll-iabJe SES, is a reflection of the scores on the four
questionnaire items comprising socioeconomic status. Measures
of the components of SES must .'lcCllL·;ltely t'l'pH'l"'1I1 lhi:' 1.11,'111
variable. This is illllstl"itted in Pl']\II"C 'J 1
C,-- I,
a I
Figure 4.1 A San,ple Measurement Mode l
L is the latent construct
I, - I 1 are the observed items (illdjcal.or"!; I'll UI(' 1,11"111
variable:l
a, - a, are the factor loadings
e 1 - e, are the residuals
The factor loading tells how well. r::ilr:h it'''fl ':'" p,I"I.'·r·
with the construct. The residual on e,Jch Lt."rn J:: ,:;,1,;,,1,,1.,,<1 1,'1
using the formula e '" (l -:- h) If.. wher': h p'pn,,';r')11 r: LI",
communality.
A. standardized score was c:ompul:~d I'll:" <,;H:h ',I tit" j.lt"11l
variables using the general equat ion,
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where 1, is the latent variable score
ii, a" are factor score coefficients computed by
dividing the [<lctar loading by the overall
f~igenvaluc.
(X,-X)/SD is a general equation used to standardize
I.hr." variable by transforming the raw item score
i nlJ) ;, standard score with a mean of zero and a
r;t<lndard deviation of one.
1::ilCh djm'-~nui.on of the achievement data was subjected to
jlr- i 11[; j pill component iJnalysis before computing a for
Lhdl v;Jl.-iable. operating under the assumption that the
vilri;1I1C~ ill the items composing that construct would be
1·.~::;p()fWiblc for the variance in that construct, items were
n~L':1 j Jl'ld onl y if they had approp=-iate content and factor
IOildings gn'!£Iter than .50. The items retained would be ones
which ilppA<lred to b~ factorially homogeneous and thus could be
COIl/J i dCl"cd to be a s.'.ngle meaningful construct. The indicators
o[ l.he laL'!llt v<lt:"iables retained were used to compute the
G1.,ll1rl,-ll'c1i;.:cd score for that variable.
§ocioeconomic Status
Socioeconomic status is a two-dimensional concept wh~ch
W,llJ measured using employment status as a proxy for economic
"t..1t·lIS, .'lnd years of educational training as a proxy for
"oci ill status. 'fhe correlation matrix for the four ~tems of
the parent CJuestionnain~ which '-Oll\p.'",~d : );., .'W:-: ""llIl"",j! "
displayed in Table" 1 alollq with I h.' 111<'111" .ITI.l "t.III.!,II.l
deviations. The instrument W<1S ~"O!\ljl nil'! I'd hYl"'lli,'" i ~;i 11'1 .'it,'
construct for the four itetnp. "Ulcl 1Y:'_'l,l , Ih'w,'v,'!, !""',lll""
socioeconomic stOlt\IS is tl 1II111tif.I,:,'t.,d ,"'IIII'""it" "Illy Ih,'
first three items had il signifiT.II11 relt'l."1 l",l<lillll, 111,1\ i"
their factor loadings W81:8 'JTCi.tl~I' th,lll .'dl. 1"'ll':'·'1""lIlly.
they became the final version of thl' ,;nn':1 \1I,'t )110", IllItIll"
of children in the family, wa~ dropp"d fl"l1l l!t,- ""tlll",::il.·
Table 4.1
Correlation Matrix f.)r SES Composit.e
HI05
Face
1.000
.621
H105
1.000
H106 HI07 so
H106 .3542
HI07 ~. 0061
.4501.7
.1123 .1959
1.IJ/.1
Determinant of correlation matrix = ,i\',WJ
Kaiser-Meter-Olkin measure of sarnrl i Il~l ;~d(:(III,";'1
The mnemonics for this table h;JV'2 th'-, 1,,1 jr,,,,ill'j 1""'lIlin'j:;; 1",""
'" Father's occupation, HIQ5 l"dUI'1r'n I':rlll(;"l.i',)" Il)',f.
Mother's Education, HlO? ~ ToL .. ] nl;llIb") ,,! (:11 j I,ll '.1< i" t l,,·
family,
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'1')1" r0mainJ 09' items were c.gain subjected to a principal
r;'J11Ip'JwmL i"liluly~if;. Th(~ standardized alpha reliability was
r;:!lr;uJ<.t<:ld 1.0 he .7'15. I'lith all item loadings greater than .50
1.hr:~(: iv,,".,, became the [inal version of the construct. 'ihe
:;()c;j(y~r:(Jllomic level was then calculated for each student using
l:hr.' ~:v~nc["a1 formula:
SES: FSr.,(Vl\Rl-M,)/SDL~ FSCn (VAR,,-M) /SD,
whe~'e FSC, - FSC" is the factor score cc,.2fficient
VAr~, VAR" is the variable used
M, - M" is the variable mean
SD, SD" is the standard deviation
I.'.lct.or score coefficients are shown in Table 4.2. The
r~l('Lot· ~wore coefficient was computed using the formula F.~
F,';"E. where FI = factor loading and E ... eigenvalue. (e.g.,
the (acl:OI: score coefficient for item FOCC is .8277..:.....1.962).
Using these figul-es the SES level was calculated as follows:
SES'= .422((Pocc - 45.483)/14.205)
i .445 ((H105 - 4. 211l/1.169)
I .336 ((H106 - 3.821) /1.474}
Table 4.2
Principal Component Analysis for the SES Composite
Factor Factor Score
Loadings Coefficients
Focc .8217 .<122
8105 .8732 .4<\5
HI06 .7174 .]66
Residuals
."hl
Standardized Alpha Reliabili ty.. ,"<15
Eigenvalue .. J. %2
The
socioeconomic status (5E5) is depiclerl in Figlll'" <I.? '1 ::II',wn
the domain and the extent to which it l'r,Uf'<,;l.n , II.· "Im"l 'J ..d
variables, Focc, Fed, Med.
Figure 4.2 MC,JiJUTCment I~Qdel: sQcil)<:l(~r,nt)flIjc .<;1.'11.'11; ""IIt",,:;il"
(SES)
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The l.pti tude compodto
The correlation matrix for the 10 items which composed
the aptitude composite is presented in Table 4.3 along with
the means and standard deviations. As before, each item was
sUbjected to a pdncipal component analysis and only items
with a factor loading grenter than .50 were retained (see
1'able 4.4). The instrument was constructed hypothesizing one
construct for the ten items analyzed. All items were retained.
The level of aptitude was then calculated as follow~;:
Apt'" .121«(Voc3 - 12.562)/4.851)
+ .134((SentJ - 17.709)/3.676)
+ .1J3((VClass3 - 14.798)/4.791)
+ .1J9({VanaJ - 16.596)/5.266)
+ .12J(QRe13 - 15.670)/4.505)
+ .12J«Noser3 - 15.367)/3.142)
+ .129«Equat3 - 12.378)/2.936)
+ .125«FigC13 - 20.404)/J.562)
+ .1J7«FigAn3 - 16.657)/5.144)
+ .1l8«(FigsynJ - 25.232)/3.748)
Table 4.3
Correlation Matrix for the Aptitude Composite
S~' VClass Vana OFlEL N~' Equal Figel Figdn Figsyn X SO
Voc 1.000 12.56 4.851
sO'" .5668 1.000 17.71 3.676
VClass .7194 .6560 1.000 14.80 4.791
Va"" .6408 .7057 .7111 <.000 16.60 5.266
QREL
Noser 3958 .5981 5079 .5330 .5153 1.000 15.37 3.142
Equal
""
5807 S52S .5837 .5759 585' <.000 12.38
Figel .3950 .5700 5138 .5687 5199 .5442 5505 1.000 20.40 3.562
Figeln
Figsyn .4458 .4908 .4606 5196 49-:2 .4£77 5274 5508 .6317 1.000 25.23 3.749
Oelerminant 01 Correlalion Matrix '" .0011
Kaiser·Meyer·Akin Measure 01 sampling Adequacy· .9302
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Table 4.4
Principal Component Analysis for Aptitude COlTlpos:i.te
Factor Fae tor Score Residuals
loading coefficients
Voc3 .840 .121 .543
Sent3 .828 .134 .560
VClass3 .811 .133 .585
Vana3 .807 .139 .591
Qrel) .764 .125 .620
Noser3 .756 .129 .654
Equat3 .755 130 .656
Figel3 .74'1 .125 .675
FigAn3 .741 .137 .672
FigSyn3 . 7 ~ 4 .118 .700
StilJld':lt"di:(ed item alpha"" .894
EJgcnva]u(' .. G.05
Tile mnemonics for this table have the following meanings; Voe3
= vocabulary Grade 3, SentJ " Sentence Completion Grade 3,
VClass3 = Verbal Classification Grade 3. Vana3 " Verbal
Analogies Grade J, Qre!) '" Quantitative Relationships Grade 3,
Nmwrs3 " Number Series Grade 3, EquatJ = Equation Building
Grilde 3, F'igC13 '" Figure Classification Grade 3, FigAn3 '"
Figure Analysis Grade 3, and FigSyn3 .. Figure Synt.hesis Grade
3.
St.<lIldill:dit.ed Apt. was calculated as follows;
SApt· «((Apt - .0121/1.020)15)+100)
The measurement model for the latent variilblc Aptittak
(Apt) is depicted in Figure 4.3. It sho ....s the domilin i'nd tlw
extent to which it reflects the observed vnri,lblcs .
.543--
.500--
.5~;--
.59[--
.62U--
.654--'
.672--
.7fX)--
Figure 4.3 Measurement Model: Aptitude compo~itc (Apt)
The Basic Ski11s composite
The corre1ation matrix for the rive items which coml'o~;(:'iJ
the basic skills composite is presented in 'J'tlhlc 4.', iJlonrJ
with the means and standard deviations. '['he level. 01 li'l~;jr.:
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:~y'j lIB was then calculated as follows:
BSkHl", .241 ( (Spe1l4-4.0eO)/1.178)
+ .242((VoclJ-3.896)j.979)
.... 7.41((Use'!-3.722)/l.074)
+ .239({Caps4-3.794}!l.092)
.221 (Punc4-3.B62) /1.136)
Table 4.5
Correlation Matrix for the Basic Skills Composite
Spel14 Voe'! Use"! Caps4 Punc4 X SO
Spe1l4 ].00 4.08 1.18
Voe'! .667 1. 00 3.90 .979
Use4 .683 .729 1.00 3.72 LD?
Caps"! .670 .640 .638 1.00 3.79 1.09
Punc4 .561 .574 .563 .638 1.00 3.86 1.14
Determinant of correlation matrix = .054
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy ... 879
'1'1Ie Innemollics for this table have the following meanings:
Spell" .. spelling Grade", Voc4 = Vocabulary Grade 4, Use4 D
Lilnguilge Usage Grade <1, Caps4 = Capitalization Grade 4., Punc4
Punctuation Grade 4.
Table 4.6
Principal Component Analysis for Basic Skills Composite
Factor Factor Score
loading coefficients
Spe114 .859 .2<11
Voc4 .861 .2'17-
Use4 .859 .241
Caps4 .650 .239
Punc4 .769 .222
Residuals
Standardized item alpha ~ .699
Eigenvalue. 3.561
Standardized Basic Skill was calculiltcll ilH lolluw:;;
SBSkill _ (((BSkill - .008)/l.02RII!;; I 100)
The measurement model for the latent vilri.,IJI.> 11.Iuj,·
Skills is depicted in Figure 4.4. It ohows Lhc rhJl!li,ill .I/lri II.··
extent to which it reflects the observed vi.lriilhl':ll.
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.527 _. [ SI'ELL4 J~ "
~50
.5JfJ.--[ VOC4I~
.\27 --I Ii'!:, 4 I .H50 B Skill
---, .~
.527 -- [ CAPS 4 I~789 .......---
.5fJ'I--[ I'UNC4 [
Figure 4.4 Measurement Model; Basic Skills Composite
One concept of reliability is internal consistency.
Cronbacl1'n Coefficient Alpha is a general form of the Kuder-
rHchardsOll method of determining reliability (or internal
consistency) of standardized tests (Borg & Gall, 1983, p.
708!.>) _ This method is used to measure the internal consistency
o[ test.s which have multiple choice answers, such as the four-
point scales used in the questionnaire for this study. The
tnlc reJ j,lbilities of t.he scales approximate or exceed the
<lLphil reliability which is a lower bound estimate of the true
n~li.:lbility. rmm Table ~.7 we find that in all cases the
n~llability is acceptable.
Table 4.7
Reliability Coefficients and Validity Index for the Constructs
N Alpha Construct
Variable items Reliability Validity
SSS .745 . Rh ~
APT 10 .89"1
BSKILL .899
Construct validity is the degree to which 111,· 'lll!':JI j'lIl
naire measures the construct postulated. ~pil'i('ill [y I hin ,'.111
be considered to be the extent to which the f;oll:Jln ..:1 i::
unitary trait, or can be accounted for adeqU;)l'~ly by "Ii"
underlying factor. Heise and Bohrnstedt (t970) dey'~lop"d ..
means of estimating the validity and invaJidiLy ')f ,1.:<,...::1 nlt,l
by dividing the reliability vilriilnc:n inL.., v,lI idll y .Hld
invalidity using the equation: "r".!] iahiJ i.ty· v:JlirJily
(squared) + invalidity. Accordin'] to will i:lImJ .-~tJd fl:,TI.'·11
(l981) when the variance in the conotruc.:L in rlW! 1-" " nill'!f"
underlying factor the invalidity br::comr::n ~.r.:r(J, :, J LlI'JIJ'!h 1.11"
validity can be "less than the squ<lrt;l rorjt (,I; l.h,: ",1 j;JIJi I it,!
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when Lht:! r:ompositc's variance is due to several underlying
factors instead oC a single factor" (.J. 23). In this study
~ach construct Wc1S developed assuming a single concept. The
r:c;mst.ruct validity was computed as the square root. of
reljahility. The validity of each construct was thus computed
.:Jnd Ust.ed in T<lblc ".7.
The measurement. models have all been estimated and shown
to be reliable and valid. Our attention will now turn to the
cstim<ltjon of the madel relationships. It will begin by
cX.lmining the descriptive statistics on all the model
v,)dables via il correlation matrix followed by a regression
analysjs <lnd a reliability check.
Descriptive Statiutics
The descriptive statistics for each of the variables used
ill the study are presented first. A.lthough these statistics do
1l0L .:lllS....Cl· any of the questions in the study. they do provide
aome insight into the nature of the variables. The mean,
stilndard deviatj -:lll. number of cases, skewness and kurtosis for
cdch variable ill:e reported in Table 4.8.
Table 4,8
Descriptive Statistics for the Variables Used in the Hodel.
Variables Mean SD Cases Skewness Kurtosis
'E' .003 1.118 232
SAPT .011 1.020 291 -I. ~I!i
SBSRILL .008 1.026 2"
READ4 4.257 1.095 262
SHATH .000 1.054 219 . ,./ ~', . ~::./
The mnemonics for this table and in subHeqllcnl: l.oIhl,~:; holY" 1.11,·
following meanings: S8S '" Socioeconomic HL.-ILllll, ~:AI"I'
Standardized Academic Aptitude, SBSKll.l... Sl.dlldilnJj;-,,·d 1\:1:11"
Skills, READ4 • Canadian Tests of I3m;ic Ski lll! (lhwlill'l. 1110101,·
Equivalent Score), and SAATH = Standardi.7.eJ M.·ll:.II~lllill io'::.
With the exception of grade four rcadiny (.:iH:h Yd,-L,hl,' ill
this model was given a standard score with a 1II'~illl of ;-",1"" .111,1
a standard deviation of one. This is to allow lor r:orn"iu i:1<m::
between variables using a standard unit of m',i.Wul"·. (;, •.,1.. '1
reading was not standardized because it is no!. .1 ';"lIIl",::i1.'·
score, rather its value is determined by Lh~ av"r.I'!" r".,d I 11'1
score of the part:icipants. fI. mean of 4.;;1;5', inrJi'.::IL'~:: t.h;11. Iii'·
average reading level for each ~tudcnt .... t Lh~, .~nd "I 'Ir'ld',
four was just under the third month of ~lr<:ldu f."~IH ~Ii 1.1, ',fl"~ '.I
the remaining scores falling within on'~ IIl'JnLh "I 1.1", In""'l'.
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1.)<'l5cripr.j',e statistical results indicate that the SES
yariahL~ ir. norm<!lly distributed with a mesokurtic appearance.
That in, it is neither too peal<ed or too flat. The SAPT
YilriabJe is socnewhat negatively skewed and .leptokurtic or
pei)k~d in one direction. An interprecation of this may be that
IllOHt of t.he children participating in the study displayed high
Icv~ Ls of academic aptitude. It would appear that all
variables ar'~ normally distributed; hence have the properties
or interval scales. Because of this, it is possible to
corr",Jatc the lIar.iables and conduct a regression analysis.
Rcfore estimating the full model described in this study,
the reliltionships between each variable were examined via a
correlation matrix which is a bivariate statistic also known
;u; the zero-order relationships (see Table 4.9). This
platistic enables the researcher to describe in mathematical
terms the strength of relationships between two variables.
Table 4.9
Correlation Matrix for Model Variables
READ4 SMATH SES SAPT SDSKILL
READ4 1. 000
SMATH ,6932 1.000
( 274)
p",.OOO
SES .3421 .2816 1.000
( 221) ( 223)
p".OOO p=.OOO
SAPT .7019 .7048 .337o!:> 1. nOll
( 275) , 275) ( 2706)
p= 000 P".OOO ;.:>.~, 000
SBSKILL .7499 .7437. .J.1nO
( 272) ( 271) , V'll ( ~H4)
p"'. 000 p=.OOO p ... ono p Ul)O
(coef ficient/ cases/signi f lCi\nc:c)
An examination of the corr01ilUon InilLri x pro ;i"IIL,·,1 .l!d'V'·
shows that all of the correlations ill:"C fJi~jni f j,;.HIl. dl I'.' .Olli.
The st.rongest relationship in th,.l mat:rix :JflFJ":III; lJJ 1o,·IJ'·I~I'·'·1I
academic apt.itude (r" .7961l ilnd basic ~;I-;ill:;. TIll·; 1"lld:;
support to the theory that th~ r~l,ll:iOIlI;hir' 1",1'/1""1) Ill"
psychometric model of education and th0 h:ISj,; ~;Io:i J I~; lur"j.·j i':
very powerful. The next ,'ltrong~st t"'::Jilt i r,nntli f' i~; t,.·, ',1""1,
basic skills and reading (r '" .71)<)':1). 'J'hj.<; ill'Jj·;:,t.,·:; 111",...
ctJild's ability to read ir, ".-.::r,/ dr;pr;t1·j'mL ',11 t...-,;;i'· ::10: i II~:
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;j':qu i r<~r.J as a result of schooling although it must be
caul ion....'cJ thaL many children develop a great deal of their
,.-'~arlin(j skills ill home. A similar, although less powerful
reliltionship. exists between basic skills a:ld mathematics
(r ",'/'132) Because basic skills and mathematics has a higher
corr,~li;ll::ion than aptitude and mathematics (r '" ,7048), it
wall I.d appear that basic skills is a better predictor of
success in mathematics than is aptitude. While the relation-
nhi.p between aptitude and reading (r '" ,7019) is quite
powcl'(ul, 1 ike mathematics, the ability to read appears to be
mOn';l dependent upon the basic skills a child acquires. The
COlTcliltion between mathematics and reading (r ... 6932), the
two outcome variables, is quite powerf:.ll as well. Weaker
t'clationsllips, although very powerful, include those between
uocloeconomic status and reading (r .... 3421); socioecor::.omic
stiltlll'\ ilnd basic skills (r ~ .3400); socioeconomic status and
,"lpLitude (r ... 3325); and socioeconomic status and mathematics
(t· " .2816). It can be concluded that "... hile the socioeconomic
status of a child has a significant bearing upon academ~'~
rHlccess, it is a less powerful predi.ctor of literacy and
Ilumel"ilcy than is either basic skills or academic aptitude.
1\100, math achievement is less home dependent as measured by
IJcoioeconomic status than reading.
These t'esults indicate substantial support for the
hypotheses posited earlier; however, a regression analysis
must be conducted before the model C.'Hl Iw v,11 id.1L,'d ,'t.
refuted, A regression analysis will allow (<Jr a ...,.,mp.lt·i,((ltl
between variables while taking into accotlllt tltt' illfllh'lll'" 1,1
other predictor variables. This is ncccm:",ry b'~<:.l11",' t hI'
confoundi.ng effects of other variables IUil)' 1<':<10 to ,t ml"illt"l"
pretat:':"on of correlational findings, 111 <l n~~Jn~s:.iot\ :ltl.l\yni::
the value of one variable is fixed while mi1niplildl.i"n "I tl\l'
other variables takes place,
The recursive model will be eXOlIl1i.ncd f.il·~;l. 1"II'lwI~d I.y
the nonrecursive model. The model equation l(ll lit,· dit'~"l
effects of the recursive model may be sr~!cili,'d d~; 1,0\1"'"",,,
(ll X~ , a, , b.. ,X, , 0,
(2) X,
·
a, , b"X, bt.'X.
(J) X,
·
a, , b",X, b, ..X, h.,X, ':,
(4) X"
·
a, , h .• X, b.,.X .. b.,X,
Hypotheses Related to Academic .;ptitude
1. There will be a significanL p:l,:a1.iol1:;lliIJ lJ,·t.~I'·"I'
socioeconomic status (SES) and aC<ld~tni.c ;1/)1. i I."d,· (SIII'T).
(Accept)
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Table 4.10
~qreaaion Analysis Reaul ts for SES on SAPT
Independent BA_P_T _
Variables
BEB
Multiple R '" .?8'l
R -square", . 061
rh~Hitlu~l ... 959
p. f:ignificance level
SE B
.8226
Beta
.2840 5.191
p.
.0000
The t:eoults of the regression analysis indicate that
tllere is moderately strong relationship between
ncciocconomic status and academic aptitude. Social status is
.'1 functioll of. the ability of a child's parents and some of the
pill:cn!:'s abilities seem to be transmitted to the next
9t'llcrC1tion, though the parameter estimate (.284) is less
pOWCl"flll th,]n many suggest explaining only 8% of the total
Hypotheses Related to BaBi~ Skills
1. Thel'c will be a significant relationship between
B.-1Sic Skills (SBSkilll and Academic Aptitude (SAPT) (Accept)
2. There will be a significant relationship between
\\'\
Basic Skills (SBSkill) and Socioeconomic- St,ll11l1 (:-:~::-:I,
(Accept)
Table 4.11
Regression Analy.is Results for SAPT and SES on SBSkill
Independent SBSKILL
V_"_r_ia_b_l_e SE_B B_e_ta . -!.=._._
SAPT
SES
,7595
1.131
.0370
,5497
.76311
.0'760
,uooo
(Constant) 24 06
MUltiple R _ .788
R-square ,621
Residual -,616
3,691 .0000
There appears to be a very strong r,daLiolll::lil' 10.'1 W""II .111
individual's academic aptitude and thp .1t:quir'cd I.... :li.: :IJo:i I I::.
While the direct effect of socioeconomit: nt."':w~ I:; 111,,11"::1. i I
is statistically significant. The ef(":!c.:L (J! H'x:i""';'JII'mli,'
status is mediated by academic aptitude. Thr-, ill'li,-,,';1 .,11.·.:1.
is .284 X .763 _ .217. The total effect. ill I.h',rt,l"r,: ,'01, I
.284'" .360. This is a very powerful relat:iolwilip -Inri /,1':::':111,::
justification for the causal flow wbit:h ill b.l::r,d "11 1.11.: J :1'~1.
that SAPT was measured before SI3SKI :.L by H<..<ln'--, :: i x. Inrilll.II::.
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Hypotheses related to Mathematics Achievement: Recursive
There wi 11 be a significant relationship between
OiJSic Skills (SBSkillJ and Mathematics Achievement (SMath).
(Accept)
7.. There will be a significant relationship b:~tween
Socioeconomic Status (SES) and Mathematics Achievement
(SMath) (H0jCCt)
3. There will be a significant relationship between
f\('ildr!mic Aptitude (SAPT) and Mathematics Achievement (SMath).
fAt:r:ept:.l
Table 4.12
Regression Analysis Results for SBSkill SES and SAPT on
SMath. Recursive Model
Independen t SMath
Variable SE B Beta p.
SBSkill .1081 .0636 .4149 6.397 .0000
SES .4786 .6178 .0325 .775 .4389
SAPT .3247 .0634 .3316 5.126 .0000
(Constant) "6.71 4.397 6.076 .0000
Multiple R . .716
R-squClL"e . .513
l~cHirl\lal . .698
There is a strong relCltionship blillweCll LIl<":' b,H:i,' nki lin
an individual has il.cquil"ed Clnd mathematicR ~lchi,~v"tII,'nl. Till'
same can be said for a student's academic anrl m,lllll'lIldl ie::
achievement. Socioeconomic stil.tus h"HJ <J ne\lli~l\lJl,' dil·,'<,l
effect of .033. In I;erms of <lcademic acl:icvcmcnl. i 11 IUd! h,~m.ll
ics it would appear that the basic ski-JI:, .111 indlv\,lll.ll
acquires is marginally more impOl"tant th,lll t.ll'~ olptil.lId,~ I'll'·
has and becomes a more important predictor 01- dCild"lIlj,·
than does aptitude.
Hypotheses related to Reading Achievement Recursi,.ve l1p~l
1. There will be a significant rf2lilLionullip !)(·'.W""l1
Basic Skills (SBSki1l) and Reading Achi~v~IIl('lll (IH':AIl~)
(Accept)
2. There will be a signj,[ici.JnI l'("!l,ll;iow,hip 1"'lW""'l
Socioeconomic Status (SES) and Reading Achi'~v(Jlll'~t1L (lll':lIll-1)
(Reject)
3. There will be a signif':'cant reJiltioll::hll' IJ"'~I""II
Academic Aptitude (SAPT) and RC.:lding Achi'"!vl'IW!111. (UI':AIl~J
(Accept)
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Table 4.13
Regression Analysis Results for BaSkin« SEa and SAPT on
REl\.D4 (Reading): Recursive Hodel.
Independent
..-_ ... - ._---_..
variable SE 0 Beta p.
SBSkill .0350 .0048 7.261 .0000
.0859 .0466 .0760 1.842 .0664
.0209 .0048 .2774 4.367 .0000
(Constant) -1. 326 .3318 -3.998 . 0001
MUltiple R = .728
R-squClrc = .530
Rcnidllnl "" . 686
As with the mathematics construct, the greatest influence
l.;Jon iln individual's ability to read appears to be that of
billiic skills acquired as a result of schooling. The
SOCloeconomjc status of a student appears to have little
of fCl.:t upon reading success. However, we have examined only
the direct effects and not accounted for the possible indirect
ar:rects of each variable. To get a total picture of the direct
and indirect effects of all variables upon the outcome
v;lriables, iI morc thorough analysis will be in order.
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Hypotheses related to Mathematics Achievement: Nonrec.ursive
1. There will be a significant relationship between
Reading Achievement (READ4) and Mathematics Achievement
(SMath). (Accept)
2. There will be a significant relationship between
Socioeconomic status (SES) and Mathematics Achievement
(SMath). (Reject)
J. There will be significant rcl<1tionship between
Academic AptitUde (SAPT) and Mathematics Achievement (SMilth).
(Accept)
d.. There will be a significant relationsh ip between
Bash: Skills (SBSkilll and Mathematics Achievement (SMath).
(Accept)
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Table 4.14
Regression Analysis Results for READ4 BES SAPT and SBSkill
on SMath. Nonrecursive Model.
Independent SMath
Variable SE B Beta p •
READ4 '1.267 .7196 . 3279 5.930 .0000
SES .1121\ .5891 .0076 .191 .8489
SAPT .2357 .0620 .2410 3.805 .0002
SBskill .2590 .0655 .2633 3.953 .0001
(Constant) 3/. 37 tJ .277 7.569 .0000
Multip] c R .751
R-square
"
.564
Residual . .660
The direct effect of a student'S ability to read on the
lllilLhclIWLics construct, within a nonl:ecursive model, is
tlignl[jcant as arc the basic skills and one's academic
olbility. Like the recursive model however, the effect of
nocioeconomic status on math achievement is negligible.
Hypotheses related to Reading Achievement Nonrecursive Model
1. There will be a significant relationship between
M;lthcllwtics Achievement (SMath) and Reading Achievement
(REJ\lHl (Accept)
2. There will be a significant relationship between
socioeconomic status (SES) and Reading AC'hi,--'vt'lIK'1\L Wl·:All.1)
(Reject)
3. There will be a signific<lnt l"l:>l.:lt iOIl:\h ill b,'I\~t"'ll
Academic Aptitude (SAPT) and Reading AC'hicv,-'m'lllL (1,HAll'I),
(Accept)
4. There will be a significililL u'Lll iOllHhip IJl'IW""ll
Basic Skills (SBSkill) and Redding J\chi~vpm"111 (I~I':l\l1'l).
(Accept)
Table 4.15
RElqressio~Results for SMATH SES, SAP:r....J.l~_.liM~_i]...J.
on READ4 (Reading). 1II1..>::....<'!cursive Model
Independent READ4
Variable SE B Beta
SMath .0243 ,0041 .3167, 5.'J10
SES ,0742 .04.42 .06515 1.r,'ffl
SAPT .0130 .00'17 ,172(,
SBSkill .0250 .0049 .3313 " . J ~J (J
(Constant) -1 ". . 3331
Multiple R . .761
R-square . ,579
Residual . .649
p.
,!)lHHJ
• ()fJO!)
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The m0st powerful predictor of an individual' 5 ability to
,-",__ ;1 l, ill;j nonrecursive model, appears to be the basic skills
<lcqu i r~d. The e[f~ct of a student' 5 ability to do mathematics
LfJ <JIso stiltistically significant followed by academic
ilp1.itude. The effect of a student',;; socioeconomic status is
no'::ogl ig1ble. In all instances the direct effects of the
jodlcator variables upon the outcome vari'1bles were stranger
wlLliin the recursive models than within the nonrecursive
models.
In summ<Jry, by examining the direct effects it would
;lpp~ar thClt for both reading and math the most powerful
vilriilblc js the basic skills a student acquires. While the
dj n~ct ef feet of a student' 5 academic aptitude is also quite
pawel"[uL it is not as strong as the direct effects of basic
r:;k l11s. In the non recursive model we see that there is a
t"l.lci.proc.:ll effect between reading and math and success in one
depends upon success in the other. As mentioned earlier, to
llsLablish a true picture of the effects of the indicator
Vill"lilbles all the outcome variables the indirect effects must
f j 1"13t be measured.
The direct and indirect effects in path mode!.s may be
L'x;lmillcd. For example, an indirect effect between a dependent
vilt"lablc ilnd an independent variable through an intervening
v,1t"iable llIily be discovered. Path coefficients are standard-
jzcd Pil1"L:i.l1 1"egression coefficients; which means that the
1 :~;~
coefficient is the relative (or net) cffcct of .1 t"cli1tiollship
after the effects of the predictors in tile equation h;lVC' !J<:,C'n
taken into account or partialled out. In the rol1o\~inq
example, if variable 1\ is vie.... -'!d as the sing.lc l;:ilU,;(' ot 1\,
then the path coefficient (P",) is eqtJ;~1 to the produ',:\:-lllolIl,·t1l·
coefficient (P",).
C I
I~,.
I B
However, in the! cxampll:l given, vari;lblc /I i~ nol'
single cause of B, and thE! path coefficient n~pre~ont:; til'.'
strength of the relationship between two Vi\d,lblc:; .lilli Ill,'
effects of the other variable removed (or pnrti,lllcd (jilt). 'I'lli'
"direct" effect of B on A is the pc. -h coel'ril:i.cnt (I', ,). 'l'11f~
path coefficient is usually less than tllC product-mom<::nt ! or
the same variables. It must be noted here tll"t t.ll'! p"t.h
coefficient is a lower limit estimate. When then, ;Ir'.' z,'ro
correlatiflns between independent variablc~, til>:! pi1th (;o'~ll i-
cients and the zero-order relat ionsh ip!: (carre 1;1 t i (m: ) ;1 r" til,·
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'/'h,,~ "indirect" effect is the effect which variable A has
(In variablo B through the intervening variable C. The indirect
'lrr:Or.:t if; measured as a product of the path coefficients P~a
i1nd P". The "total" effect between A and B is the sum of the
di r8ct cFf:eet and the indirect effect between these two
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Table" .1.6
Correlations Direct Effects (beta), In(lireet Effect!:l. Total
Effects and t-values for the Effects of the Inde~1!.t;
Variables on the Aehiev~ment outcomes. Recursive Kodel
I:ndep Carr Direct t-value Indirect Total t-value"
Var (rj Effect Effect Effect
Mathematics
SEa .281.6 .033
BAP'l' .7048 .332
.775
5.126 .317
4.30
.649 14.50
SBSkill .7432 .415 6.397 .415 7.72
Multiple R ,z .716
R-square = .513
Residual = .698
-------------------
Reading Comprehension
SEB .3421
SAPT .7019 .277 . 35)
.290
.6)0 1 J •
BBSklll .7490 .462
MUltiple R ".728
R-square ... 530
Residual = .728
7.26 .462 a.HI
A t-value of 2.0 is significant at the p -: .001 level. 'I'he t-
value is for the total effects only. The <lssumpbon undcrlyinq
the computation of the t-value for total effects is th.lt in
moderately large samples the ratio of the astimator to it~
standard error follows the t-d istr ibution; henca. the
::>ignificance 1 'vel of the total effect parameter Cfln be
estimated using the classical method. for theoretic.l! ~upport
see Bollen and Stine (1990); for an applications or it:; u::;c
see Bulcock. Whitt and Beebe (1991).
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~lh~,r-()<lS in th~ dir~ct effect model basic skills were most
p"It/,;rfu] in predi.cting reading and math success, when you take
t.1l', j nd i r~,cL effects into account academic aptitude becomes
'1'~ry powerful. It affects reading and math over and above
:Jki J Ir; I(~ilrncr.l. H~cause basic skills arB so responsive to a
,:11 i ld'~; ilptltude then aptitude influences reading and I'la!;h
h';'·:<JW;C i.t influences basic skills which in turn af fects
Therefore, academic aptitude and basic skills
V,-II ii;lbJcn both need to be considered in predicting or
(~Y.pl'-.linin~J reading and math achievement. The same conclusions
.:ll'ply to the llonrecursive model.
12(,
Table 4.1.7
correlations Direct Effects lbeta)« Indirect Effects. Total
Effects and t-values for the Effects of the Independent
Variables on the achievement outcomes. Nonrecursive Model
Indep Carr Direct t-value I.ndirect Total t-valueA
Var (r) Effect Effect Effect
Mathematics
RE!,_D4 .6932 .328 5.93
SES .2816 .008 .191 .193 .201 8.04
SAPT .7048 .241 3.81 .3<11 .58? 12.1'1
SBSkill _7432 .263 3.95 .372 7.94
Multiple R = .751
R-square '" .564
Residual = . 660
Reading comprehension
Hath .6932 .]16 5.93
.3421 .066 1.68 .173 .179 ?.76
BAPT .7019 .173 1] .64
BBSkill .7490 .)]1 5.15 .083 .414 7. (j~
Mul tiple R =.761
R-square = .579
Residual = .649
~ t-value of 2.0 is significant at the p -: .001 level. 'I'he t-
value is for the total effects only. 'rhe assumption undcrlying
the computation of the t-value for total effects is that in
moderately large samples the ratio of the estimator r.o its
standard error follows the t-distribution; hence, the
significance leve:&' of the total effect parameter cun be
estimated using the classical method. for theoretical support
sec Bollen and Stine (1990); for an applications o[ its uno
see Bulcock, Whitt and Beebe (1991).
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~lithin the non recursive model the direct effects of the
l.hre~ viJriah]cs, in descending order, upon mathematics is the
:Jilmf~ an for the recursive model namely; basic skills,
..pl i Lude, and socioeconomic status. The total effects of the
:;:ame three variables, in descending order, upon mathematics is
.:u::.:Idcmic aptitude, basic skills and socioeconomic status. The
same pat' 'rn of direct effects emerges for reading however,
the total effect pattern in descending order is academic
;lptjtudc, baRic skills and socioeconomic status.
Summary of the Findings
The findings of this chapter which relate to each
independent val"iable (Socioeconomic Status, Academic Aptitude,
Hasle Skills and Reading and Mathematics Achievement) are
91"OUped together and summarized in this section. Refer to
ligures ".5 and ".6 for a visual interpretation of these
,"clilt ionships.
The first significant finding is that Math and Reading
ilcllicvement arc good predictors of each other. Success in one
llubjcct will often determine success in the other. Likewise,
l".. iJUI"C in (me llubject will predict failure in the other. An
exception to this finding however, is in the case of the
ntudent who suffers from a specific learning disability.
A second finding of this study is that socioeconomic
lltatus is not a good predictor of math achievement. The direct
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effects are negligible; however, the total effects via
Academic Aptitude and Basic skills arc significant.
A third finding is that academic aptitude and basic
skills acquired as a result of schooling arc both good
predictors of Math achievement. The child who possossC's
sufficient academic aptitude and basic skills will likely
succeed in Math, regardless of the family's socioeconomic
status.
As in the case with Math aChievement, sociooconomic
status is not a good predictor of reading achievement. The
total effects via Academic Aptitude and Basic Ski lIs arc
significant; however, the direct effects are negligible.
A final conclusion is that the skills an individual
acquires as a result of schooling, rather than an academil:
aptitude, accounts for the lion's share of reading achieve-
ment. The direct effects of Basic Skills are more power[ul
than the direct effects of Academic Aptitude, but the total
effects of aptitude in both models arc more powerful th<ln the
effects of Basic Skills on both outcomes.
This chapter has examined the m13asurement model sand
analyzed the generated data. It then attempted an estimation
of the model relationships. Several linaar composites were
assembled hypothesizing one latent variable composed oC
several observed indicators. These constructs included: the
socioeconomic composite; the academic aptitUde composite; the
tJiJsir; skills composite and the Mat.h composite.
Each model was t.hen subjected to a principal component
(HlalysiH, st'.lndardizcd item alpha reliabilit.y scores were
genec'.lted ilnd construct validity was measured.
The next chapter will provide a discussion and interpre~
tDU.on oE the major Eindings, provide several theoret.ical and
p'iJctical implications, and oEEer suggestions Eor Eurther
,p.search within this area.
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CHAPTER V
Su=ary and Conclusiona
Introduction
'!'hiG chapter will preocnt <I oynop!lin of 'lit: ,.1\ oily;
discuss the implications of the f indiugo ill L,~nm' ~ll 1",1 i.'y
and practice; and suggest potenti<ll r,::oc.:Il·ch whidl Illi'lht l".i 1,1
on the findings.
By themselves neither basi.c ski 11G Ilor ,'c~Hkl1lil' oil" il '101,·
provides for a comprehensive theoly or rCdding ",ui Ill.IIII.·m.,' i":l
performance. One without the othcr pl"ovid"1:l "Illy ., ,>.,,1 i.,1
explanation; however, together they <lrc ComJ.lI'~ll"·lll.."y, .111" .Ill
such constitute a very powerf'~l explanatory '1lO<1'll.
While the individual ~fect of f1oc:ioccc.momj<· nl.".llll '11'
reading and mathematics is negligible, in 01 1""<:I1,-:;iv" m''''''l
socioeconomic status does influence ,lPLjt.url'~, '1"d .lpl il ..d,~ i::
a strong predictor of math ilnn reading <lchi':v(,rw:ul.. II d'j"ll
have a similar, although not an po....erCul, jllll'''':1. 1)11 1,.. ::;,:
skills. Although the direct effect i.f; iTllJiyni! j',.m\.. Wl",/l I I",
indirect effect is t<Jkcn into account, H')(:jo",~"w,:ni"
becomes a signi.ficant f.'lctor in btJLh t./ir: "~':'JrrJj'I" .,"d
nonrecursive models. Only by examini.ng iu; lwJil,,':L "I '-,,;! ';.."
13J
~/r, ur,') i l:s i mporLanCe.
This th~si£; has examined the relat.ive impact of a child's
r.>ociocconomic status, academic aptitude, and basic skills upon
J j I;nracy ,)nd numeracy. By using a structural equation model it
W;l:'! posnlble to examine the relative influence of each of the
indicator variables on each of the outcome variables, both in
rr:cufnive and nonrecursive models. On the basis of this data
,'ll':llYI;ls it number of research questions were addressed. These
d no! taken up next.
Qiscus .... i on and Interpretation of Major Findinas
'J'he following discussion will review the results of the
HUldy wi til respect to the six research questions posed on page
twelve of Ch<lpt:er I.
The first research question asks: How responsive are the
psychometric and basic skills factors to changes in family
'~llvirollment? From the <lnalysis it would appear that the
psychometric model is responsive to changes in family
cnvi.rOllmf?l1ts; furthermore, the relationship is moderately
ott"Ollg. In other words, children from privileged backgrounds
llilve .1 greater opportunity for learning things at home which
wi tl refl~ct success with the school curriculum. There is no
,1Lt.'mpl. however, to determine exactly what these influences
<It·c. \~hcn controlling for the effect of a child's academic
i"lptitude the relationship between their socioeconomic status
and the basic skills acquired as <l l'csult L'1 r:l'hL,cl] ill'] iH
statistically significant, <llt.hough weak. \'Ill it 0 1.11,' d i 1',','1
effect of socioeconomic status is only mod01',HI'ly f:iqllil i"dlll,
the total effect is substantial, The totill c[r,~cl i,~ p,'w.'I'llI!,
not because of its dircct effect; rathcL', bcC,"llll<.' ,>I il.l< 1,'1.11
effect via academic aptitude, Both the aC<ldQ1l1i,' 'Ipl.illld,' ,llltt
the basic skills models are very depcnd.)I1L ('III Lilt> 0'11 i 101'::
socioeconomic status and the more privi l\~U,),1 Ill'> l)('II1", 111"
more likely the child will meet with .:Jcildell1i,·
The second research question al'kcd: D00:1 l,tlnily "!lVil'''1
ment affect basic skills a~hicvclncill ov','1' .lll'! .11",v,' III"
effect,:; of scholastic aptitude? The i.lllilly,<.;iH illdi"ill"r: I Ii 01 I d
family'S socioeconomic status doc!J ilffccl. b;lni,' nkill::
achievement beyond the effects o( aCiJdernic ,lpt.il.'HI,> 1\"lll Ill"
direct and indirect effects are sjgllifi.c,"lIIL wllich 11I"dlll: 1)1,11
the family environmental effects arc powerful c.llld 'III ill'!"H !,;IJlI.
predictor of achievement even when (;0111.1"0If ill'l '''1 t h"
individual's academic aptitude,
The third research question asked: Wh'J11 C'lIll.I,,11 i1l'j f"1
the impact of the psychometric and basic l:kiJ]H 1II"0l~;1l1"1Il"1I1
models on reading, does family background h;Jv', .IllY '·If',':I.? III
terms of th~ direct effect on literilcy l.11" n',,:i,,"':',rl"lIIi,'
status of the family, when cant roll ill9 f'~ r iJ';iHJ':lIli" "pl. j l.lld"
.>l.nd basic skills, is not statisticillly ni'Jnifi':iJIIL; lI'''''','",r,
the child' 5 socioeconomic status ar:'f~IJI1U; ! ',( r':ddi 11'1
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pr,rlormam:e via academic aptitude and basic skills and when
suetl indirect effects are taken into account the effects of
:;ocir)CCOrlQmic status via these intervening variables is
f;j'jni rienne. Even when controlling for academic aptitude and
hilBi,: tJkllls, the socioeconomic status model has a powerful
i lId j r.eet effect. There fore, >locioeconomic sta tus governs
i:H::ad",mic aptitude and basic skills which, in turn, affect
readi og.
The (ourth research question asked: Does family back-
Cjl'O\md have effects on mathematics achievement over and above
I.he ef.l:ects of the psychometric and basic skills models? Like
I:eading, the socioeconomic status of the family appears to
hav~! <1 powerful indirect effect on mathematics achievement.
'~ikCI'.'ise, socioeconomic status governs academic aptitUde and
b<lsic ukills which, in turn, affects mathematics achievement.
The fifth research queRtion asked: Does the psychometric
model h<lve independent effects on literacy and numeracy over
ilnd above the effects of far-.ily background and til:.:. basic
skills? The findings show that the direct effect of the
p:>ycholHctdc model on math, when controlling for socioeconomic
!Jt,ltus ,lnd bilsic skills, is powerful. Similar results have
b~Cl1 found fat' reading. The indirect effect of the
p8ychometdc model is also significant; however, its indirect
c(fect all reading is greater than its indirect effect on math.
The [inal research question to be addressed by this study
asked: Does the basic skills model h,lV0 illd~pelld"llt· ,'I I.','t l\
literacy and numeracy over and abovt'! the ef(0...-:'t:s ,'l LlH'I,lmily
background and psychometric models? The 1"t",s~'al"t,-,h llho\~" t.1t,11
the direct effect of basic skills all l1I.:1th, Who:'ll cont I'll I I il1~l
for socioeconomic status and academic ,lpti loud.', iH pnw"rll1l
and of greater significance than the dil'ecl. ,'fl<~,·tl: ,,j 111,'
psychometric model. Similat" results have l":'~11 I,'lIll' I I"I
reading. It is not possible for basic 6k i II~\ t" h,IV" .Ill
indirect effect because there is no illtel'V'~l1il1q Voll'LIItI.·
An important point to be made beforc' C:OLll~llldill'l llii,;
study is that the theory of literacy <llLd IIlLI1H~I"LCY ':"1111"'( "!I"y
has been formulated as a model or- a SOl: 01 Ill,IIII"III,,1 j"" I
equations. Models are representations, nul till I p:,,1 t 11111'1,
They describe the structure of somethinq; in LIlI~l I:"~:', 1.11"
structure of. literacy and numeracy in the e~Jr.ly ~Jf'''ld,,~, (I ~)
They are simplificat.ions of the enormous complr~x i ty dlll"II'! III"
stimuli or observables in the field sclting[; Wh0P, 'iIJ'ldl:y
and numeracy development actually occun" Thl-;': :>t,itnllI I ill tIL,,,,,,
field settings have been grouped into con<;"pLs dt d Iltlld,
higher level of generi:'lity then the Ohr'lr.:rVilblr~~ til"III~,':I"":l, In
fact, some higher order concepts SUdl m; '1r,1.II.II,j"
themselves composed of lower oeder c:oncr,::pt,<; ~;IJ,:h ",.,1,:, I
ability, quantitative reasoning and percr::p'_ jrm,
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Thus, 1 i tcracy and numer~cy has been explained, not in
tcrm~ of: concrete observable stimuli but, rather, in terms of
hiqher level concepts. 'rhis is usually the level at which
modelling takes place, because it is at this higher level of
abstrilction that the researcher can impose logical unity. The
ob::.crvublt,s such as test itellls on a test battery constitute a
ri<.:h di.Jta base; one which is valuable in terms of detail.
Models on the other hand are much poorer in detail, but richer
in terms of logical unity. This is Why the criticism that
models Clro not "realistic" is valid. But such criticism misses
the m<lt"k since models, by definition, are not reClI. They are
mct"phors. I~<lther than mirroring reality in all its mind
hOfJqllnq complexity, they stand back from the detail, as it
weco, in order to reduce the features of reality to a more
m.::tna<JcClblo form for purposes of prediction and control. If
prediction is impossible there is no knowledge.
'J'he fit of the prediction equations in this thesis was
:cmolt'"kClbly good. It is r1lre for the fit of educational models
to the data to be as good as the one's reported here. Around
60 peccent of the variance was being accounted for in each
au tcomc. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the residua Is suggest
that import1lnt variables may have been omitted; that is, the
models may have been misspecified, but probably not seriously
'I'be structure of Literacy and Numeracy consists of
socioeconomic status, aC<ld<O'lI1ic ,1ptilUd,' ,l1ld I'd"i,' ,'ki II"
acquired as a result of schooling. Th('l",~ m.IY .Il,',' I~' ,01 h,,!
minor intervening variables; however, il i" \ml""",i\,\., It' I .Ik.'
every stimuli into account. From thi" Rl\HJy it W"ll\d .IPl"'.11
that it is not possible to <lc(Jlli tOe illl 'lV'"Ur;lt.' pn'! ; 1",01 .Ill
individual's learning style \llllcBB .III lllr.',- "I , it,·
socioeconomic status, psyc!lomc!:l'ic, .111rl b;l"i,' nki II" 111<,,1.'1,'
are considered. One withollt: the oth~'r oft,'I'; "Illy <I 1'.111 i.oI
profile. The socioeconomic model. ;lpP'~i1n1 t" I", III>' \~,·.lk'·"1
which means that the schools call comp"IIi',II,' t'>I ;llOIi'/i,loldl
differences within this model. rn CQITlP.lI·\JI'! III" 1','y"II"ul'" Ii,'
model with the basic skills mod," 1 it w("tld 011'1'.11 t It,ll 111"
former is the more powerful of the two. 'I'h,' 10;1,. i " "k i II" Ill' ,,1.·1
was more powerful in math but .:l(:ademic 'IP! il 1l,1,· 'I' '\1"1 It:' \ to,·
basic skills thereby rendering it. mQr(~ p"W"1 fill
The findings indicat.e that the psycholl1"1.1 i,' ,,1101 1'.I,;j,
skills models are clearly complementary. III LhrJlI'lh, til,· di l.q'l
effects of the psychometric model wef'": ~;\lb:;t.dl1l j,t! J'I ,01 I "llli
ated in the presence of the basic !;l:iIIH IrIlJd'~I, II .. )lIdi,.·,'1
effects of the psychometric model on I i!J'r;j':y ,-",d IllHlI'·I.IO"'! ',i"
the basic sills were substantiDl Th(~ ;lfJI.iI.IV1', '<I I it" <"lli I.)
governed reading and math performallC'~ -j i f''':l. I ... ; I"lt II .. J ff',
conditioned the baeic skills i,e ·...hilt if; I"ilrtl"r) ill :;':11'".1.
which in turn had powerful di~o:_~t ~r.f.',,:u; '~rl 1,·;,'Iil"1 .,,,'!
mathematics. It was the po""er of this i rrdi r-,':l. ':f i 1:"1 ·,,1, i.-ll
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ql.lVC aptitude,) total effect which was more powerful overall
thilll that o( basic skills.
1heoret' ca1---...Implications
It ~Iould appear that effects of the psychometric and the
biJsic ::>Idlls models on literacy and numeracy are significant,
even When controlling for the effects of home background
rCSQur.ces. 'rhls finding lends an empirical basis to measure-
ment theories developed by theorists and psychometricians
wh ieh has been absent in the P.lst. In placing students on
school programs, or in evaluating student ability and
,Iell icvcmont, teachers must take both var lables into account
wbile .:11 J0'" 1n9 for clifferen~es in the socioeconomic status of
the students. Teachers must be cognizant of the properties and
signiFicance of both variables. Both aptitude and basic skills
ar-c key components of childr-en' s competencies in comprehending
r"o'ldinq <lOd mathematical symbols, and whil€ these may not be
rogilrdod i'lS novel findings, this thesis was the first to
;lddr-":>5S this question. The research did what it was designed
to do; n<lmely, sensitize the reader to the clements of the
b,1Sic structure underlying the development of literacy and
lIumoracy. In this way the research helped to clarify our
ror-m;ll understanding of the structure of school achievement.
Practical Implications
Extensive assessment which incorpol'ilt~'5 hntl1 ,I pI i \.mh' .\lh1
achievement testing <lppears to be t.he Illosl 1''':1 i <',I 1 11I1'111,,<1 "t
creating an accurate profile of indjvidl101.,:' l,~.\nlil\q ::1 yl,'.
Yet, this is probably impractici;l] slnce t.he ;llllt~l1l1L "I I,-~Il ill'l
that would be incurred would be exc("snivc _. _ ,~V'~II it l'-,I,'II'-I"H
had the time and qualifications to ilamini:,1 .'1' ,lIld IIldl'k :llldl
tests. One answer to thiG dilemma might I if' ill ""llll'III'-I-iz,-,1
adaptive testing. This form of test Lng hc'w nev"I-;ll ,,,IVdll!''',!''I:
in that it eliminates testel- biils, pi"ov idp:: i I\d i v idll.i1
interactive .. ssensment, and is tililol"(;d to 1.11.... np,',-i t i,: 11,-,,<1:\
of the indiv:':'dual thereby elinlinat,ing IUlll'~C'~UflalY "I!"~:l i'Jll::
As well, computerized adaptive I:estil\lj ill 1I10!'" 1 ik'·ly I"
capture and maintain the attt:!ntion or tlt'J ilidividll.,l t h,tll ,I
traditional pencil-and-paper test.
In an adaptive test one or mare jtctrls ilrc admilli::1 '-I ",I I.'J
the individual; scored accordjng l~o their r<~r;/x,J)lJr,; "lid lid:;",]
upon their answer either easier or more di! f-j'.:ttll. !I011-::1 i"w\
are prOVided, Items to be administ0r"rj "1'1: Il,,il )I"! I""
difficult or too easy and are Ghos'~n l:rom <I h,JlIk ',1 '!"'·::l.i,llt::
determined to be most appropriatr~ [or the: imJi'Jid'\dl.
A computerized adaptive test whlch, rinJt. d:Jy.n :;':v',r .. J
questions about the individuill's sor;ior;cnnr>l!\ir: r:l.:,I.Il:, 'll"lIf'::
the child accordingly, and then af;S(!S5r"~ I.h': i II'J i 'Jjd,I .. I':\
academic potential and actual achi.r!'J<,mr,rlt 1','/', I :;, wJlll,j
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provide i.l comprehensive profile of the individual. From this
pror- j 10 <l!Jpropriate programs could be developed which address
the spacil'ic needs of the individual. Such programs could be
computer generated based upon a 11st of national norms. Each
ch i 1d could then be placed on a program which would m",-..:imize
that imlivldual '!l academic potential.
Bg,s~a-.!.£.~L~Mgestions
'I'hi s research opens the doors to many fields of study.
IIct.:"lIse of its unique quantitative, longitUdinal data dealing
with socioeconomic stlltus, academic aptitude, basic sJdlls,
<lnu I itcroc¥ and numeracy, it invites a ",reat deal of future
research.
Ono of the most important implications of the current
study is tor interdisciplinary research involving the
collaboration between reading specialists, cognitive psychol-
oCJjsts, geneticists, neurologists, etc. It would appear that
.1 eollcctivc, intcrdisciplinary effort would meld various
theoretical perspectives and empirical evidence often found
l.ll.:king in .l purely educational approach. Such interdisciplin-
ilry <lpproaches should be included in future model building.
Another significant implication of this stUdy is for
rcscarchers to be concerned about 'over-testing'. Testing
should be conducted with a specific goal in mind and instru-
mcnts should be rel lable and valid. For example; assessments
should be conducted to examine p3.rticlllar It..lctc'!lill\l nl )'1,'<, ,1Iul
to analyze strengths and weaknessp.s; not <In ,I jlH:l iri"dl i"ll
for placement in a special educ,-~iol~ cl.Hw, IlCG,',l1"C'll<lI'" t1l1llltld
also be careful that each test adlT,inistercd 'lfJS'~I.::'C8 ~~'J11H't hil\ll
different. That io, the test!: mC,JOllt'<:' ,:x,-.clly wll.11 'h,')'
promise rather than being redund«nt IlIcaSlll',,'1J 01 111,,- "dUh' I r.l i]
i.e. academic aptitude 01' achievE-mell] Th,' itt,lividlt.11
administering the instrument shol.i~j be.-. qll.1Iili,',1 ,li,t<lllt,~:
tician and thoroughly familiar with the I.p.';I. Ott" W.ly "I
eliminating tester bian is to develop COItlPlll.'!I'i~,,'(1 t,·~:t ill'l
methods which allow [or direct inL('I·,-.,,1 i"1l b,'I-W""11 II,,·
individual and the instrument.
Studies such as this one are impOrL.111!. ill Lb,l! 111"Y 1"11,1
an empirical basis to an ot.hcrwii3c pUI'ely LlI'!l}ly ,II iv,·tt
approach to education, They also supply .I U'''d::ttl'' "I
accountability to a system which has tradiliollilily h"',n] '-"Itlly
and non-scientific, Further studies should d~,-.l wil.h 1;'1'1"1
populations and add further variilhles lo Lhe (;1Il-1 "'ll. 1II",j"I. II
is only when education has been eX<ltnill',d f.r"llI <III ':llll'i I i,·,,1
basis does it become possible to ilc...·()Unt f"fll' l'~;lrllillq '1IId Ill"
relative contribution of individui;ll aLl <;onl..,'I'ldill'l 1:"'l.rlt~l
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APPENDIX A
THE PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE
m'_
For the put. bID and a ~.alf 1"tS ',orm 9Vdc: CalC thUd hasbeoen helplll9' u.s to .::crr:lUC'l:
~ ~~ "-boUt the devdcpfll!f'lt of children's [.-dll>:' -vw:l "'lIen-tigl oI,I;>lliti... ~ "'"
<lee asking yQ.l to helpUll. Wol are uy!.rq to find CA._ 'oN.t pIIrtnta e.l.Il do to help their
dlildrenllIschool.
'bnof I;he It_ontheneJltelqllt~II!lII!t.l.teeithe[thltIQlf;PiAprKE:M'l!f
sOll'ethlng~to)'OU[o;hl1d.o[~l1ke8todocett.lU'lthUlq.toqedlet,
~fl:~~:J./~lM~~";/JJi;;'h~e(te1:~ P,,(ln1te1y W....~~. or
All tbe"o......cn·!!"I'glye ...emnflrlent'.J
'lhonkll'l'ofotl"='llrhelp.
II:Me IS A I'UoCt WKERE•••
Definitely I'blItly I'tletly DlIU.n1tely
.,,~
.,," DlugrM Ol.sagt"
1. d1ll<ken alo.lld go to bed at to tued 0 0 0 0tw.machool nlqhu
2. c:hUdrenshculd never be lIU (oc
-: 0 0 0sp4IIltedl&.llp.1rliS/lll!nt
1.d1ildrenllhouldnotbepllidfOt 0 0 0 0help1nqvlth~ldehor"
4.chlldrenshculdootbol&ll81gned 0 0 0 0tequl.uchorelJ
5. chUdren stoold be upected to let e c:::: 0 0thelrplltentakr'lowlftl'.. rol...re
to;)3trlet
6.·chl1drenshouldbll!laeen,bJtnot 0 0 0 0he4rd"
7. childrennmt le.J.rntodo&ll thy 0 0 0 0are told
B.1IfjeMlduncanlQl/laupWltorwn 0 0 0 0rr.ms. IlbcaJt lIMy thl.rqa
~. the what. family b up.cted to be 0 C C 0pteaentfortMevenl.nqrreal
liJ. ~cy ~r of tM fam.lly 11M 411
-
[J 0 0~chllrI;;,.tot&lXatthoitabl.
11.t:heehlldtena.r.not.ll~to c:::: 0 0 0bcltt"",ott.,falll11y~t·.bolllllllJ1rqa
wil:hcutplrm&llml
12. tlwtathercoouibltMInuchlllOuthan 0 0 0 0!:hetl:Otnlrtohcr.iRholdtJ.1lanes
155
;CMEISlIi'VCEIlllERE ••• oeHnltdy ."esely ~Iltly Oe!1nltely
""~ ""H DOrM DCr"
lJ.t.":elmtherdoe!l:lDllltcft..''lehou5eWOrk 0 0
14. ~li}:e£~r~r=~~lY0 0 0
l5.tne~lwthef1nll54Y\itoen 0 0 0 0hull)Ud andwlfe diaar;Jree abaJt ehild
,-"'"
16.theltlltherlll[~lblefgratt.n:Hnl 0 0 0 0\llIrent-teadler meetinq.
17. the ehl1dJ:en qo to their lllOther fo[ 0 0 0 0helpwithl'lanroork
18.thefather_that~rkiJ 0 0 0 0~ltted
19.theltlltherslDuldqettheehilllrenoff [j 0 0 0~od>oo'
20. the fathlr sh:u1d ptd< "P the child 111 0 0 0 0theeventofU~cr/lCl;tdlntatac:hDcl,ormerqenc:y!Chooldc.IU
21. the fathllr llM1A Witll the telChlr or 0 0 0 0prlncipallo1lenthlldl.l1dcenhlVll4prctl1... at IChcol
22.thIn:lt.hl1rlf'lCClllr~theehll4r4tlto 0 0 0 0taJ[4cutoflehoolaetlviti_
23. the fathllr lIal&Uy w. the elIlldnn 0 0 0 0to their cut of achool activitl.
24. the father UIU4l1y talc. the chUdnn 0 0 0 0to thll doctQr or thldantUt
25.thIl1l:)thl!rtetU_ur/prCltl1.th1 0 0 0 0dll1dlenll'Jtffhl~ vtthtnel'llllq/bluuorwithotherehlldrln
26.l!Ill[tweelc:en:isthefat!MIr~ftI)r. 0 0 0 0timtwlthtt.ehUdrenthanthlllllt:her
27. the nl>ther SjllR1a III)rl tJ.a ~r1tl9 the 0 0 0 0~wltht!MIchUdrtnthanthllf4l:hllr
28. ~r & day qoM by vitl'lol.lt tht fathaf 0 0 0 0SQlIl tta. with t1w dlUdrlln
29. the fawr hu al-r- cbIe.:llt of tbe 0 0 0 0r~1l'lI;I to the eh11dun
lO. the f'thoIr II!Iluld blllIOr_ 1lNI;I1v.d In 0 0 0 0br1ng1n; up the dJUdnn
ll. pl4l'lll haw alreMfY btan IlaI» to f1nanell 0 0 0 0the chUdnn'. Kb0011n;~ the hLqIl
..:hoo!llMl1
32.thechlldrenut~to90onto 0 0 0 0c:ollegtorunlVllrBLty
33. thotchUdrll'lutap.:tAd:towrltt 0 0 0 0Itttllr.&ndthlnkytMJl'IOtM
10\£ :S A i"JC£ WIR£ o.tillittly !'IORly .'bItly Dl!!illi:ely
'"M "'M Dl149rH DlaqlM
)'.";.":'I! ehHdlell ~orq I"i",u rHCI1.""l 0 0 0 0 ~5';'::.<ICAstcal5Cl'C01
35. tile chlldun ~HP wit .-- :1'# 0 0 0 0
16. tlliI,d1Udren ~e upected:o '4aI'I 0 0 0:J>elthMode~:lr.alldleltt~tn
·"lUlCiutoe!rqtold:lyt.'loet1o--et.">q'
lu1:l9ract.4
17.':.'leehtldrenM..... e.tn..-ccut.t9edto ~ ::; 0 0i'~IY sport3
la. t.'lec:Mldnnu:pett.c_r1!Qr 0 0 0 0:KL"Iqln9hcroel'lQCdrtp<lltc:arl!
)9. ~.e childten MV" r-J.. [".q.,
;ollec:t-s~,0)11IsardQt.'ler 0 0 0 0':J'Iu-.q.,llUlld«;:SelJl,pl.y.
IlIJsll;.llliZ'.lttlll:Wlt,knJt,$eW.et<:.1
40. Lt is wined that t.hecllUdten 0 0 0 0.tIleorcec:t.Iy
41. t.... c:hUdrll'lue not. I1lowed to 0 0 0 0"t.l1kbac:.. •
42. _do net lII1rdl'QW ....U th"chUdr.... 0 0 0 0do 1:l school
U. the c:hlld.nn .n opeeud to do 0 0 0 0SQ'I!thln9uufulu;111tL'l'U
44. ~~;~~enl:WltlQCJk(:lltfOr 0 0 0 0
45. the c:hUdnn have the t1qht to 0 0 0 0'"tIleethllr oomop1:ltOM
46. the ehUcken kftIP t-y vlthrlut Illlvltq 0 0 0 0tot>e.ttendedeo
41. the::otllerllll'dl.. ~·Hda·W!ll" 0 0 0 0thet.tJwt.tt~tootJ'lerthlt9
48. the d'lUdrenbtL"Iq 000ka ftC. the 0 0 0 0p.;IDlIc: Ubury
49._StbK"rlbetoc:tlildi:en'l~iIlelI 0 0 0 0[l)"ot, World, Hl¢ll1qhu, 5eIIIllSISueet
<:a9lz1ne etc:.1
50 • .Ill enc:ydopWla Md/or • dl~tonary 0 0 0 0a.YIlllall. toe: tlwcllUdi:en'l\1N
51. tl'lu.... loti of book. tor thI 0 0 0 0dll1dJ:.,
52 .... l'II..... &l..Y"leao:! to cur c:IiUdren [j 0 0 0onlr~1I.rtll.l1Jl
53 ..... Uk. to talk to !:hi children 0 0 0 0Jlx\Jt thI bOOk.... rMd to thm
54.... Uh to tAlk to thtc:tl1.1dren 0 0 0 0Slo.itthl,...proqt........t.cll
toqetl'lec
IOlZISAPUCE:.'BDU:.. , OeUnitely _tty !'OIUy DoItinitely
"',~ "',~ 015.l9r~ Ol""'lrel!
55. tbecMlc!tl!l'l Uketo 1l1ay'o'Ord'la:le1 0 0 0 0,uchalllS'py' .. "lcr.1btlle,lOq,lestions ~ ',. :ol/'dcrotl8WDrdp.lnlea
S6.t:htehildtetllUetolOlvettJrzlel 0 0 0 0le.q. jlqlla'ol punlea, bralntel.l<!rs,
:raz.ea.. _lb.Cl<::lr'ICIOeetc,1
57, the ehUdnn Uke to pay t",ud 'lar.ll!"
0 ::J 0 0'SUe!laaSMJ<esardtA<:lclen, Sorty.~ntJPOly.1"rlvi.IlPurt\llt.Clue.
CllCketll,etc.
58. the ehUdren Uke to play catd qa:lel 0 0 0 0suchuGQ f'lsh,Sn.tp, Oldl'4id,Cn~Elqht3, etc.
59.theehildrentakepllrtlncoltpetltlona 0 0 0 0(e.'1. rrualcfeltl"",ls,churcllc:."Iolrl,oolout1nq<XlnUloU.ltc.1
60.theehl.ldren learn to loclt&fter 0 0 0 0u-lvel{tocook.tostll.tO,Ht
utile, IIUh dlSh~. etc.)
61. the chlldt8l lellm to <;.IU for their 0 0 0 0thJ.rqs (tolMklbeda. tidythei,rr~,p.lttOYIZl'll.y&ftlrWMl,etc.1
62. the ehUdr8l l<1lltn to cau {or potu 0 0 0 0(dogl,c:ata,blrda,f1sl1,etc.)
63. thechl.ldrtn learn tofu ehJ.n;1 0 0 0 0(bJ):et,t0y8,bQcltl,ete.)
U. the chUdl"en me to pUnt thJ.rq1 0 0 0 0(ve;etable.,nlM!lrs,~,trl!<!l,
etc,l
'1ll£h'IDlE f'NULY ••• Rately Oo:c... IOI"II11y f're<l'*ltly I\olItot
thetLllI
6S .....tcbet eclucatlonal Nproqr_
0 0 0 0tf.qethetltll!CtrlcCO!p5ny,J-2-1Ccmta.e:t,I'l.r.lIoqerl!.. ~·e"Wle,
etc. I
66. qClell topI4yl1,CQI'lCCtU,lIOYle" 0 0 0 0toqether
67. vl,lta d1ftenf\~ camunltlet, llUM\DM, 0 0 0 0edI1blt101\1t/l91tb1t
611. putLcifilllt81.ill a:porta 1'Udl4l1k,ltilq, 0 0 0 0lIW1=l.rq, .Un; to;tt.holr
69.9O"II on hol1d1ystO'i!ether 0 0 0 0
10.v1l1taotholrcountrieatoqether 0 0 0 0
11. 9O'lIonhikea,1l1c:nles,bertYIlldc\.tllJ 0 0 0 0or MtUrewa.1JI,tcqether
72.v1l1t.1~,~ka.mulr'll!exllibltl, 0 0 0 0hUtorlC1.lbuUcl1tlq.to:;ether
73. enurt:.a1n8 adJlt vhltoceto;ethlr 0 0 0 0
1'!l£~PN'lIU',. iloUtly OX"'.IONlly fr~..tly !'alto!
t!\eU.':II
74, ~... twly qet toqetheu with :J 0 0 0frl..s.or relative-
". "1.ltI cUMC Ilto'llnce- ur;.ti'.et 0 0 0 0 :59
75. vl.ltI loc:alpl.&CMot InterMtaudl 0 0 0 0u C. ~c, u. GaDot't'tlroler, the()\1VK'111tyl'l&clr.. L6b:lratety.ete.
77. attlf'de loe..l ewnta 8Ildl u t. .. 0 0 0 0erAftedc, tlMhllrUc:ulwcal!&hOw'.
thePape'. "Ialt.a IIoy1IlvU1t. ete.
78••tt..... Uv.apcttlnq.-.u!lUe!\alI 0 0 0 0=t.s":' ~I. tct~ll..-.. ,.,i,'11
79••tt~et\lJcdltO'lether 0 0 0 0
eo.c"llouclto_ltlOther 0 0 Cl 0
Pl_ 1J'od1en. wr .......t ycu~..t.n your dllld~ lll~ot the foUoOlInq"r-.
1. OonothJ.r,qoc IlJnon
2.0I.lel.1Aortlllll_U.l1t111tlQ1\
1.5Doldor tIIc_t.'l
4. GrcunV.-d to~. -V prlvU..,..
S. I'lIyaleally~MI~
I '2 1 • S
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
U. Roaru- toowrll4'lftecdoLn9aoll1tth.lnlJvt"llnlJ
IS. -r.u./~ta_l1et dllldnn
llli. TalklbAdl tollltMr/fathe.r
87. racSef1ultle.q.rw-to90tobed1otWl
IIkedl
88.00. not do u Iw/w u tDld
89.~v.~10l'llJ1n;lly1noJuounrS
to. 1"ell.la lie
81. oc- not <XlN t-. \IIwn teld
lI2. I'lglIta with brotMrtlluten/frlera
113.~notClCl!ll/'l:llNontla
'l.aceaQ~lla:I1b1tatloly
Pl_1Tdleata IvfhDwott.'l~~Int:h~
1. *",-t/t"ely
2. soa.t~ooeulonally
l. ote.l/treq.&tnt.ly
4• .aJ.~=-t of the tt-
l 2 3 4
92. a.dt1llll rulesulentocc:ed
9l."'-1t1llll tu.l.ulentoroad
, •• 'lba TV u on ~I./'Ii -.1t1llll1
0000
0000
0000
95. i!'.e c!lU<1nn Nt e'Jle~~1nq <Xl t.'letr ;>l.iU 0 0 0 0
9fi. ~ chi':'<1nn 'UolJc bi(k' to t.'ltlt ::'Ot.'ltc 0 0 0 0
97. ~ dllldnn ·t.lUc :..:t. to t.'lII, fat.'let 0 0 0 0
98. ::;:ll~" IlItec~ ~ c:cnwu~tion~ 0 0 0 0
99. ~t·~;V:'~;;:t.~!;{I~~~:t.I~~ 0 0 0 0
100. The:d:i.!.l ••1HpIn<Xlsc:hgg1da~ 0000
!IX I!I'OtGlOJKl (JlEml'CltG
(~ry ",~t1a1 lJI conttdlrlU.a11
101. loNt Is ~ pcesent 01: l..t ".In ocCl.lpltlan at' thlI btllet 01: quudlanl
I)xI:pattOrll _
102. iIlI.I.t does lwclo 1n W. job1 _
103. \/hat 15 the pcesentor 1U1; ....1n oeeIIpIItlon at' thlI n)1;her1
Q:eup4tlonl _
10•• lohIt doeB slw do intlll.a jdl1 _
Eleantuy SChocIl only
sar.1liljl Sd'IIo1
Fini-'*' Hlqh $d'col
sa.:. CaUeq. « tlnJ.veuity
VCX:.r.UOr-.1. SChool
f'iniIhedCol.1e;'C)(" lInin"lty
~r tldninq ttct d.;'M oc: dJ.;ll~,
••q.Cl:IIpInyIlPCl'*)UdOlNC..1
~ «ktcatlon. poet-qraduau'-;'M
(Mlwut '., AI.ll .. I'I.D., U..8., ef.C.)
108. IIow nany chHdcen &II ~tt th4n tile 'It..
footeh1ld?
IIow IlVIY children u, older t!'.an theqtade
foutchlld?
'LT' "Ej"
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
Hoof :retri at t.."leM de you holyt 1n J't".'l t'Clnlt1
(<;1t<;l, the rumtltr In eadlll.nel
IlO.ttl~
lll.dllh\ouhec
Ill. dNp l~e:!'%t
lU.tIpe'~tcler
115. videa e.t.eettt reocII:der 1\.0)
IUi.ccl.-Jr'f.V
119. 'Iehlele. ".9. autoa, Yarus.
wldl.11
, I
161
1 - U
father .,,"",
8 §
30-)4 0
0 0
0 0
4S 01' I!IXt 0 0
122/121. In the 1111:. sa 1I'Il"t.h5 hal the fathee oc JIlthet had a job In 1It\1c:h they were
tSlp;lrarily laid off?
roer ~D·e
o 0
124/l2~. ,\t tile pr...-lt t1.all WhIIt 15 the tr.P1oyment ItatlW ot the t«tnu .vd ~thU1
rathec '"""',llDuaewil~ 0 0
Ul"Ill!qlloyed Uoolr1tJ;J fOClOOCkl 0 0
U~1ayId (~ locking fO( workl 0 0
,."'- 0 0
~1.oyId lpart-tl.zl 0 0
~1.oyad (~ull-t1.all1 0 0
126. Pacental SUtlil father ,""""
Sl.n;h,.[ent 0 0
PfivUeqtd
tM rather
Leeepdvileged
both:rotherand fathef
Not pfivUeqed at aU
121. Cor.parill9\'Wt f.smUyto otheu. hooIFflvlleqed~re~f"hUdfor:7[<:heckorel
o
o
o
o
o
128. !he U\SWl!f~ to ~i! qoJMtiOflMife WIlre 'liven by,
o
o
o
Ha~yout.riedto_ralltheq.lelltions7
'n'WIl\yw for \'Wr tieli'.
PlY" rotwm tM "'"t:lonnaire in the &talIl'ed <lddfMaed lII'Iwlope provl"-d.
'OW"""Mccld.llUniv!fsitYQf~ound1and
St.John'llI.Nl:><foundlard
AlBlX8




